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The 2018 Symposium on Nuclear Data was held at Multi-Purpose Digital Hall and Collaboration
Room of Tokyo Institute of Technology, on November 29 and 30, 2018. The symposium was
organized by the Nuclear Data Division of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan (AESJ) in
cooperation with Sigma Special Committee of AESJ, Nuclear Science and Engineering Center of
Japan Atomic Energy Agency, and Laboratory for Advanced Nuclear Energy of Institute of
Innovative Research, Tokyo Institute of Technology. In the symposium, there were one tutorial,
“Development of nuclear data processing code FRENDY”, one special lecture “What the future
holds for Nuclear Energy” and seven oral sessions, “Nuclear Data and Future Perspectives”,
“Current Status and Future Perspectives of Reactor Physics”, “Topics”, “Nuclear Data
Applications”, “International Session”, “Nuclear Data Measurements and New Technology for
Nuclear Reactor Diagnosis”, and “Data Needs from New Fields”. In addition, recent research
progress on experiments, evaluation, benchmark and application was presented in the poster session.
Among 82 participants, all presentations and following discussions were very active and fruitful.
This report consists of total 35 papers including 13 oral and 22 poster presentations.
Keywords: Nuclear Data Symposium 2018, Experiments, Nuclear Theory, Nuclear Data Evaluation,
Benchmark Test, Nuclear Data Applications
* Tokyo Institute of Technology
Organizers: Satoshi Chiba (Chair, Tokyo Tech), Yukinobu Watanabe (Co-chair, Kyushu Univ.),
Masaaki Kimura (Hokkaido Univ.), Koichi Kino (AIST), Toshiya Sanami (KEK), Tatsuya
Katabuchi (Tokyo Tech), Ken Nakajima (Kyoto Univ.), Jun-ichi Hori (Kyoto Univ.), Isao Murata
(Osaka Univ.), Nobuhiro Shigyo (Kyushu Univ.), Hideaki Otsu (RIKEN), Katsuhisa Nishio (JAEA),
Taira Hazama (JAEA), Osamu Iwamoto (JAEA), Satoshi Kunieda (JAEA), Shoji Nakamura
(JAEA), Hiroyuki Koura (JAEA), Yutaka Utsuno (JAEA)
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2018 年度核データ研究会報告集
2018 年 11 月 29 日～30 日
東京工業大学
大岡山キャンパス、東京都
東京都目黒区大岡山 2-12-1
日本原子力研究開発機構
（編）千葉

原子力科学研究部門
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知香子*、椿原
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修

（2019 年 9 月 10 日受理）
2018 年度核データ研究会は、2018 年 11 月 29 日～30 日に、東京都目黒区東京工業大学
大岡山キャンパス東工大デジタル多目的ホールおよびコラボレーションルームにて開催さ
れた。本研究会は、日本原子力学会核データ部会が主催、日本原子力学会核データ部会、
日本原子力学会「シグマ」特別専門委員会、日本原子力研究開発機構原子力基礎工学研究
センター、東京工業大学科学技術創成研究院先導原子力研究所が共催した。今回、チュー
トリアルとして「核データ処理システム FRENDY」を、特別講演として「原子力発電の
これから」を実施した。また講演・議論のセッションとして「核データ研究の現状と展望」、
「炉物理研究の現状と展望」、「話題」、「核データ応用分野」、「国際セッション」、「核デー
タ測定及び原子炉診断の新技術」、
「新分野からのデータニーズ」の 7 件を企画し実施した。
さらに、ポスターセッションでは、実験、評価、ベンチマーク、応用など、幅広い研究内
容について発表が行われた。参加者総数は 82 名で、それぞれの口頭発表及びポスター発表
では活発な質疑応答が行われた。本報告集は、本研究会における口頭発表 13 件、ポスター
発表 22 件の論文をまとめている。

キーワード: 2018 年度核データ研究会、実験、核理論、核データ評価、ベンチマークテス
ト、核データ応用
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（阪大）、執行信寛
（九大）、大津秀暁
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、中村詔司
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、小浦寛之
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、宇都野穣
（原子力機構）
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1 3URJUDPRI6\PSRVLXPRQ1XFOHDU'DWD
'DWH 1RYHPEHU
9HQXH 0XOWL3XUSRVH'LJLWDO+DOO 0DLQ9HQXH  &ROODERUDWLRQ5RRP 3RVWHU6HVVLRQ 
2RND\DPD&DPSXV7RN\R,QVWLWXWHRI7HFKQRORJ\0HJXUR7RN\R 
&R+RVWNuclear Data Division, AESJ
Special Committee forNuclear Data, $(6-
Nuclear Science and Engineering Center, -DSDQ$WRPLF(QHUJ\Agency
Laboratory for Advanced Nuclear Energy, Institute of Innovative Research,
7RN\R,QVWLWXWHRI7HFKQRORJ\

1RYHPEHU 7KXU 
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5HJLVWUDWLRQDWWKHHQWUDQFHRI0XOWL3XUSRVH'LJLWDO+DOO
3DUW\IHH\HQ *HQHUDO \HQ 6WXGHQW 
 2SHQLQJ
)XNDKRUL7RNLR 'LUHFWRURI1XFOHDU'DWD'LYLVLRQ 
$QQRXQFHPHQW&KLED6DWRVKL 7RN\R7HFK 
6HVVLRQ 1XFOHDU'DWDDQG)XWXUH3HUVSHFWLYHV(Chair: Shigyo, Nobuhiro(Kyushu Univ.)）
 ,ZDPRWR2VDPX -$($ 
6WDWXVDQGIXWXUHSODQRI-(1'/
 :DWDQDEH<XNLQREX .\XVKX8QLY 
3URJUHVVRI1XFOHDU'DWD5HVHDUFKLQWKH,P3$&73URJUDPRQ5HGXFWLRQDQG
5HVRXUFH5HF\FOLQJRI+LJKOHYHO5DGLRDFWLYH:DVWHVWKURXJK1XFOHDU
7UDQVPXWDWLRQ
 6HXQJ:RR+RQJ 6XQJN\XQNZDQ8QLYHUVLW\.RUHD 
6WDWXVRI5$21DQGQXFOHDUGDWDSURGXFWLRQV\VWHP
 /XQFK
：3RVWHU6HVVLRQDW&ROODERUDWLRQ5RRP
6HVVLRQ

&XUUHQW6WDWXVDQG)XWXUH3HUVSHFWLYHVRI5HDFWRU3K\VLFV
&KDLU1DNDMLPD.HQ .\RWR8QLY 
 &KLED*R +RNNDLGR8QLY 
1HHGVDQGDSSOLFDWLRQRIFRYDULDQFHGDWD
 <DPDPRWR$NLR 1DJR\D8QLY 
'HYHORSPHQWRI*(1(6,6DWKUHHGLPHQVLRQDOWUDQVSRUWFRGHLQ
KHWHURJHQHRXVJHRPHWU\

 %UHDN
7XWRULDO
&KDLU&KLED*R +RNNDLGR8QLY 
 7DGD.HQLFKL -$($ 
'HYHORSPHQWRIQXFOHDUGDWDSURFHVVLQJFRGH)5(1'<
 Conference Photo, %UHDN
6HVVLRQ
7RSLFV
&KDLU8WVXQR<XWDND -$($ 
 6XPL\RVKL.RKVXNH 1XPD]X&7 
1HXWULQRWUDQVSRUWE\6QPHWKRGDQGVXSHUQRYDH
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 )XNDKRUL7RNLR -$($ 
,QWHUPHGLDWH(QHUJ\1XFOHDU'DWDDQG5HODWHG,QWHUQDWLRQDO&ROODERUDWLRQ

&RQYLYLDO*DWKHULQJ 0RYLQJWRWKHYHQXHRQIRRW 
)RI((,EXLOGLQJ2RND\DPD&DPSXV7RN\R7HFK 

1RYHPEHU )UL 
6HVVLRQ
1XFOHDU'DWD$SSOLFDWLRQV &KDLU.DWDEXFKL7DWVX\D 7RN\R7HFK 
 7DQDND.HQLFKL ,$( 
5HTXHVWVIURPFKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQIRUGHFRPLVVLRQLQJWRQXFOHDUGDWD
 1DXFKL<DVXVKL &5,(3, 
1XFOHDUGDWDUHTXLUHGIRUPHDVXUHPHQWVRIUHDFWLYLW\DQGQXFOHDUPDWHULDO
FRPSRVLWLRQ
 7RK<RVXNH -$($  'HYHORSPHQWRI$FWLYH1HXWURQ1'$6\VWHP
 %UHDN
6HVVLRQ
,QWHUQDWLRQDO6HVVLRQ
&KDLU)XNDKRUL7RNLR -$($ 
 3DUDVNHYL 9LYLDQ 'LPLWULRX ,$($ 
1XFOHDU6WUXFWXUHDQG'HFD\'DWD/LEUDULHVFXUUHQWVWDWXVDQGSHUVSHFWLYHV
 .DZDQR7RVKLKLNR /$1/ 
CoH3:The Coupled-Channels and Hauser-Feshbach Code
 /XQFK
6HVVLRQ

1XFOHDU'DWD0HDVXUHPHQWVDQG1HZ7HFKQRORJ\IRU
1XFOHDU5HDFWRU'LDJQRVLV
&KDLU+RUL-XQLFKL .\RWR8QLY 
 1LVKLR.DWVXKLVD -$($ 
)LVVLRQGDWDIURPPXOWLQXFOHRQWUDQVIHUUHDFWLRQV
 2NDGD.RKLFKL +,7$&+, 
5HDFWRUSRZHUPRQLWRULQJXVLQJQHXWURQLQGXFHGSURPSWJDPPDUD\
 %UHDN
6SHFLDO/HFWXUH
&KDLU&KLED6DWRVKL 7RN\R7HFK 
 2PRWR$NLUD 7RN\R7HFK)RUPHU0HPEHURI-$(& 
:KDWWKHIXWXUHKROGVIRU1XFOHDU(QHUJ\
 %UHDN
6HVVLRQ
'DWD1HHGVIURP1HZ)LHOGV
&KDLU,ZDPRWR2VDPX -$($ 
 6DJDUD+LURVKL 7RN\R7HFK 
1XFOHDU6HFXULW\DQG1XFOHDU'DWD WHQWDWLYH
WLWOH  $VDQRHidekazu 5:0& 
*HRORJLFDOGLVSRVDORIKLJKOHYHOUDGLRDFWLYHZDVWHORQJWHUPVDIHW\
DQGUHGXFWLRQRIHQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFW


3RVWHU$ZDUG&HUHPRQ\
&ORVLQJ

)XNDKRUL7RNLR
'LUHFWRURI1XFOHDU'DWD'LYLVLRQ 
:DWDQDEH<XNLQREX
&KDLURI([HFXWLYH&RPLWWLHHIRU1H[W6\PSRVLXP 
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3RVWHUVHVVLRQOLVW
PA: candidates for poster award, PB: not candidates for poster award
3$

ロビラ レべロニ ジェラルド

5RYLUD/HYHURQL*HUDUG

0HDVXUHPHQWRIWKH1HXWURQ&DSWXUH&URVV6HFWLRQRI1S8VLQJ$115,
DW0/)-3$5&
3$

山口 雄司

<XML<DPDJXFKL

 度近傍における中エネルギー SS [ 反応の二重微分断面積
'RXEOH'LIIHUHQWLDO&URVV6HFWLRQVLQWKH9LFLQLW\RI'HJUHHVIRU
0HGLXPEnergy (p, p’x) Reactions
3$

今村 亮太

5\RWD,PDPXUD

 0H9 陽子入射反応における  次陽子の低エネルギー下限スペクトル測定
0HDVXUHPHQWRI/RZ7KUHVKROG(QHUJ\6SHFWUDRI6HFRQGDU\3URWRQVIRU0H9
3URWRQ,QGXFHG5HDFWLRQV
3$

石井 葉子

<RNR,VKLL

反対称化分子動力学を用いる重イオン多核子移行反応の研究
6WXG\RQKHDY\LQGXFHGPXOWLQXFOHRQWUDQVIHUUHDFWLRQE\DQWLV\PPHWUL]HG 
PROHFXODUG\QDPLFV
3$

佐藤 俊輔

6KXQVXNH6DWR

=U、 3G 標的に対する陽子及び重陽子入射核破砕反応における準位密度の





RGGHYHQVWDJJHULQJ への影響
(IIHFWRIWKHOHYHOGHQVLW\RQWKHRGGHYHQVWDJJHULQJLQSURWRQDQG
GHXWHURQLQGXFHGVSDOODWLRQUHDFWLRQVRQ=UDQG3G
3$

竹下 隼人

+D\DWR7DNHVKLWD

/L) & 6L 1L 0R 7D 標的に対する  0H9 重陽子入射中性子収量の測定
0HDVXUHPHQWRIWKLFNWDUJHWQHXWURQ\LHOGVIURP0H9GHXWHURQERPEDUGPHQW
RQ/L)&6L1L0RDQG7D
3$

藤原 有規

<XNL)XMLZDUD

 0H9 中性子による粉体ターゲットの後方散乱断面積ベンチマーク実験の検討
([DPLQDWLRQ RI EHQFKPDUN H[SHULPHQW IRU ODUJH DQJOH VFDWWHULQJ UHDFWLRQ FURVV
VHFWLRQDW0H9IRUDIODNHWDUJHW
3$

山口 篤輝

$WVXNL<DPDJXFKL

二つのシャドーバーを用いた鉄の 0H9 中性子後方散乱断面積ベンチマーク実
験
%HQFKPDUN H[SHULPHQW RI ODUJH DQJOH VFDWWHULQJ UHDFWLRQ FURVV VHFWLRQ RI LURQ DW
0H9XVLQJWZRVKDGRZEDUV
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3$

江幡 修一郎

6KXLFKLUR(EDWD

0LFURVFRSLFFDOFXODWLRQVIRUWKHFKDUJHSRODUL]DWLRQRIILVVLRQIUDJPHQWV
3$

田中 翔也

7DQDND6KR\D

マルチチャンス核分裂を採用した高励起エネルギー核分裂の理論研究7KHRUHWLFDO
VWXG\RQILVVLRQSURFHVVDWKLJKH[FLWDWLRQHQHUJ\ZLWKDFRQFHSWRIPXOWLFKDQFH
ILVVLRQ
3$

椿原 康介

.RKVXNH7VXEDNLKDUD

殻補正効果を考慮した核分裂収率の評価法
7KH(YDOXDWLRQ0HWKRGIRU,QGHSHQGHQW<LHOG,QFOXGLQJWKH(IIHFWRI
WKH6KHOO&RUUHFWLRQ
3$

牧永 あや乃（講演取消し）

$\DQR0DNLQDJD(Cancelled)

ヘリウム・陽子線ハイブリッド型粒子線治療に必要な核データの検討
1XFOHDUGDWDUHTXLUHGIRUWKHKHOLXPSURWRQK\EULGW\SHSDUWLFOHWKHUDS\
3$

ケアン クン ラタ

.HDQ.XQ5DWKD

)LVVLRQ %DUULHU +HLJKWV RI $FWLQLGH 1XFOHL 2EWDLQHG LQ 0XOWL1XFOHRQ
7UDQVIHU5HDFWLRQVRI21S
3$

中尾 慎人

0DNRWR1DNDR

中重核のアルファクラスター構造と双極子励起
$OSKDFOXVWHUVWUXFWXUHVDQGGLSROHH[FLWDWLRQVLQPHGLXPKHDY\QXFOHL
PA: candidates for poster award, PB: not candidates for poster award
3%

リー ジョンヨン

/HH-HRQJ\HRQ

&O、&O、および &O における中性子誘起反応の評価
(YDOXDWLRQVRIQHXWURQLQGXFHGUHDFWLRQVRQ&O&ODQG&O
3%

西川 崇

7DNDVKL1LVKLNDZD

7'')7/DQJHYLQ 模型で探るエネルギー散逸の起源
7'')7/DQJHYLQFDOFXODWLRQIRUWKHRULJLQRIGLVVLSDWLRQ
3%

小浦 寛之

+LUR\XNL.RXUD

核図表  のためのコンパイレーション 包括的な崩壊データ
&RPSLODWLRQIRU&KDUWRIWKH1XFOLGHVDFRPSUHKHQVLYHGHFD\GDWD
3%

西川 崇

7DNDVKL1LVKLNDZD

拘束ハートレーフォック計算に基づく、原子核媒質効果の核分裂障壁への影響
1XFOHDUPHGLXPHIIHFWVRQWKHILVVLRQEDUULHUKHLJKWEDVHGRQWKH&RQVWUDLQHG
+DUWUHH)RFNFDOFXODWRQV
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3%

中野 正博

0DVDKLUR1DNDQR

7RWDO5HDFWLRQ&URVV6HFWLRQVEHORZ0H9%DVHGRQWKH,QWUD1XFOHDU&DVFDGH
0RGHO
3%

今野 力

&KLNDUD.RQQR

7(1'/ 公式 $&( ファイルの問題
3UREOHPVRI7(1'/RIILFLDO$&(ILOHV
3%

湊 太志

)XWRVKL0LQDWR

奇数個の中性子数を持つ 1L 同位体のガモフテラー遷移分布


*DPRZ7HOOHU6WUHQJWK'LVWULEXWLRQRI1LFNHO,VRWRSHVZLWK2GG1HXWURQV

3%

李 在洪

/HH-DHKRQJ

固体減速材における温度依存熱中性子スペクトル測定のための予備実験
3UHOLPLQDU\([SHULPHQWIRU7HPSHUDWXUHGHSHQGHQW7KHUPDO1HXWURQ6SHFWUXPLQ
6ROLG0RGHUDWRU
3%

合川 正幸

0DVD\XNL$LNDZD

< 標的への重陽子入射反応による =U 生成反応断面積



3URGXFWLRQFURVVVHFWLRQVRI=UE\GHXWHURQLQGXFHGUHDFWLRQVRQ<
3%

石塚 知香子

&KLNDNR,VKL]XND

 次元ランジュバン模型を用いた中性子欠損水銀同位体の核分裂
1XFOHDUILVVLRQRIWKHQHXWURQGHILFLHQWPHUFXU\LVRWRSHVXVLQJ'/DQJHYLQPRGHO
3%

片渕竜也

7DWVX\D.DWDEXFKL

核変換システム開発のための長寿命マイナーアクチニドの中性子捕獲反応データ
測定
1HXWURQ FDSWXUH GDWD PHDVXUHPHQW RI ORQJOLYHG PLQRU DFWLQLGHV IRU VWXG\ RQ
QXFOHDUWUDQVPXWDWLRQV\VWHP
3%

稲倉 恒法

7VXQHQRUL,QDNXUD

コンクリート深層透過問題に対する断面積誤差の影響評価
3URSDJDWLRQRIXQFHUWDLQWLHVRI6LFURVVVHFWLRQWRQHXWURQGRVHLQGHHSFRQFUHWH
SHQHWUDWLRQ
3%

ウラディーミル リトネフスキー

9ODGLPLU/LWQHYVN\

'HVFULSWLRQ RI WKH PDVVDV\PPHWULF ILVVLRQ RI WKH 3W LVRWRSHV REWDLQHG LQ WKH
UHDFWLRQ$U1GZLWKLQWKHWZRVWDJHIXVLRQILVVLRQPRGHO
3%

奥村 森

6KLQ2NXPXUD

+DXVHU)HVKEDFK 統計崩壊とベータ崩壊による独立・累積核分裂収率の計算
,QGHSHQGHQW DQG &XPXODWLYH )LVVLRQ 3URGXFW <LHOG &DOFXODWLRQV ZLWK +DXVHU
)HVKEDFK7KHRU\DQG%HWD'HFD\
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3%

木村 真明

0DVDDNL.LPXUD

核応答で観るクラスター共鳴
&OXVWHUUHVRQDQFHVSUREHGE\QXFOHDUUHVSRQVHV

Please vote for the poster award winners by 15:10 (before tutorial lecture).
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Status and future plan of JENDL
Osamu IWAMOTO
Nuclear Data Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 319-1195 Japan

Status and future plan of JENDL special- and general-purpose files are briefly reported.
Regarding the special purpose files, two files of JENDL/AD-2017 and JENDL/PD-2016 were released
recently. Concerning the general-purpose file, the next version, JENDL-5, is under development. In
addition to the revision over a wide range of the data of JENDL-4.0, new evaluations covering whole stable
isotopes are planned. Charged particle induced reaction data will be included to meet the needs of various
fields of applications.

1. Introduction
Since the release of JENDL-1 [1] in 1977, JENDL general-purpose files have been gradually
updated. The latest version JENDL-4.0 [2] was made open to the public in 2010. In addition to the
intensive update of the nuclear data of fission products and minor actinides, it is notable that covariance
data were given over all actinides in JENDL-4.0. It was one of the most advanced evaluated nuclear data
libraries in the world at that time. However, more than 8 years have already passed and a lot of new
knowledge about the nuclear data have been accumulated. It was desired to integrate them and strengthen
the completeness of the covariance data to meet the needs from various application fields such as nuclear
reactor safety, reduction of high-level radioactive waste, decommissioning of nuclear facility, development
of accelerator-related systems and so on. Nuclear Data Center of JAEA is planning to develop the next
version of the general-purpose file, JENDL-5.
In addition to the general-purpose file, special purpose files for photonuclear reactions and
activation cross sections were recently released as JENDL/PD-2016 [3] and JENDL/AD-2017 [4] to meet
the needs of electron accelerator application and the decommissioning of nuclear facilities, respectively.

2. Special purpose file
2.1 JENDL/AD-2017
JENDL Activation Cross Section File for Nuclear Decommissioning 2017 (JENDL/AD-2017),
has been developed [4]. The new activation file is focused on the needs of radioactive inventory evaluation
on decommissioning of nuclear facilities. Based on the 221 RIs which are important for dose and clearance
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Fig. 1 Neutron capture cross section of 13C
evaluations, 311 nuclides were selected for the target nuclei of the file by taking account of the possibility
of production of the RIs through nuclear reactions in nuclear reactor facilities. It includes not only nuclides
of structure materials and concrete shields but also nuclides contained in control rods and radiation
shielding with heavy nuclei. The evaluations were performed by reflecting the up-to-date knowledges of
the measurements and theories. Figure 1 shows the neutron capture cross section of

13

C. The data of

JENDL/AD-2017 was evaluated by taking account direct capture contributions interfering with resonances.

2.2 JENDL/PD-2016
Previous version of JENDL Photonuclear Data File, JENDL/PD-2004 [5], contains the data for
the isotopes of the wide range of the elements from Z=1 to 93. However, the number of isotopes is limitted
to 68. A new version of JENDL/PD have been developed with increasing the number of nuclei as well as
updating the data on the basis of the up-to-date experimental and theoretical knowledges. They were
released as JENDL/PD-2016 providing the data for nuclides from Z=1 to Z=103 from photon energy range
from 1 to 140 MeV [3]. JENDL/PD-2016 contains the data of various photon induced reaction cross
sections such as absorption, fission, and particle and residual-nuclide productions. It also gives the data
related to energy-angle distributions of particle emissions. JENDL/PD-2016 provides data in two versions,
i.e. the standard version which contains the data for 181 nuclides along the beta-stability line, and the
expanded version which includes the data mainly based on model calculations for 2681 nuclides covering a
wide range of unstable ones in addition to the data of the standard version.
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3. General purpose file
Development of next version of general-purpose file JENDL-5 is in progress. It is intended to
improve reliability and completeness for various applications. Revision of the data will be performed over a
wide range of nuclei covering light nuclei, structural materials, fission products and actinides. To meet the
needs of various fields of applications, data of all stable isotopes will be prepared. Enhancement of
covariance data is one of the main targets of JENDL-5. The general-purpose files until JENDL-4.0 have
been developed with emphasizing on the applications related to neutron transportation in reactors or other
facilities, and data for the other purposes were provided by various special purpose files. It means the
general-purpose files still have some restriction in application, and it might cause confusion to users. In
developing JENDL-5, we are stepping forward to merge the special purpose files to make it simple to use
as possible. As the first step, isomer production cross sections will be added to the newly evaluated data in
JENDL-5 for the backend application that needs to evaluate activation inventories. In addition to the
neutron induced reaction, the data induced by other particles such as proton and deuteron will be included
in JENDL-5 to broaden the applications of JENDL.
For the evaluation of light nuclei, a new R-matrix code, AMUR [6], has been developed and
applied to the neutron induced reaction of 16O, 15N and 19F. Their covariance data are also deduced by the
R-matrix analysis. The neutron reaction data for structure materials such as Cu, Zr and Nb isotopes were
evaluated [7, 8, 9]. The data of many nuclides of fission products were revised in JENDL-4.0. Remaining
data of fission products have been updated to complete the revision of the data with applying the modern
nuclear reaction codes such as CCONE [10, 11] and POD [12]. Intensive studies for the accuracy

Fig. 2 Evaluated cross section of (n,2n) reaction on 209Bi
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improvements of minor actinide nuclear data were conducted under the framework of AIMAC projects [13].
New experimental data of

241, 243

Am at resonance region were obtained by ANNRI at J-PARC and

resonance analyses were performed with those data. Other new evaluation efforts are also in progress. Data
of Bi are required for the nuclear transmutation of radioactive wastes by ADS. Neutron reaction cross
sections are being evaluated by CCONE. Figure 2 shows the preliminary result of 209Bi (n,2n) cross section.
It improves the agreement with experimental data significantly.
The first test version, JENDL-5α1, was created in 2018. It includes the updated and
newly-evaluated data for more than 90 isotopes of Ga, Zr, Nb, Tc, Ru, Sb, Te, I, Pr, Gd, Er, Ta, Re, Pt, Hg,
Tl, U, Pu and Am. Regarding the major actinides, the results of the resonance parameters evaluated in the
framework of the recent international collaboration CIELO [14] were taken for testing. A new evaluation of
thermal scattering law data for light water done by Abe et al. [15] has been adopted. The benchmark testing
of JENDL-5α1 for reactors and shielding is in progress.

4. Conclusion
Recent progress and future plan of JENDL are briefly reported. As the next version of
general-purpose file, JENDL-5 is under development. It is planned to be released in FY 2021. It will
include newly evaluated data for light nuclei and structure materials with covariance data. Data of the
fission products and the actinides will be revised as well. Isomer productions and charged particle induced
data will be contained to broaden the possible applications. Recently released two special purpose files
JENDL/PD-2016 and JENDL/AD-2017 are also mentioned.
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Progress of Nuclear Data Research in the ImPACT Program on
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Wastes through Nuclear Transmutation
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The ImPACT Fujita Program (JFY2014-2018) has been conducted to propose a new option of reduction
and resource recycling of high-level radioactive wastes through nuclear transmutation of long-lived fission
products (LLFPs) without isotope separation. The progress of basic research and development on nuclear data
in the ImPACT program is overviewed.
This work was funded by ImPACT Program of Council for Science, Technology and Innovation (Cabinet
Office, Government of Japan).

1. Introduction
Nuclear waste disposal ofhigh-level radioactive waste (HLW) produced when the spent nuclear fuel is
reprocessed is a crucial issue in nuclear power generation. As HLW contains nuclides with a long half-life,
public concern remains over the long-term storage of HLW. Research and development of the safe treatment
methods to transform HLW into short-lived and/or low-toxic materials are strongly desired. Nuclear
transmutation is expected to be one of the promising methods for reduction of HLW. Under the above
situations, the ImPACT Fujita Program (JFY2014-2018) [1,2] started five years ago in order to explore a new
transmutation path of long lived fission products (LLFPs) contained in HLW, for which disposal in the deep
layer has been the only option. Here, ImPACT is an abbreviation of Impulsing PAradigm Change through
disruptive Technology by Cabinet Office, Government of Japan, which is a program through which the
Council for Science, Technology and Innovation will encourage high-risk, high-impact R&D, and aim to
realize a sustainable and expandable innovation system [3].
The ImPACT Fujita Program is composed of the following five projects. Each project consists of
multiple research topics:
 Project 1: Separation and Recovery Technologies

 Project 2: Nuclear Reaction Data Acquisition and Demonstration of Nuclear Transmutation
 Project 3: Reaction Theory Model and Simulation

 Project 4: Transmutation System and Elemental Technology
 Project 5: Scenario and Process Concept
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In the present report, I will focus on Projects-2 and -3 and overview the progress of nuclear data research
which has been conducted in close collaboration between researchers in nuclear physics and nuclear
engineering communities.

2. Project-2
2.1 Overview
The aim of Project-2 is to acquire nuclear reaction data to propose an effective reaction path for reduction
and resource recycling of LLFPs through nuclear transmutation with accelerator. New experimental data have
been measured by using innovative measurement techniques at high performance accelerator facilities such as
RIKEN RI Beam Facility and J-PARC. The role of Project-2 is of essential importance in the ImPACT
program because the accuracy of nuclear data has an impact on the feasibility study of transmutation system.
The major subjects of this project are composed of the following research subjects: (a) Neutron knockout
(RIKEN), (b) Fast neutron induced spallation (Kyushu U.), (c) Coulomb breakup (TIT), (d) Negative muon
capture reaction (RIKEN), (e) Neutron capture (JAEA), and (f) Low-speed RI beam (U. of Tokyo, RIKEN).
Fig. 1 illustrates a full picture of these measurement subjects.

OEDO@CNS

p/d induced reaction
(a)(b)(f)
Coulomb breakup
reaction (c)
n-induced reaction (d)

Inverse kinematics method

Isotope production cross sections
Coulomb breakup cross sections

20-30MeV/u
Kyushu U

6.7MeV/u

(d,xn)

RIKEN

200MeV/u
100MeV/u
RCNP

n-capture @ANNRI
eV - keV

P-induced reaction (e)

P- -capture

stopped

@MUSE
RCNP,
RAL

J-PARC

energy

Fig. 1. Overview of nuclear data measurements conducted in the ImPACT Fujita program
In the research subjects (a), (b) and (c), a series of experiments have been conducted at the RIKEN RI
Beam Facility (RIBF). The inverse kinematic technique has been applied to systematic measurements of
isotopic production cross sections for proton and deuteron induced spallation reactions on LLFP nuclides (79Se,
93

Zr, 107Pd, 126Sn, 135Cs) at 50, 100, and 200 MeV/u [4,5,6] as well as Coulomb breakup reactions on 93,94Zr at

200 MeV/u [7]. The mesaurement of isotopic production cross sections for 93Zr will be described below.
In the subject (f), a new beam line with the Optimized Energy Degrating Optics for RI beams (OEDO) [8]
has been developed at RIBF to obtain the LLFP beam of around 20-30 MeV/u. Two experiments were
conducted for the proton and deuteron induced reactions on 93Zr and 107Pd at 20-30 MeV/u and the 77,79Se(d,p)
reactions as a surrogate for the 79Se(n,J)80Se reaction. The preliminary results are reported in Ref.[9].
Fast neutron capture cross sections of 135Cs were measured using ANNRI at J-PARC MLF in the subject
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(e)[10], and themal neutron cross sections were also mesaured by an activation method at Kyoto Univeristy
Research Reactor facility. Moreover, measurement of activation cross sections by negative muon capture
reactions on

107

Pd was condcuted at J-PARC MUSE [11] and neutrons produced by muon capture reaction

were measured at RCNP MuSIC facility in order to consider an innovative utilization of negative muons for
nuclear transmutation in the research subject (d).
In the subject (b), deuteron-induced neutron production data were also measured at two accelerator
facilities, CABAS (Kyushu U.) and RCNP (Osaka U.), for the desigh of accelerator neutron sources for
nuclear transmutation. The results will be reported below.
The Project-2 also includes a demonstartion experiment of nuclear transmutaion. An enriched 107Pd target
was fabricated using an ion implantation apparatus, and it was irradiated by intense 24-MeV deuteron beams
for a long period to demonstrate stable isotope production exerimentally. The irradaition test is still in progress.

2.2 Isotopic production cross section of proton- and deuteron-induced reactions on 93Zr
Measurements of isotopic production cross sections for proton- and deuteron-induced reactions on 93Zr at
50, 105, and 209 MeV/u were carried out using the inverse kinematics technique at RIBF. A secondary beam
including 93Zr was produced by in-flight fission of a 238U beam at 345 MeV/u on a 9Be production target and
separated by using the BigRIPS in-flight separator. Then the secondary beam bombarded CH2, CD2, and pure
C targets and the fragments produced through the spallation reaction were identified event-by-event by using
the ZeroDegree spectrometer in the 105-MeV/u experiment [5]. A liquid hydrogen and deuterium target was
employed in the 200-MeV/u experiment [6] and particle identification of reaction products was performed by
using the SAMURAI spectrometer. In the lowest energy 50-MeV experiment, a hydrogen and deuterium gas
target and the ZeroDegree spectrometer for particle identification were used. The measured isotopic
production cross sections for the proton-induced reaction are shown and compared with the calculated ones
with PHITS [12] in Fig. 2. The PHITS calculation is in overall agreement with the measured cross sections.

Fig. 2. Isotopic production cross sections of the proton- and deuteron-induced reactions on 93Zr at 50, 105,
and 209 MeV/u
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2.3 Neutron production in deuteron-induced reactions
Two experiments were conducted to study neutron production in deuteron-induced reactions for the
design of accelerator-based neutron sources. Double-differential neutron production cross sections (DDXs) for
deuteron-induced reactions on Li, Be, C, Al, Cu, Nb, In, Ta, and Au at 200 MeV were measured at forward
angles ≤ 25° by means of a time of flight (TOF) method with EJ301 liquid organic scintillators at RCNP,
Osaka University [13]. The measured DDXs for Li are shown in the left panel of Fig. 3. A characteristic broad
peak is clearly observed around half the incident energy, which is caused by deuteron breakup processes.
Experimental data of thick target neutron yields (TTNYs) from 13.4-MeV deuteron bombardment on C, LiF,
Si, Ni, Mo, and Ta were also taken using an EJ301 detector at CABAS, Kyushu University [14]. The TTNYs
measured at 0 degree are plotted in the right panel of Fig.3. The incident energy and targets were chosen to
compare the available triton-induced TTNY data [15] at the same incident energy per nucleon. The spectral
shape and magnitude are found to depend strongly on the target atomic number. Theoretical model analyses
for these experimental data were performed using DEURACS [16].

0 deg.

5 deg.
10 deg.

20 deg.
15 deg.

25 deg.

Fig. 3. Neutron production from deuteron-induced reactions. Double differential cross sections of the Li(d,xn)
reaction at 200 MeV(left panel), and thick target neutron yields from 13.4-MeV deuteron
bombardment on C, LiF, Si, Ni, Mo, and Ta (right panel).

3. Project-3
The aim of Project-3 is to explore optimal reaction paths based on engineering consideration in which
transmutation rates, heat generation, radiation damage, and so on are estimated by simulation with PHITS.
Various works on nuclear physics and nuclear data have so far been performed to improve the predictive
power of PHITS. The project-3 consists of the following five research subjects: (a) Reaction theory (Osaka U.),
(b) Structure theory (U. of Tsukuba), (c) Nuclear data evaluation (JAEA), (d) Nuclear reaction simulation
(RIST), and (e) Nuclear data compilation (Hokkaido U.). A correlation chart of individual research subjects is
shown in Fig.4. To use the measured isotopic production cross sections in PHITS, a new option with a data file
“Ndata” and “FragData” in which the experimental data are stored was incorporated in the Yield tally of
PHITS. As a result, we can discuss an impact of nuclear data on PHITS simulation for a macroscopic system
by comparing the simulation with experimental data and that with implemented nuclear models.
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Fig. 4. Overview of Project-3
Cross section calculations based on microscopic effectve reaction theory were also applied to production
of nuclear data. One of the examples is a new MWO systematics [17] of total reaction cross sections for
deuteron, which was implemented in PHITS. Physical quantities related to nuclear structure such as level
density and gamma strength function are improtant in statitcal model calculations. Although phenomelogical
approach with optimized parameters based on stable nuclei were used in the past evaluation of JENDL, its
application to unstable nuclei such as LLFPs is not necessarily validated. The results of microscopic
approaches to nuclear strucuture and reactions were reflected in cross section calculations: for instance, the
Finite-Temperature Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (FTHFB) calculation executed by the HFBTHO code [18] in
estimation of the level density of deformed states [19] and the canonical-basis time-dependent
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (Cb-TDHFB) model [20] for calculation of J- strength function.
Development of a new evaluated nuclear data library of LLFPs, called JENDL/ImPACT-2018 [21], is one
of the noteworthy achievements in Project-3. The above-mentioned results were integrated into the CCONE
code [22] that had been developed for nuclear data evaluation. Then isotopic production cross sections and
energy-angular distributions of secondary particles in neutron and proton induced reactions up to 200 MeV
were evaluated using the CCONE code. Finally, JENDL/ImPACT-2018 was produced for total 32 elements
and 163 nuclides ranging from the atomic number Z= 25 to 56 including LLFPs (79Se, 93Zr, 107Pd, and 135Cs).
JENDL/ImPACT-2018 does not include deuteron induced reactions. The experimental data of Project-2
indicates some advantages of deuteron-induced reaction in nuclear transmutation with spallation reaction as
well as fast neutron production. The DEUteron-induced Reaction Analysis Code System (DEURACS) was
successfully applied to model calculations of deuteron-induced spallation reactions on 93Zr (Fig.2) and 107Pd
[16] as well as the Li(d,xn) reaction (Fig. 3) [13].

4. Summary
This report focuses on the nuclear data research in the ImPACT Fujita program on reduction and resource
recycling of high-level radioactive wastes through nuclear transmutation and the progress of Project 2
(Nuclear Reaction Data Acquisition and Demonstration of Nuclear Transmutation) and Project-3 (Reaction
Theory Model and Simulation) is outlined. In the ImPACT program, application-oriented research on nuclear
data has been conducted in collaboration between nuclear physics and nuclear engineering communities in
Japan. Particularly, the first large-scale collaboration in cross section measurements was successfully carried
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out. As a result, the cross section data for LLFPs were measured at leading-edge accelerator facilities (RIKEN
RIBF, J-PARC MLF, etc.), particularly by using the inverse kinematics method in RIKEN RIBF. Moreover,
the evaluated nuclear data file “JENDL/ImPACT-2018” was developed by using the experimental data and
advanced reaction theories in close collaboration between experiment and theory. Finally, this program has
contributed to human resource development of young researchers and students and to personal exchange
between nuclear physics and engineering communities.
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Needs and Application of Covariance Data
Go CHIBA
Graduate School of Engineering, Hokkaido University
Sapporo, Hokkaido, 060-8628 Japan

Although significant efforts have been devoted to evaluation and application of covariance
data of nuclear data so far, there remain several issues which should be addressed by experts
working in the field of nuclear data.

In Japanese nuclear data community, a new working-group

has been established in the JENDL committee to tackle this.

This paper describes

currently-discussed issues about the covariance data.

1. Introduction
In Japan, there have been strong needs to reduce nuclear data-induced uncertainties of
reactor physics parameters of fast neutron reactors, and efficient uses of integral data have been
attempted.

This has been attained by the nuclear data adjustment procedure based on the

Bayesian theorem, and covariance data of nuclear data have been required to do this.

The initial

version of the adjusted nuclear data for fast reactors application, ADJ91, was developed in 1991
[1][2] and updating of adjusted nuclear data [3][4] have been carried out so far.

Covariance data

of nuclear data have been also revised and improved in Japanese evaluated nuclear data library
JENDL, and the latest version JENDL-4.0 released in 2010 includes covariance data for 95
nuclides.

In the neutronics design works in other advanced nuclear systems, such as

accelerator-driven system (ADS), similar approach has been adopted and the covariance data have
been utilized [5].

In thermal neutron reactors, uncertainties induced by numerical modeling and

methods had been considered dominant in the past, but owing to the significant advancement of
computers, sophisticated numerical methods can be applied at present, so impact of nuclear
data-induced uncertainties on reactor physics parameters predictions has become relatively larger
than the past.

Uncertainty quantification works on thermal neutron reactors have been recently

carried out and relevant covariance data of nuclear data are utilized [6][7].
As mentioned above, applications of covariance data of nuclear data have been significantly
grown in the field of nuclear engineering, but there have been discussions about application of the
covariance data to actual problems in recent years [8][9].

Some important notes about covariance

data application are presented in the paper of the latest version of the ENDF/B library,
ENDF/B-VIII.0 (Please see page 60 in Ref. [10]).
To attempt to obtain answers to questions raised through these discussions, collaborative
works among experts on various fields in nuclear data such as measurement, evaluation and
application are essential.

Under this circumstance, a new working group (WG), the covariance
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data use promotion WG, has been established in April 2018 in the JENDL committee, and it has
started their three-year activity.

The purposes of this WG are as follows:

-

To specify unquantified or difficult-to-quantify nuclear data uncertainty,

-

To specify nuclear data uncertainty which has been quantified, but whose reliability is
unsatisfactory,

-

To consider methods to validate covariance data,

-

To discuss which actions should be taken to promote covariance data use in application fields,
and

-

To discuss how covariance data should be generated in evaluated nuclear data libraries when
information of integral data testing is taken into account in the evaluation process.
In this manuscript, some points discussed in this WG will be described.

2. Three unknowns
Nuclear data are physical quantities and there should be true values, but generally it is
impossible for us to know them.

Thus, evaluated nuclear data should include some uncertainties,

and quantified uncertainties are defined as covariance data.

In most cases, there should be many

origins of uncertainties of evaluated nuclear data, so these uncertainties (or unknowns) should be
taken into account in covariance data evaluation process as much as possible.
While there have been many discussions about unknowns [8], here those are categorized into
the following three: (1) known and considered unknowns, (2) known but unconsidered unknowns,
and (3) unknown unknowns.
The first unknowns are well known and recognized by experts, and these are properly
considered in the covariance data evaluation process.
The second unknowns are recognized, but not considered in the evaluation process.
Unknowns which are difficult to quantify correspond to them.

It is not impossible to consider

these unknowns in the evaluation process if experts take some actions, but experts’ technical
judgement would be required in some cases.
The third unknowns are not yet recognized by experts, and those would be problematic when
we apply the covariance data to realistic problems such as licensing of nuclear facilities.

In such

cases, the following question would be raised; Is this facility safe even though there should be

some unrecognized uncertainties? This question should be general and not be limited in the field
of nuclear data.

Reference [11] provides some insightful suggestions: improvement of the

resilience against unknown risks is important; evidence of quantified uncertainties can be
enhanced by sensitivity analyses; new knowledges obtained during experiences should be paid
attentions.

In other words, continuous efforts to reduce the unknown unknowns, by using

currently available information as much as possible, are important. [12]
3. Feedback of integral data testing to nuclear data evaluation and resulting covariance data
How to validate covariance data provided in evaluated nuclear data files would be one of
important questions in actual applications.

It would be possible to test covariance data by
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checking statistical consistency among Calculation-to-Experiment (C/E) values and nuclear
data-induced uncertainties in a set of integral data.

However, it is impossible to do this for recent

evaluated nuclear data files since information on integral data testing are taken into consideration
in evaluation process of nuclear data files.

Figure 1 shows C/E values and nuclear data-induced

uncertainties of neutron multiplication factors of several small-sized fast critical assemblies.
nuclear data file ENDF/B-VII.1 is used here.

A

C/E values are extremely close to unity under

relatively large nuclear data-induced uncertainties.

This is because of tuning made at the final

stage of nuclear data evaluation process, and this is common for other recent nuclear data files.

Fig.1 C/E values and nuclear data-induced uncertainties of fast critical assembly neutron
multiplication factors
Systematic final tuning in nuclear data evaluation was initially adopted in the JENDL
actinoid file-2008 development [13].

This was done with the maximum-likelihood method with

the constraining covariance matrix.

Tuning (or correction) of input parameters in nuclear data

evaluation is quite small, but those can significantly improve performance in integral data testing
of nuclear data as shown in Fig. 1.

It was assumed that covariance data are unchanged through

the tuning in the JENDL actinoid file-2008 case because the correction is slight, but this
treatment is theoretically incorrect. Recent evaluated nuclear data files have adopted similar
tuning, but this final tuning with integral data is not considered in the evaluation process of
covariance data since the resulting covariance matrix becomes fully-correlated and huge-sized if it
is done.

This inconsistency between prediction accuracy and derived uncertainty is now

discussed in the field of nuclear data.
4. Concluding remarks
In this paper, several issues have been presented to improve covariance data and to increase
its reliability.

It is hopefully expected that this can be addressed through activity of the JENDL

covariance data use promotion WG established in the JENDL committee.
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Development of GENESIS, a general Three-dimensional Transport Code based on the Legendre
Polynomial Expansion of Angular Flux Method
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Outline of the GENESIS code, which is a general three-dimensional transport code based on the
Legendre polynomial Expansion of Angular Flux method, is described. The GENESIS code can handle
various geometries appeared in core analysis and can perform stable numerical calculation including highly
voided conditions that may appear under the design extension conditions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Accurate prediction of core characteristics is one of the fundamentals to quantify safety margin, which
plays a very important role in nuclear safety. In order to achieve this goal, higher resolution of spatial,
angular, and energetic behaviors of neutrons should be considered. The continuous energy Monte-Carlo
method adopts less approximations on the simulation of neutron behavior thus its spatial, angular, and
energetic resolutions are almost ideal. Therefore, the continuous energy Monte-Carlo method has been
widely used in core analysis to provide a reference solution. The crucial drawbacks of the Monte-Carlo
method are the statistical uncertainties in calculation results and longer computation time. Therefore, its
applications to practical core analyses are still prohibitive even if a latest high-end computer is used.
In parallel to the development of Monte-Carlo method, deterministic calculation methods with higher
spatial, angular, and energetic resolutions are being developed. The method of characteristics (MOC) is one
of the most successful transport methods in the area of core analysis – two-dimensional MOC is used as the
de facto standard method for lattice physics calculations [1]. For core analysis, the planar MOC method is
winning its admiration and is adopted by the various cutting-edge core analysis codes [2]-[7]. The planar
MOC method assumes that a three-dimensional core consists of a stack of two-dimensional planes of
certain thickness. In current reactor designs, most geometrical heterogeneity appears for radial direction
(e.g., pellet-clad-moderator) while a core is considerably homogeneous for axial direction. The planar
MOC method well utilizes this feature – heterogeneity for radial direction is explicitly treated by MOC
while that of axial direction is considered by a low-order transport method such as the simplified Pn theory.
By combining two methods (MOC and the simplified Pn), computational efficiency is significantly
improved.
The planar MOC method is adopted in recent core analysis codes and shows good accuracy on the
prediction results. Though the planar MOC method is a very efficient method, it has drawbacks on the
numerical stability and accuracy in a configuration with large neutron leakage for axial direction. Such case
would appear in the design basis accidents or the design extension conditions (DECs) of light water
reactors, e.g., the loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the main steam line break (MSLB) with anticipated
transient without scram (ATWS).
In order to address this issue and to eliminate the approximation adopted in the planar MOC method
(i.e., coupling of radial planes by low-order angular fluxes or neutron currents), the Legendre polynomial
Expansion of Angular Flux (LEAF) method is developed in Nagoya University [8],[9],[10]. The present
paper summarizes the outline and features of the GENESIS code.
2. MAJOR FEATURES OF GENESIS
2.1 Outline
The GENESIS code is a multi-group neutron/gamma transport code for two- and three-dimensional
geometries developed in Nagoya University. Major features are summarized as follows:
Multi-group transport calculation in 2D (MOC) or 3D (LEAF)
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xFlexible geometry treatment using the factorial geometry [11] and the R-function methods [12].
xGeometric components (line, circle, rectangular, hexagonal, elliptic, polygon, and generalized quadratic
shape in 2D) are combined to form an object and the defined objects can be also combined to form
another object. Objects can be nested at any depth. Thus a very complicated geometry can be treated.
xCyclic ray trace in rectangular and hexagonal geometry using the direct neutron path linking (DNPL)
method [13].
xAngular flux distribution in a flux region can be expanded up to 2nd order for axial and radial directions.
xNeutron source distribution in a flux region can be expanded up to 2nd and 1st order for axial and radial
directions, respectively.
xThe two-level generalized coarse mesh rebalance (GCMR) method [14][15] or the CMFD method [16] is
used for convergent acceleration both for fixed source and eigenvalue problems.
xVarious stabilization techniques for acceleration calculations [10].
xTreatment of anisotropic scattering of any order using the rigorous spherical harmonics method or the
simplified Pn method [10].
xTreatment of mirror or rotational symmetry.
In the following subsection, some of the features of the GENESIS code are described.
2.2 Geometry handling
The GENESIS code can handle any geometry that consists of line, circle, elliptic, and general
quadratic formula in 2D. Since region assignment of complicated regions is a very cumbersome task, the
GENESIS code utilizes the factorial geometry method to handle it. Examples are shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Examples of calculation geometry of the GENESIS code. The most right two figures show flux
regions and the rest three figures show material regions.
2.3 LEAF method
The GENESIS code can perform two- or three-dimensional calculations. In the case of
two-dimensional geometry, the GENESIS code utilizes the conventional MOC while it utilizes the LEAF
method for three-dimensional geometry, which is an improved method of ASMOC3D [11]. The concept of
the LEAF method is shown in Fig.2. In this method, calculation geometry is constructed by the stack of
planes. By cutting a three-dimensional geometry with planes that are perpendicular to radial direction
(parallel to axial direction), the geometry is covered by parallel planes.
Since extruded geometry for axial direction is assumed, each plane consists of rectangular regions as
shown in Fig.2. Once the geometry is covered by the set of parallel planes, neutron or gamma transport
calculations for a particular direction on these planes are carried out. The transmission probability method
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that considers the angular dependence of particle flight direction is used for efficient computation. To
reduce spatial discretization errors, incoming and outgoing angular fluxes and neutron source spatial
distribution in a rectangular region are spatially expanded by up to the 2nd order Legendre polynomials.
Once the average angular flux on a rectangular region is obtained, region wise angular and scalar fluxes are
obtained by spatial and angular integrations.

Fig.2 Concept of the LEAF method
2.4 Acceleration
An efficient and stable acceleration method is essential for a transport calculation in large geometry.
Especially in large commercial reactors, convergence of the discrete ordinate method and MOC is very
slow due to high scattering ratio and large dominance ratio of eigenvalues (both close to unity). The
generalized coarse mesh rebalance (GCMR) or the coarse mesh finite difference (CMFD) acceleration
method is implemented in the GENESIS code to address this issue. Even for large commercial LWRs or
FBRs, typically less than 20 transport sweeps are necessary to obtain fully converged solution of
eigenvalue problems. Without these acceleration methods, several thousands of iterations are necessary –
the acceleration method improves execution efficiency by a factor of 100.
Though the GCMR and CMFD acceleration methods are very efficient, numerical instability
(divergence) is sometimes observed especially for thick and diffusive meshes. The GENESIS code utilizes
various stabilization techniques to improve numerical instability [10].
2.5 Parallelization
A three-dimensional transport calculation using the LEAF method requires considerable
computational resources though it is much more efficient than the direct three-dimensional MOC method.
To reduce computation time, parallel calculation capability is implemented in the GENESIS code using
OpenMP. In a parallel calculation using OpenMP, conflicts in memory access can significantly degrade
parallel efficiency. To avoid the conflicts in memory access, independent tally array for angular fluxes is
prepared for each thread.
3. VERIFICATIONS
Verification calculations of the GENESIS code have been carried out for various problems as follows:
-KAIST benchmark problem (small LWR, 2D, 7g)
-C5G7 benchmark problem (small LWR, 3D, 7g)
-C5G7 hexagonal benchmark problem (small LWR, 3D, 7g)
-Takeda benchmark No.1 (small LWR, 3D, 4g, with large void region)
-Kobayashi 3D benchmark problem (bulk shielding with duct or large void, 1g)
-FBR benchmark problem (large FBR, 2D, 4g)
The comparisons with reference solution show excellent agreement, indicating the validity of the
GENESIS code. As an example, error of pin-by-pin fission rate (axially integrated value) in the C5G7 3D
benchmark problem with void region (Fig. 3)[9][18] is shown in Fig.4. Note that the benchmark problem
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with void region is not included in the original one [18].

Voided region

Fig.3 C5G7 3D void benchmark problem
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Fig.4 Error of pin-by-pin fission rate distribution for C5G7 3D void benchmark problem
4. SUMMARY
In the present paper, the current status of the GENESIS code, which is a neutron and gamma transport
code for two- or three-dimensional geometry, is described. The GENESIS code can handle various
geometries appeared in reactor core analysis. Calculations in large geometries (e.g., commercial LWRs and
large FBRs) can be carried out by the efficient acceleration methods (GCMR or CMFD). Validity of the
GENESIS code has been confirmed through various benchmark calculations in two- and three-dimensional
geometries including large void regions.
The GENESIS code has been released to Japanese users in June 2018 for academic and research
purposes. The documents can be downloaded from the website [19]. The source code is distributed based
on the request by users.
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The following points are potential future tasks of the GENESIS code:
xFurther improvement of execution efficiency, especially with parallel execution in two-dimensional
geometry
xTreatment of various cross section types
xDevelopment of effective multi-group cross section generation and coupling with this feature
xEfficient calculation algorithm to treat discontinuity factors
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VLPSOHDQGLWGRHVQRWUHTXLUHWKHH[SHUWLVHRIWKHQXFOHDUGDWDSURFHVVLQJ
  )5(1'<FDQDOVRWUHDWWKH1-2<LQSXWILOHVDQGWKH3(1')ILOHZKLFKLVWKHLQWHUPHGLDWHILOHXVHGLQ1-2<
1-2<LVZLGHO\XVHGLQPDQ\ODERUDWRULHVDQGFRPSDQLHVWRJHQHUDWHWKHFURVVVHFWLRQGDWDOLEUDU\IRUWKHLUQXFOHDU
FDOFXODWLRQFRGHV7KH1-2<XVHUVFDQHDVLO\XVH)5(1'<ZLWKRXWPRGLILFDWLRQRIWKHLUSURFHVVLQJHQYLURQPHQW
e.g.UXQQLQJVKHOOVFULSWVLQSXWILOHVDQGSRVWSURFHVVLQJSURJUDPV7KH\FDQHDVLO\XVH)5(1'<ZLWKRXWFKDQJLQJ
WKHLQSXWILOHVIRU1-2<7KH\FDQWKHUHIRUHUHSODFH1-2<PRGXOHVZLWK)5(1'<RQHVDVWKH\QHHG,QDGGLWLRQ
WKHPRGXOHVRI)5(1'<DQG1-2<FDQEHXVHGLQFRPELQDWLRQ)RU H[DPSOHXVHUVFDQJHQHUDWHWKHPXOWLJURXS
FURVVVHFWLRQGDWDOLEUDU\XVLQJWKH*52835PRGXOHRI1-2<ZLWKWKH3(1')ILOHJHQHUDWHGE\)5(1'<
  )LJXUHV DQG  VKRZ VDPSOH LQSXW ILOHV RI )5(1'< RULJLQDO LQSXW IRUPDW DQG 1-2< FRPSDWLEOH IRUPDW
UHVSHFWLYHO\ )5(1'< RULJLQDO LQSXW IRUPDW DFFHSWV FRPPHQW OLQHV 7KH & VW\OH FRPPHQWV DUH DYDLODEOH i.e.
͇͆IRUDVLQJOHOLQHFRPPHQWDQG͆ ͐ ͇IRUPXOWLOLQHFRPPHQWV&RPSDULQJERWKVDPSOHLQSXWILOHVWKH
)5(1'<RULJLQDOLQSXWIRUPDWLVHDV\WRXQGHUVWDQGIRUEHJLQQHUV

&RPSDULVRQRIWKHSURFHVVLQJUHVXOWV
  7KH SURFHVVLQJ UHVXOWV RI )5(1'< DUH FRPSDUHG ZLWK WKRVH RI 1-2< WR YHULI\ )5(1'< $OO QXFOHL DQG
PDWHULDOVSUHSDUHGLQ-(1'/DQG-(1'/DUHXVHGIRUWKHYHULILFDWLRQ
  )LJXUHVKRZVWKHFRPSDULVRQRIWKH'RSSOHUEURDGHQHGFURVVVHFWLRQDW.DQGWKHUHODWLYHGLIIHUHQFH$V
VKRZQLQ)LJWKHVPDOOGLIIHUHQFHLVREVHUYHGLQWKHHODVWLFVFDWWHULQJFURVVVHFWLRQ7KHFDXVHRIWKLVGLIIHUHQFHLV
WKH FDOFXODWLRQ PHWKRG RI WKH FURVV VHFWLRQDW H9 7KH FURVV VHFWLRQ DW  H9 LV UHTXLUHG WR FDOFXODWH WKH 'RSSOHU
EURDGHQHGFURVVVHFWLRQVDWWKHORZHQHUJ\UHJLRQ1-2<DVVXPHVWKDWWKHFURVVVHFWLRQREH\VWKHYODZ7KLV
DSSUR[LPDWLRQLVDSSURSULDWHIRUPDQ\UHDFWLRQV+RZHYHUWKHHODVWLFVFDWWHULQJFURVVVHFWLRQVGRHVQRWREH\WKHY
ODZVLQFHWKHHODVWLFVFDWWHULQJFURVVVHFWLRQLVFRQVWDQWGXHWRWKHSRWHQWLDOVFDWWHULQJFURVVVHFWLRQDWWKHORZHQHUJ\
UHJLRQ ,Q VXFK D FDVH WKLV DSSUR[LPDWLRQ LV LQDSSURSULDWH )5(1'< GHWHUPLQHV WKH FURVV VHFWLRQV DW  H9 E\ WKH
OLQHDU H[WUDSRODWLRQ ZLWK WKH FURVV VHFWLRQV DW WKH ORZHVW DQG QH[WWRWKHORZHVW HQHUJ\ JULG SRLQWV $V VKRZQ LQ
)LJ WKH GLIIHUHQFH RI WKH FURVV VHFWLRQV RI WKH OLQHDU H[WUDSRODWLRQ LV VR VPDOO HYHQ LI WKH ILVVLRQ FURVVVHFWLRQ
ZKLFKREH\VWKHYODZLVFRQFHUQHG7KHUHIRUHWKHOLQHDUH[WUDSRODWLRQLVDSSURSULDWHIRUWKHWUHDWPHQWRIWKHFURVV
VHFWLRQDWH9

фϮϯϴh͕ĨŝƐƐŝŽŶ͕ ϯϬϬ<х
y^ ď

ϭϬнϮ

ϭϬͲϰ

ϭϬͲϭϮ

Ϭй

ϭϬнϬ

ϭϬͲϴ
ϭϬͲϰ

ϭϬͲϮ ϭϬнϬ ϭϬнϮ ϭϬнϰ ϭϬнϲ
/ŶĐŝĚĞŶƚŶĞƵƚƌŽŶĞŶĞƌŐǇĞs

ϭϬͲϮ

нϭй

;&ZEzͲE:KzϵϵͿ
ͬE:Kzϵϵ

ϭϬнϬ

фϮϯϴh͕ĞůĂƐƚŝĐƐĐĂƚƚĞƌŝŶŐ͕ϯϬϬ<х

ϭϬнϰ

ϭϬͲϰ

ϭϬͲϮ ϭϬнϬ ϭϬнϮ ϭϬнϰ ϭϬнϲ
/ŶĐŝĚĞŶƚŶĞƵƚƌŽŶĞŶĞƌŐǇĞs

Ͳϭй

)LJ&RPSDULVRQRIWKHILVVLRQDQGHODVWLFVFDWWHUFURVVVHFWLRQVIRU8IURP-(1'/
  )LJXUHVDQGVKRZWKHFRPSDULVRQRIWKHLQFRKHUHQWLQHODVWLFVFDWWHULQJFURVVVHFWLRQVIRU+LQ+2DW.
DQG+LQ=U+DW.DQGWKHUHODWLYHGLIIHUHQFHV$VVKRZQLQ)LJWKHODUJHGLIIHUHQFHLVREVHUYHGLQ+LQ=U+
7KH FDXVH RI WKLV GLIIHUHQFH LV WKH DGRSWLRQ RI WKH IL[HG LQFLGHQW QHXWURQ HQHUJ\ JULG WR FDOFXODWH WKH LQFRKHUHQW
LQHODVWLF VFDWWHULQJ FURVVVHFWLRQ 7KH 7+(505 PRGXOH RI 1-2< XVHV WKH IL[HG LQFLGHQW QHXWURQ HQHUJ\ JULG
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ZKLFKFRQVLVWVRIHQHUJ\JULG

ϭϬнϰ



SRLQWV IURP   WR H9 WR
FURVVVHFWLRQ

DQG

VHFRQGDU\ HQHUJ\ DQG DQJXODU
GLVWULEXWLRQV

7KH

LQFRKHUHQW

LQHODVWLF VFDWWHULQJ FURVVVHFWLRQ
DWWKHRWKHUHQHUJ\JULGSRLQWVDUH
LQWHUSRODWHG XVLQJ WKH ILIWK RUGHU
/DJUDQJH

LQWHUSRODWLRQ

DQG

ϭϬнϯ
y^ ď

VFDWWHULQJ

;&ZEzͲE:KzϵϵͿ
ͬE:Kzϵϵ

FDOFXODWH WKH LQFRKHUHQW LQHODVWLF

нϭй

Ϭй
ϭϬнϮ
ϭϬнϭ
ϭϬͲϱ

ϭϬͲϰ

ϭϬͲϯ
ϭϬͲϮ
ϭϬͲϭ
ϭϬнϬ
/ŶĐŝĚĞŶƚŶĞƵƚƌŽŶĞŶĞƌŐǇĞs

Ͳϭй

)LJ&RPSDULVRQRIWKHLQFRKHUHQWLQHODVWLFVFDWWHUFURVVVHFWLRQV
IRU+LQ=U+ IURP-(1'/

VHFRQGDU\ HQHUJ\ DQG DQJXODU
GLVWULEXWLRQVDUHQRWFDOFXODWHGWRUHGXFHFDOFXODWLRQWLPHDQGGDWDVL]H$VVKRZQLQ)LJWKHLQFRKHUHQWLQHODVWLF
VFDWWHULQJ FURVVVHFWLRQ IRU PDQ\ PDWHULDOV FDQ EH UHSUHVHQWHG ZLWK D VORZO\ YDU\LQJ IXQFWLRQ ,Q VXFK D FDVH WKH
IL[HGLQFLGHQWQHXWURQHQHUJ\JULGLVDSSURSULDWH+RZHYHUWKHIL[HGLQFLGHQWQHXWURQHQHUJ\JULGLVLQDSSURSULDWHIRU
VRPH PDWHULDOV e.g. + LQ =U+ IRU ZKLFK WKH LQFRKHUHQW LQHODVWLF VFDWWHULQJ FURVVVHFWLRQ LV RVFLOODWHG DV VKRZQ LQ
)LJ7KHDGRSWLRQRIWKHILQHUHQHUJ\JULGLVUHTXLUHGWRDGHTXDWHO\UHSURGXFHWKHLQFRKHUHQWLQHODVWLFVFDWWHULQJ
FURVVVHFWLRQGLVWULEXWLRQLQVXFKPDWHULDOV )5(1'<FDOFXODWHVWKHLQFRKHUHQWLQHODVWLFVFDWWHULQJFURVVVHFWLRQLQ
DOOHQHUJ\JULGSRLQWVRIWKHWRWDOFURVVVHFWLRQWRDSSURSULDWHO\WUHDWVXFKPDWHULDOVZKHQWKHWKHUPDOVFDWWHULQJODZ
GDWDLVJLYHQ


ϭϬϬ

;&ZEzͲE:KzϵϵͿ
ͬE:Kzϵϵ

y^ ď

нϭй

Ϭй

ϭϬ

ϭ
ϭϬͲϱ

ϭϬͲϰ

ϭϬͲϯ
ϭϬͲϮ
ϭϬͲϭ
/ŶĐŝĚĞŶƚŶĞƵƚƌŽŶĞŶĞƌŐǇĞs

ϭϬнϬ

Ͳϭй

)LJ&RPSDULVRQRIWKHLQFRKHUHQWLQHODVWLFVFDWWHUFURVVVHFWLRQVIRU+LQ=U+ IURP-(1'/
  'HYHORSPHQWRI)5(1'<DOVRFRQWULEXWHVWRYHULI\WKHFRQYHQWLRQDOQXFOHDUGDWDSURFHVVLQJFRGHVe.g.1-2<
DQG35(3527KHYHULILFDWLRQRIWKHFRQYHQWLRQDOQXFOHDUGDWDSURFHVVLQJFRGHVLVVRGLIILFXOWEHFDXVHWKHDYDLODEOH
QXFOHDU GDWD SURFHVVLQJ FRGHV DUH OLPLWHG 7KH FRPSDULVRQ RI WKH SURFHVVLQJ UHVXOWV RI )5(1'< DQG WKRVH RI WKH
FRQYHQWLRQDO SURFHVVLQJ FRGHV LV QRW RQO\ WR YHULI\ )5(1'< EXW DOVR WR YHULI\ WKH FRQYHQWLRQDO SURFHVVLQJ FRGHV
DQGWKHFRQYHQWLRQDOSURFHVVLQJPHWKRG7KHRWKHUSUREOHPVRI1-2<DUHOLVWHGLQ5HIVDQG

&RPSDULVRQRINHIIHFWLYHYDOXHVXVLQJ$&(ILOHSURFHVVHGE\)5(1'<DQG1-2<
  7KHNHIIHFWLYHYDOXHVRI0&13 XVLQJWKH$&(ILOHJHQHUDWHGE\)5(1'<DUHFRPSDUHGWKRVHE\1-2<WR
YHULI\WKH$&(ILOHJHQHUDWLRQIXQFWLRQ7KH0&13VDPSOHLQSXWILOHVLQWKH,&6%(3KDQGERRN ZHUHXVHGIRUWKH
FRPSDULVRQ RI WKH NHIIHFWLYH YDOXHV 0DQ\ RI WKHP ZHUH QRW LQWHQGHG WR EH XVHG IRU WKH VWULFW YDOLGDWLRQ RI WKH
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HYDOXDWHG QXFOHDU GDWD ILOH DQG QHXWURQLFV FDOFXODWLRQ FRGHV E\ WKH FRPSDULVRQ RI FDOFXODWLRQ UHVXOWV ZLWK
H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV ,Q WKLV YHULILFDWLRQ WKHVH VDPSOH LQSXW ILOHV DUH RQO\ XVHG WR FRPSDUH WKH NHIIHFWLYH YDOXHV
XVLQJWKH$&(ILOHVSURFHVVHGE\)5(1'<ZLWKWKRVHE\1-2<7KHSURFHVVLQJFRQGLWLRQVDUHDVIROORZV

  1XFOHDUGDWDOLEUDU\

-(1'/

  7HPSHUDWXUH

.



  7ROHUDQFH HUURU  




)LJXUHVKRZVWKHFRPSDULVRQRINHIIHFWLYHYDOXHVIRUEHQFKPDUNH[SHULPHQWVXVLQJWKH$&(ILOHVSURFHVVHGE\
)5(1'<DQG1-2<7KHEHQFKPDUNQDPHLQ)LJLQGLFDWHVILVVLOHPDWHULDOSK\VLFDOIRUPRIWKHILVVLOHPDWHULDO
QHXWURQHQHUJ\UDQJHDQGH[SHULPHQWDOQXPEHU7KHUHODWLYHGLIIHUHQFHLVVPDOODQGLWLVQRWVRYDULHGZLWKWKHILVVLOH
PDWHULDO QHXWURQ HQHUJ\ UDQJH 7KH FRPSDULVRQ UHVXOWV LQGLFDWH WKDW WKH FURVV VHFWLRQ GLIIHUHQFHV FDXVHG E\ WKH
SUREOHPV RI 1-2< ZKLFK DUH GHVFULEHG LQ 6HF GR QRW DIIHFW WKH NHIIHFWLYH YDOXHV DQG )5(1'< SURSHUO\
JHQHUDWHV$&(ILOHV

&ZEzͬE:KzϵϵͲϭ

Ϭ͘Ϭϰй
Ϭ͘ϬϮй
Ϭ͘ϬϬй
ͲϬ͘ϬϮй
ͲϬ͘Ϭϰй

ı

)LJ&RPSDULVRQRINHIIHFWLYHUHVXOWVIRUEHQFKPDUNH[SHULPHQWVXVLQJ
$&(ILOHVSURFHVVHGE\)5(1'<DQG1-2<

&RQFOXVLRQV
  -$($KDVSURYLGHGWKHHYDOXDWHGQXFOHDUGDWDOLEUDU\-(1'/DQGWKHQXFOHDUFDOFXODWLRQFRGHV-(1'/DQGWKHVH
GRPHVWLF FRGHV KDYH EHHQ ZLGHO\ XVHG LQ PDQ\ XQLYHUVLWLHV DQG LQGXVWULDO FRPSDQLHV LQ -DSDQ +RZHYHU ZH
VRPHWLPHVILQGSUREOHPVLQLPSRUWHGSURFHVVLQJV\VWHPVDQGQHHGWRUHYLVHWKHPZKHQWKHQHZ-(1'/LVUHOHDVHG
7RRYHUFRPHVXFKSUREOHPVDQGLPPHGLDWHO\SURFHVVWKHQXFOHDUGDWDZKHQLWLVUHOHDVHG-$($VWDUWHGGHYHORSLQJD
QHZQXFOHDUGDWDSURFHVVLQJFRGH)5(1'<
  7KH SURFHVV UHVXOWV RI )5(1'< DUH FRPSDUHG WR WKRVH RI 1-2< IRU WKH YHULILFDWLRQ RI )5(1'< 7KH
GHYHORSPHQWRI)5(1'<IRXQGSUREOHPVRI1-2<,QWKLVSDSHUWKHDXWKRUVKRZHGWKHFDOFXODWLRQPHWKRGRIWKH
FURVVVHFWLRQDWH9DQGWKHDGRSWLRQRIWKHIL[HGLQFLGHQWQHXWURQHQHUJ\JULGWRFDOFXODWHWKHLQFRKHUHQWLQHODVWLF
VFDWWHULQJFURVVVHFWLRQ
  7KHNHIIHFWLYHYDOXHVRI0&13XVLQJWKH$&(ILOHJHQHUDWHGE\)5(1'<DUHFRPSDUHGZLWKWKRVHE\1-2<
WRYHULI\WKH$&(ILOHJHQHUDWLRQIXQFWLRQ7KH0&13VDPSOHLQSXWILOHVRIWKHLQWHJUDOH[SHULPHQWVLQWKH,6&6%(3
KDQGERRNDUHXVHGIRUFRPSDULVRQ7KHNHIIHFWLYHYDOXHVRI)5(1'<DUHVLPLODUWRWKRVHRI1-2<7KHVHUHVXOWV
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LQGLFDWHWKDW)5(1'<SURSHUO\JHQHUDWHVWKH$&(ILOHV
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1HXWULQR7UDQVSRUWE\6Q0HWKRGDQG6XSHUQRYDH

.RKVXNH680,<26+,
1DWLRQDO,QVWLWXWHRI7HFKQRORJ\1XPD]X&ROOHJH
2RND1XPD]X6KL]XRND-DSDQ

VXPL#QXPD]XFWDFMS


,QDVWURSK\VLFDOSKHQRPHQDRIFRUHFROODSVHVXSHUQRYDHQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUW SOD\VWKHHVVHQWLDOUROH
LQ WKH PHFKDQLVP RI VXSHUQRYD H[SORVLRQ  5HFHQW FRPSXWDWLRQDO WHFKQRORJ\ HQDEOHV XV WR SHUIRUP
QXPHULFDOVLPXODWLRQVRIWKHILUVWSULQFLSOHW\SHFDOFXODWLRQRIWKHQHXWULQRUDGLDWLRQK\GURG\QDPLFVRI
VXSHUQRYDH[SORVLRQVIURPJUDYLWDWLRQDOFROODSVHRIPDVVLYHVWDUV  7KHGHVFULSWLRQE\WKH%ROW]PDQQ
HTXDWLRQ IRU QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW LQ VXSHUQRYDH LV DOVR LPSRUWDQW LQ WKH QHXWURQ WUDQVSRUW RI QXFOHDU
HQJLQHHULQJ  7KHUHFHQWSURJUHVVRIWKHQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUWLQVXSHUQRYDH[SORVLRQVLVGHVFULEHGZLWK
GLVFXVVLRQRQSRVVLEOHFRQQHFWLRQVZLWKFRPSXWLQJWHFKQRORJ\RIQHXWURQWUDQVSRUW  

,QWURGXFWLRQ
6XSHUQRYDHDUHDVWURSK\VLFDOSKHQRPHQDZKLFKVXGGHQO\DSSHDUDVYHU\EULJKWGLVSOD\VDQGIDGHRXW
DIWHUZDUG  7KH\ DUH VWHOODU H[SORVLRQV DQG WKH G\QDPLFDO RXWFRPH RI VWDUV DW WKH HQG RI WKHLU OLYHV 
$PRQJPDQ\ VXSHUQRYDH IUHTXHQWO\ REVHUYHGFRUHFROODSVH VXSHUQRYDHDUHWKHH[SORVLRQV RULJLQDWHG
IURP PDVVLYH VWDUV  7KH\ DUH WKH ELUWK SODFH RI QHXWURQ VWDUV DQG D VLWH IRU WKH QXFOHRV\QWKHVLV RI
KHDY\HOHPHQWV  'HVSLWH WKH LPSRUWDQFH RI FRUHFROODSVH VXSHUQRYDH LQ DVWURSK\VLFV DQG QXFOHDU

SK\VLFV WKHPHFKDQLVP RI VXSHUQRYD H[SORVLRQ KDV EHHQ HOXVLYHHYHQ DIWHU H[WHQVLYH VWXGLHV IRU
GHFDGHV>@  'LIILFXOW\RIWKHSUREOHPUHVLGHVLQWKHH[WUHPHFRQGLWLRQRIKRWDQGGHQVHPDWWHU
LQQXFOHDUSK\VLFVDQGLQWKHWUHDWPHQWRIQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUWWKURXJKUHDFWLRQVDQGSURSDJDWLRQ  
  1HXWULQRVSOD\DQHVVHQWLDOUROHRIFRUHFROODSVHVXSHUQRYDHDVDQDJHQWRIHQHUJ\WUDQVSRUWIRU

H[SORVLRQ  7KHVRFDOOHGQHXWULQRKHDWLQJPHFKDQLVPLVWKHNH\IRUWKHH[SORVLRQWRJHWKHUZLWK
K\GURG\QDPLFDOLQVWDELOLWLHV>@  3UHFLVHWUHDWPHQWRIQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUWLVFUXFLDOWRHYDOXDWH
WKHDPRXQWRIQHXWULQRKHDWLQJIRUVXFFHVVIXOH[SORVLRQV  7KHSKHQRPHQDRIQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUW
VWUHDPLQJ IURP GLIIXVLRQ UHJLPH UHVHPEOH WKRVH RI QHXWURQ WUDQVSRUW LQ QXFOHDU UHDFWRUV  7KH
QHXWULQRWUDQVSRUWDOVRUHOLHVRQWKHQXFOHDUGDWDIRUGHQVHPDWWHUDQGQHXWULQRUHDFWLRQUDWHV  ,Q
WKLVUHSRUW,GHVFULEHUHFHQWLVVXHVLQSK\VLFVRIVXSHUQRYDH[SORVLRQDQGGHPRQVWUDWHWKHODWHVW
SURJUHVV E\ WKH QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW XVLQJ WKH 6Q PHWKRG IRU WKH %ROW]PDQQ HTXDWLRQ >@ 
([FKDQJLQJ WKH NQRZOHGJH RI FRPSXWLQJ WHFKQRORJ\ RI SDUWLFOH WUDQVSRUW EHWZHHQ DVWURSK\VLFV
DQGDWRPLFHQHUJ\VFLHQFHZRXOGEHYDOXDEOHWKURXJKLWVFORVHVLPLODULW\  
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6XSHUQRYDPHFKDQLVPWKURXJKQHXWULQRV
7KHVFHQDULRRIVXSHUQRYDVWDUWVIURPWKHFHQWUDO)HFRUHRIDPDVVLYHVWDUZLWKDPDVVRIPRUHWKDQ
 WLPHV WKH VRODU PDVV )LJ  OHIW   *UDYLWDWLRQDO FROODSVH RI WKH )H FRUH LV WULJJHUHG E\ HOHFWURQ
FDSWXUH RQ QXFOHL DQG SKRWRGLVVRFLDWLRQ RI )H QXFOHL  7KH FROODSVH OHDGV WR YHU\ KLJK GHQVLWLHV
EH\RQGWKHQXFOHDUPDWWHUGHQVLW\ IPRU[JFP DQGWKHVKRFNZDYHLVODXQFKHGGXHWRWKH
UHSXOVLYHKDUGFRUHRIQXFOHDUIRUFH  ,IWKHVKRFNZDYHSURSDJDWHVWRWKH)HFRUHVXUIDFHLWOHDGVWRWKH
H[SORVLRQRIHQWLUHVWDU  +RZHYHUWKHVKRFNZDYHVWDOOVGXHWRWKHSKRWRGLVVRFLDWLRQRIQXFOHLDQGWKH
DFFUHWLRQRIPDWWHUIURPRXWHUOD\HUVDQGLWLVGLIILFXOWWRKDYHVXFFHVVIXOH[SORVLRQVIRUW\SLFDOPRGHOV
RIPDVVLYHVWDUV  ,WLVEHOLHYHGWKDWDFRPELQDWLRQRIK\GURG\QDPLFDOLQVWDELOLWLHVVXFKDVFRQYHFWLRQ
DQG WKH HIIHFW RI QHXWULQR KHDWLQJ LV QHFHVVDU\ WR REWDLQ D KHDOWK\ H[SORVLRQ ZKLFK PDWFKHV
REVHUYDWLRQDOIDFWV  


)LJXUH OHIW 6FKHPDWLFGLDJUDPRIFRUHFROODSVHVXSHUQRYDHIURPFROODSVHERXQFHDQGH[SORVLRQ  
ULJKW %ROW]PDQQHTXDWLRQKDQGOHVQHXWULQRGLVWULEXWLRQVLQGLPHQVLRQVRIVSDFHDQGPRPHQWXP  

  1HXWULQRV SOD\ DQ HVVHQWLDO UROH WR GULYH WKH H[SORVLRQ PHFKDQLVP WKURXJK WKH QHXWULQR KHDWLQJ 
7KHQHXWULQRVDUHFUHDWHGE\HOHFWURQFDSWXUHVDWWKHEHJLQQLQJDQGWKH\DUHWUDSSHGLQVLGHWKHFHQWUDO
FRUHGXHWRKLJKGHQVLWLHV !JFP   7KHUPDOSURFHVVHVDGGLWLRQDOO\SURGXFHDEXQFKRIQHXWULQRV
DQGDQWLQHXWULQRVDWKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHGXHWRFRPSUHVVLRQ  1HXWULQRDUHHPLWWHGIURPWKHVXUIDFHRI
D QDVFHQW FRPSDFW REMHFW MXVW ERUQ DW FHQWHU DIWHU WKH FRUH ERXQFH  $ SDUW RI WKHVH QHXWULQRV LV
DEVRUEHGE\QXFOHRQVLQDFFUHWLQJPDWWHUDQGFRQWULEXWHVWRWKHKHDWLQJEHKLQGWKHVKRFNZDYH  
7KLVHQHUJ\WUDQVIHURIHQHUJ\IURPQHXWULQRVWRPDWWHUDVVLVWVWKHUHYLYDORIVWDOOHGVKRFNZDYHDQG
HQVXLQJH[SORVLRQLILWLVHQRXJK  :KHWKHULWOHDGVWRDVXFFHVVIXOH[SORVLRQGHSHQGVRQWKHHIILFLHQF\
RIQHXWULQRKHDWLQJ  $OWKRXJKDKXJHHQHUJ\RIHUJLVSURYLGHGE\WKHJUDYLWDWLRQDOHQHUJ\UHOHDVH
RI WKH FROODSVH IURP )H FRUH WR QHXWURQ VWDU PRVW RI WKH HQHUJ\ LV FDUULHG DZD\ E\ IUHHO\ VWUHDPLQJ
QHXWULQRV  ,QIDFWWKHWRWDOHQHUJ\RIVXSHUQRYDQHXWULQRV fHUJ LVGHULYHGE\WKHGHWHFWLRQRI
VXSHUQRYD QHXWULQRV IURP WKH VXSHUQRYD H[SORVLRQ REVHUYHG LQ   7KH H[SORVLRQ HQHUJ\ RI
VXSHUQRYDH LV W\SLFDOO\ f  HUJ WKHUHIRUH RQH QHHGV WR H[WUDFW D WLQ\ IUDFWLRQ f  RI HQHUJ\
WKURXJK DEVRUSWLRQ GXULQJ QHXWULQR SURSDJDWLRQ  'HOLFDWH H[WUDFWLRQ RI HQHUJ\ UHTXLUHV D SUHFLVH
HYDOXDWLRQRIQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUWZLWKHPLVVLRQVFDWWHULQJDQGDEVRUSWLRQ  
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,PSRUWDQFHRIQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUW
'HVFULSWLRQ RI QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW LQ WKH VXSHUQRYD FRUH LV RQH RI UHPDLQLQJ LVVXHV LQ WKH XQVROYHG
VXSHUQRYD PHFKDQLVP  ,W LV D FKDOOHQJLQJ SUREOHP GXH WR GLIILFXOWLHV RI WKH WUHDWPHQW RI QHXWULQR
WUDQVSRUWLQH[WUHPHDQGYDULDEOHFRQGLWLRQV  2QHKDVWRGHVFULEHWKHHQWLUHWUDQVSRUWIURPGLIIXVLYH
WRIUHHVWUHDPLQJUHJLPHVGXHWRWKHZLGHUDQJHRI FRQGLWLRQVGHQVLW\WHPSHUDWXUHDQGFRPSRVLWLRQ 
1RWHWKDWWKHLPSRUWDQWSDUWRIQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUWUHVLGHVLQWKHLQWHUPHGLDWHUHJLPHEHWZHHQGLIIXVLRQ
DQGIUHHVWUHDPUHJDUGLQJWKHKHDWLQJUHJLRQEHKLQGWKHVKRFNZDYH  +HQFHLWLVQRWDSSURSULDWHWR
PDNH VLPSOH DSSUR[LPDWLRQV RI WUDQVSRUW LQ SULQFLSOH  ,W LV IXUWKHU GLIILFXOW WR KDQGOH WKH QHXWULQR
WUDQVSRUW VLQFH QHXWULQR UHDFWLRQV VWURQJO\ GHSHQG RQ HQHUJ\ DQJOH QHXWULQR VSHFLHV DQG WDUJHW
SDUWLFOHV OHSWRQV QXFOHRQV DQG QXFOHL   2QH KDV WR SHUIRUP FDOFXODWLRQV ZLWK PXOWLDQJOH DQG
PXOWLHQHUJ\JURXSVFKHPH  
  ,W KDV EHHQ FRPPRQ WR PDNH D FHUWDLQ OHYHO RI DSSUR[LPDWLRQV LQ QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW GXH WR WKH
OLPLWDWLRQRIFRPSXWLQJUHVRXUFHVIRUPDQ\GHFDGHV  7KHGLIIXVLRQDSSUR[LPDWLRQZKLFKLVDOVRXVHG
LQQXFOHDUHQJLQHHULQJLVRQHRISRSXODUZD\VWRUHGXFHWKHFRPSXWLQJFRVW  $VWKHFRPSXWLQJSRZHU
JURZVWKHVKLIWIURPDSSUR[LPDWHPHWKRGVWRWKHH[DFWPHWKRGLVGHVLUDEOHVLQFHWKHQHXWULQRKHDWLQJ
LV NQRZQ WR EH VHQVLWLYH WR WKH DSSUR[LPDWLRQ RI QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW > @  8QGHU WKH VSKHULFDO
V\PPHWU\ '  WKH ILUVWSULQFLSOH FDOFXODWLRQ JHQHUDO UHODWLYLVWLF QHXWULQRUDGLDWLRQ K\GURG\QDPLFV 
KDVEHFRPHSRVVLEOHLQWKHODVWGHFDGH  ,WKDVEHHQVKRZQLQWKLVVRSKLVWLFDWHGOHYHOWKDWQRH[SORVLRQ
RFFXUV LQ ' IRU W\SLFDO PDVVLYH VWDUV >@  ,W LV WKHQ UHFRJQL]HG WKDW K\GURG\QDPLFDO LQVWDELOLWLHV LQ
'' DUH FUXFLDO E\ EUHDNLQJ WKH VSKHULFDO V\PPHWU\  7KH WLPH IRU KHDWLQJ LV SURORQJHG E\
QRQVSKHULFDOPRWLRQRIDFFUHWLQJPDWHULDOKRYHULQJEHKLQGWKHVWDOOHGVKRFNZDYHGXHWRFRQYHFWLRQ
IRU H[DPSOH LQVWHDG RI UDSLGO\ IDOOLQJ UDGLDO PRWLRQ >@  0RVW RI WKHVWDWHRIDUW VLPXODWLRQV LQ
'' RIWHQ DGRSW DSSUR[LPDWLRQV LQ QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW HYHQ ZLWK WKH FXUUHQW UHVRXUFHV RI
KLJKSHUIRUPDQFH FRPSXWLQJ >@  7KHUHIRUH WKHUH KDV EHHQ VRPH XQFHUWDLQ IDFWRUV OHIW LQ ''
VLPXODWLRQV LQ ZKLFK VXFFHVVIXO H[SORVLRQV DUH URXWLQHO\ GHPRQVWUDWHG GXH WR WKH DGRSWHG
DSSUR[LPDWLRQVRIQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUWVXFKDVGLIIXVLRQDSSUR[LPDWLRQVDQGRUUD\E\UD\W\SHVFKHPHV 
0RUHHODERUDWHGVFKHPHVXVLQJWKHPRPHQWIRUPDOLVPDGRSWWKHDQDO\WLFIRUPXODHRIFORVXUHUHODWLRQV  

6LPXODWLRQVRIFRUHFROODSVHVXSHUQRYDHE\%ROW]PDQQHTXDWLRQ
  5HFHQWO\ WKH FRPSXWDWLRQ RI QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW LQ ' VSDFH E\ WKH GLUHFW VROXWLRQ RI %ROW]PDQQ
HTXDWLRQ KDV EHFRPH SRVVLEOH >@  7KH QXPHULFDO FRGH KDQGOHV WKH QHXWULQR GLVWULEXWLRQ LQ 
GLPHQVLRQVGLPHQVLRQVIRUVSDFH U TI DQGGLPHQVLRQVIRUPRPHQWXPVSDFH QHXWULQRHQHUJ\
DQGWZRDQJOHVWRGHVLJQDWHWKHQHXWULQRGLUHFWLRQ  )LJULJKW   7KH%ROW]PDQQHTXDWLRQLVVROYHG
E\ WKH GLVFUHWL]HG IRUP LQ VSDFH DQG QHXWULQR DQJOHV 6Q PHWKRG  ZLWK DQ LPSOLFLW WLPHDGYDQFLQJ 
7KH FROOLVLRQ WHUP FRQWDLQV FRPSOLFDWHG FRQWULEXWLRQV GXH WR HQHUJ\ DQG DQJOH GHSHQGHQFH IRU
LQFRPLQJ DQGRU RXWJRLQJ QHXWULQRV IUDPH GHSHQGHQFH DQG QRQOLQHDULW\ GXH WR SDLU SURFHVVHV
FRXSOLQJ EHWZHHQ QHXWULQRV DQG DQWLQHXWULQRV   7KH ' %ROW]PDQQ HTXDWLRQ VROYHU KDV EHHQ
DSSOLHGWRH[SORUHWKHIHDWXUHVRIQHXWULQRWUDQVIHULQ'VXSHUQRYDFRUHVDQGWRH[DPLQHWKHYDOLGLW\RI
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DSSUR[LPDWLRQV>@  
  0RUHUHFHQWO\WKHQXPHULFDOFRGHRIWKHQHXWULQRUDGLDWLRQK\GURG\QDPLFVKDVEHHQGHYHORSHGDQG
DSSOLHG IRU '' VXSHUQRYD VLPXODWLRQV >@  7KH ' %ROW]PDQQ HTXDWLRQ VROYHU LV FRXSOHG ZLWK
K\GURG\QDPLFVDQGJUDYLW\XQGHUWKHD[LDOV\PPHWU\ '   7KHFRGHGHVFULEHVWKHQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUW
LQ G\QDPLFDO VLWXDWLRQV VXFK DV QHXWULQR HPLVVLRQV IURP FRQYHFWLYH UHJLRQV RI D FRPSDFW REMHFW  ,W
SURSHUO\ KDQGOHV WKH QHXWULQR GLVWULEXWLRQV LQ IOXLG IORZ LQ D VHDPOHVV ZD\ IURP GLIIXVLRQ WR
IUHHVWUHDPLQJUHJLPHVE\WUHDWLQJWKHUHODWLYLVWLFHIIHFWVVXFKDV'RSSOHUVKLIWDQGDEHUUDWLRQ  
  )LJXUH  OHIW  VKRZV WKH ILUVW RXWFRPH RI WKH QXPHULFDO UHVXOWV RI WKH QHXWULQRUDGLDWLRQ
K\GURG\QDPLFV LQ ' XVLQJ WKH ' %ROW]PDQQ VROYHU >@  :H IROORZ WKH WLPH HYROXWLRQ RI WKH
K\GURG\QDPLFDO YDULDEOHV DQG QHXWULQR GLVWULEXWLRQV LQ WKH ' VWHOODU PRGHO VWDUWLQJ IURP WKH
JUDYLWDWLRQDOFROODSVHRIDPDVVLYHVWDUWRFRUHERXQFHDQGSURSDJDWLQJVKRFNZDYH  ,WLVQHFHVVDU\WR
SHUIRUPORQJWHUPQXPHULFDOVLPXODWLRQVWRILQGRXWZKHWKHUWKHSURSDJDWLRQRIVKRFNZDYHUHVXOWVLQ
DQ H[SORVLRQ RU QRW  ,W LV WR EH QRWHG WKDW WKH KLJKSHUIRUPDQFH FRPSXWLQJ UHVRXUFHV VXFK DV
.FRPSXWHU KDYH EHHQ XVHG WR VROYH WKH ODUJHVFDOH FRPSXWDWLRQV RI QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW YLD VSDUVH
PDWUL[VROYHUIRULPSOLFLWWLPHDGYDQFLQJ  
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)LJXUH OHIW 7LPHHYROXWLRQRIWKHSRVLWLRQRIVKRFNZDYHLQ'DQG'FDOFXODWLRQVZLWKWZR(26V  >@ 
ULJKW 1XFOHDUVSHFLHVLQVXSHUQRYDFRUHLQWKHQXFOHDUFKDUWDQGDYDLODEOHDUHDRIHOHFWURQFDSWXUHUDWHV  >
FRXUWHV\E\)XUXVDZD@

  ,Q)LJ OHIW WKHWLPHHYROXWLRQRISRVLWLRQRIVKRFNZDYHLQQXPHULFDOUHVXOWVIRUD0VXQVWDULQ
'DQG'LVVKRZQ  7KHWZRVHWVRIGDWDWDEOHRIHTXDWLRQRIVWDWH (26 DUHDGRSWHGWRH[DPLQHWKH
GHSHQGHQFHRQWKHSURSHUWLHVRIKRWDQGGHQVHPDWWHU  7KHEHKDYLRURIWKHVKRFNZDYHLVGLIIHUHQWLQ
' FDOFXODWLRQV GHSHQGLQJ RQ WKH DGRSWHG (26  ,Q WKH FDVH ZLWK WKH /DWWLPHU6ZHVW\ (26 >@
ZKLFKLVVRIWHUWKDQ WKH)XUXVDZD(26>@ H[WHQGHGYHUVLRQRI 6KHQ(26>@ DVQRWHGEHORZWKH
VKRFN ZDYH H[SDQGV LQ DQ DV\PPHWULF ZD\ VKRZLQJ WKH VLJQ RI H[SORVLRQ  7KH VKRFN ZDYH GRHV QRW
UHYLYH RQ WKH RWKHU KDQG ZLWK WKH )XUXVDZD (26 DQG GRHV QRW OHDG WR WKH H[SORVLRQ  ,Q VSKHULFDO
FDOFXODWLRQV WKHUH LV QR H[SORVLRQ IRU WKH WZR (26 FDVHV DQG WKH GLIIHUHQFH LV VPDOO EHWZHHQ WKHP 
7KLV FRPSDULVRQ LV WKH ILUVW VWHS WR LQYHVWLJDWH WKH GHSHQGHQFH RQ QXFOHDU SK\VLFV LQ WKH
ILUVWSULQFLSOHW\SH FDOFXODWLRQV XVLQJ WKH ' %ROW]PDQQ VROYHU  :H DUH H[WHQGLQJ RXU VWXGLHV WR
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H[SORUH WKH V\VWHPDWLF EHKDYLRU RI FRUHFROODSVH VXSHUQRYDH LQ ' IRU RWKHU PRGHOV RI PDVVLYH VWDUV
ZLWKDQGZLWKRXWURWDWLRQVDQGWRH[DPLQHWKHGHSHQGHQFHRQQXFOHDUGDWD  7KHIXOO'FDOFXODWLRQV
DUHSUHSDUHGXQGHUWKH3RVW.FRPSXWHUSURMHFWDQGSODQQHGDWWKHQH[WJHQHUDWLRQVXSHUFRPSXWHURI
([DIORSVVFDOHLQ-DSDQ  

'DWDRIQHXWULQRDQGQXFOHDUSK\VLFV
3K\VLFV SURFHVVHV LQVLGH WKH VXSHUQRYD FRUH DUH LPSRUWDQW LQJUHGLHQWV IRU WKH UHOLDEOH QXPHULFDO
VLPXODWLRQVRIK\GURG\QDPLFVDQGQHXWULQRWUDQVSRUW  7KHHTXDWLRQRIVWDWHRIKRWDQGGHQVHPDWWHU
LV HVVHQWLDO WR FDOFXODWH WKH VWUXFWXUH DQG G\QDPLFV RI VXSHUQRYD FRUH  &RQVLVWHQW VHWV RI
WKHUPRG\QDPLF TXDQWLWLHV ZLWK WKH ZLGH FRYHUDJH RI H[WUHPH FRQGLWLRQV RI GHQVLW\ WHPSHUDWXUH DQG
FRPSRVLWLRQDUHQHFHVVDU\WRSHUIRUPQXPHULFDOVLPXODWLRQVLQYDULRXVVLWXDWLRQV  7KHUHKDVEHHQD
SURJUHVVRIWKHVHWVRIHTXDWLRQRIVWDWHVLQFH>@DQGWKHXSGDWHGGDWDWDEOHVRI(26KDYH
EHFRPHDYDLODEOHZLWKFRQVWUDLQWVIURPQHXWURQVWDUREVHUYDWLRQVDQGQXFOHDUH[SHULPHQWV>@  2QH
RIWKHSRSXODUVHWVDUH/DWWLPHU6ZHVW\(26>@DQG6KHQ(26>@ZKLFKDUHEDVHGRQWKHGLIIHUHQW
IUDPHZRUNVRIQXFOHDUPHDQILHOGPRGHOV  7KHIRUPHUKDYLQJZHDNUHSXOVLRQDWKLJKGHQVLWLHVWHQGV
WRKDYHPRUHFRPSUHVVLRQRIWKHFHQWUDOFRUHDQGLVFDOOHGVRIWDVFRPSDUHGZLWKWKHODWWHU  7KHVRIW
(26 KROGV FRPSDFW QHXWURQ VWDUV ZLWK VPDOO UDGLL DQG PD\ KDYH DGYDQWDJHRXV WR UHOHDVH D ODUJH
JUDYLWDWLRQDOHQHUJ\  7KLVGHSHQGHQFHPXVWEHFODULILHGLQWKH''VXSHUQRYDVLPXODWLRQVZLWK'
%ROW]PDQQVROYHU  
7KH UHDFWLRQ UDWHV RI QHXWULQRV DUH DOVR HVVHQWLDO LQ WKH QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW DV LQJUHGLHQWV LQ WKH
FROOLVLRQWHUPRI%ROW]PDQQHTXDWLRQ  ,WLVWREHQRWHGWKDWWKHFRPSRVLWLRQ QXFOHRQVDQGPL[WXUHRI
QXFOHL  LQ WKH (26 LV LPSRUWDQW WR HYDOXDWH WKH UHDFWLRQ UDWHV RI QHXWULQRV  1XFOHDU GDWD VXFK DV
PDVVHVDQGVKHOOHIIHFWVLQDZLGHDUHDRIWKHQXFOHDUFKDUWDUHXWLOL]HGWRGHWHUPLQHWKHFRPSRVLWLRQ 
(OHFWURQ FDSWXUHV RQ QXFOHL DUH LPSRUWDQW WR GHWHUPLQH WKH DPRXQW RI QHXWULQR WUDSSLQJ GXULQJ WKH
JUDYLWDWLRQDO FROODSVH  )LJXUH  ULJKW  GLVSOD\V WKH UDQJH RI QXFOHL DSSHDULQJ LQ WKH VXSHUQRYD
VLPXODWLRQV  9DULRXVQXFOHLLQQHXWURQULFKVLGHLQWKHQXFOHDUFKDUWDUHLPSRUWDQWLQVXSHUQRYDHDQG
WKH FRYHUDJH RI QHXWULQR UHDFWLRQ UDWHV ZLWK WKRVH QXFOHL LV PDQGDWRU\  $W WKH PRPHQW WKH OLPLWHG
HYDOXDWLRQRIHOHFWURQFDSWXUHUDWHVRQQXFOHLLVDYDLODEOHWKRXJK  ,QWKLVVHQVHSURYLGLQJWKHQXFOHDU
GDWDLQVXSHUQRYDHVKDUHVWKHLPSRUWDQFHZLWKQXFOHDUHQJLQHHULQJ  


5HODWLRQWRQHXWURQWUDQVSRUW
7KH QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW LQ VXSHUQRYDH KDV FORVH VLPLODULW\ WR QHXWURQ WUDQVSRUW LQ QXFOHDU
HQJLQHHULQJ  ([WUDFWLRQRIQHXWURQIURPWKHGLIIXVLRQUHJLPHDQGWKHXVDJHRIQHXWURQIOX[HVWR
UHDFWLRQV LQ D SUHFLVH PDQQHU UHTXLUH WKH UHOLDEOH WUHDWPHQW RI SDUWLFOH WUDQVSRUW  7KH EDVLF
HTXDWLRQFRPHVIURP%ROW]PDQQHTXDWLRQDQGWKHGLIIXVLRQDSSUR[LPDWLRQLVFRPPRQO\XVHGIRU
SUDFWLFDOSUREOHPV  7KHWUHDWPHQWRIPXOWLHQHUJ\JURXSLVLQHYLWDEOHVLQFHWKHHQHUJ\VSHFWUXP
LVFUXFLDOIRUQXFOHDUUHDFWLRQVDVLQWKHVXSHUQRYDSUREOHPV  7KHGLIIXVLRQDSSUR[LPDWLRQSRRUO\
GHVFULEHVWKHQHXWURQIOX[HVLQWKHLQWHUPHGLDWHUHJLPHDQGUHTXLUHVVXLWDEOHIRUPXODHWRFRQQHFW
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ZLWK IUHHVWUHDPLQJ OLPLW  $OWKRXJK WKHUH LV D VLJQLILFDQW GLIIHUHQFH RI FRQGLWLRQV EHWZHHQ
VXSHUQRYDDQGQXFOHDUUHDFWRUVWKHUHDUHDQXPEHURIFRPPRQSUREOHPVWRWDFNOHIURPWKHSRLQW
RIYLHZRIWUDQVSRUWSKHQRPHQDDQGFRPSXWLQJWHFKQRORJ\  

6XPPDU\
  1HXWULQR WUDQVSRUW LV RQH RI WKH NH\V WR FODULI\ WKH PHFKDQLVP RI FRUHFROODSVH VXSHUQRYDH
ZKLFKDUHJLJDQWLFDVWURSK\VLFDOSKHQRPHQD  3X]]OHVWRVROYHWKHH[SORVLRQPHFKDQLVPUHOLHVRQ
WKHWUDQVIHURIHQHUJ\IURPQHXWULQRVWRPDWWHUYLD QHXWULQRUHDFWLRQVLQQHXWULQRIOX[HVHPLWWHG
IURP WKH FHQWUDO REMHFW  5HFHQW FRPSXWLQJ WHFKQRORJ\ HQDEOHV XV WR SHUIRUP WKH
ILUVWSULQFLSOHW\SH FDOFXODWLRQV RI QHXWULQR WUDQVSRUW IRU VXSHUQRYD G\QDPLFV  ([WUDFWLRQ RI
SDUWLFOHVIURPWKHGLIIXVLYHHQYLURQPHQWLQVXSHUQRYDHLVVWULNLQJO\VLPLODUWR WKHRQHLQQXFOHDU
HQJLQHHULQJ  6LQFH WKH EDVLF HTXDWLRQ LV H[DFWO\ WKH VDPH DQG FKDOOHQJLQJ LVVXHV LQ FRPSXWLQJ
WHFKQRORJ\DUHFRPPRQLQERWKILHOGVLWZRXOGEHIUXLWIXOWRH[FKDQJHWKHLQIRUPDWLRQH[SHUWLVH
DQGQHZLGHDVEHWZHHQDVWURSK\VLFVDQGQXFOHDUHQJLQHHULQJ  

$FNQRZOHGJHPHQWV
7KLV DUWLFOH LV EDVHG RQ WKH FROODERUDWLRQ ZLWK WKH UHVHDUFK PHPEHUV LQ :DVHGD 8QLYHUVLW\ .\RWR
8QLYHUVLW\ 5,.(1 .(. DQG 3ULQFHWRQ 8QLYHUVLW\  7KLV ZRUN LV VXSSRUWHG E\ *UDQWLQ$LG IRU
6FLHQWLILF 5HVHDUFK

 . + +  -DSDQ  7KH XVDJH RI

KLJKSHUIRUPDQFH FRPSXWLQJ UHVRXUFHV DW .(. 5&13 <,73 1DJR\D 8 DQG 8 7RN\R DUH
DFNQRZOHGJHG  7KLV ZRUN ZDV SDUWO\ VXSSRUWHG E\ UHVHDUFK SURJUDPV DW .FRPSXWHU +3&, DQG
3RVW.SURMHFW  
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Nuclear Data Required for Measurements of Reactivity
and Nuclear Material Composition
Yasushi Nauchi
Nuclear Technology Research Laboratory, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry
2-6-1 Nagasaka, Yokosuka-shi, Kanagawa 240-0196 JAPAN

Nuclear data significant for reactivity measurements of a system are discussed. Near critical states,
reactivities are measured based on the point kinetics. For the measurements, delayed neutron fractions and
decay constants of precursors of the second and the first groups are significant. In subcritical states far from
the criticality where the point kinetics is not available, gamma ray spectra measurement associated with
neutron interaction is focused on since it gives information on material composition included in the target
system and its negative reactivity.
1. Introduction
Management of neutron multiplication is essential in a system where uranium and plutonium exist. The
multiplication is denoted by keff which is the expected number ratio of fission neutron emission between
successive generations. The reactivity U defined as 1 –1/ keff is also used to see how the system departs from
the critical. In a reactor, keff is controlled to unity by adjusting positions of control rods, concentration of
soluble boron in coolant, or flow rate of the coolant. Without such control mechanisms, a system must be
kept sub-critical.
keff and U are determined by spatial distribution of materials and their isotopic compositions. Thanks to
developments of computer technology and evaluations of nuclear data, accurate calculations of keff and U
are currently available [1]. However, except for the critical state, keff or Uare indirectly measured quantities
with help of data base or calculations with evaluated nuclear data files. Thus, the measurement accuracies
of keff and U depend on those of nuclear data. In this work, relevant nuclear data required for some reactivity
measurements are discussed.
2. Point kinetics
Near critical states, neuron population N and precursor density vary exponentially with time t. Reciprocal
of (dN/dt)/N is called the reactor period T. T is related to U with the effective delayed neutron fraction
repartition per precursor group, Eeff,ij, and its decay constant Oij in accordance with eq. (1) [2].
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Here i is fission nuclide and j is the precursor group. The neutron generation time / is small so that //T
term in the right hand side of eq. (1) is negligibly small in conventional reactivity measurements. Oij is
directly listed in evaluated nuclear data files. Definitions of Eeff,ij is as follows.
ۃథ כ൫ ௗாᇲ  ௗஐᇲ ఞǡೕ ఔǡೕ ఙǡ ே థ൯ۄ

ߚǡ ൌ  ۃథ כ൫

ௗாᇲ  ௗஐᇲ σ ఞǡ ఔǡ ఙǡ ே థ൯ۄ

(2)

.

Meanings of each symbol are as the same as in reference [3]. Eeff,ij is usually calculated with nuclear data.
To validate the calculated Eeff,ij and the evaluated Oij, the reactivity U based on eq. (1) is compared to
differences of reciprocal of keff between the critical and perturbed systems [3, 4]. For CROCUS perturbed
cores (H2, H3, H4, B-ejection, and Er-ejection) [5], the reactivities are calculated by '(1/keff) as listed in
Table 1. The variation of the reactivities for different nuclear data files are less than 5%. Also, Eeff,ij are
calculated for critical cores and the reactivities are deduced with the measured period T for the perturbed
cores based on eq. (1). The U with ENDF/B-VII.0 are 16~18% less than those by JEFF=3.1.1 and
JENDL-4.0 and they do not agree with the reactivity by '(1/keff). In the left figure of Fig. 1, Eeff,ij of
ENDF/B-VII.0 and JENDL-4.0 are compared. Although the difference in the summation of Eeff,ij is within
3.3%, each Eeff,ij shows differences. The largest difference is shown in the 4th group of

235

U fission. In the

deduction of reactivity, reactivity component Eeff,ij /(1+OijT) are obtained. Comparison of the components is
shown in the right figure of Fig. 1. The difference of the component is the maximum for the 2nd group of
235

U fission. Although the 2nd component Eeff,i2 is not dominant in Eeff, it is enhanced by (1+OijT)-1 term. This

results indicate the significance of accuracy of the group wised Eeff,ij. Looking at eq. (2), nuclear data of Qd.ij
and Fd.ij are important as well as Oij. Such kinds of validation with JEFF-3.1.1 has also been performed for
FUBILA MOX fueled cores mocked up in EOLE. The reactivities deduced with the calculated Eeff,ij,
evaluated Oij and measured flux variation with time agrees with those by '(1/keff) within 4.1% error [3].
Table 1 Reactivity by equation (1) and those by '(1/keff) [4]
㻳㼑㼛㼙㼑㼠㼞㼥㻌
㻔㼜㼑㼞㼠㼡㼞㼎㼑㼐㻕㻌

㻶㻱㻲㻲㻙㻟㻚㻝㻚㻝㻌
U㻌㼎㼥㻌㼑㼝㻚㻌㻔㻝㻕㻌

㻱㻺㻰㻲㻛㻮㻙㼂㻵㻵㻚㻜㻌

U㻌㼎㼥㻌'㻔㻝㻛㼗㻕㻌

U㻌㼎㼥㻌㼑㼝㻚㻌㻔㻝㻕㻌

㻶㻱㻺㻰㻸㻙㻠㻚㻜㻌

U㻌㼎㼥㻌'㻔㻝㻛㼗㻕㻌

U㻌㼎㼥㻌㼑㼝㻚㻌㻔㻝㻕㻌

U㻌㼎㼥㻌'㻔㻝㻛㼗㻕㻌

㻴㻞㻌

㻤㻤㻚㻥㻌 㻌
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In ENDF/B-VII.0 and JENDL-4.0, the delayed neutron emission data are evaluated in 6 precursor groups
varying Oij for different fission nuclides. Contrarily in JEFF-3.1.1,Qd.ij, Fd.ij, and Oij are evaluated in 8
precursor groups using a universal Oij for different fission nuclides. When a negative reactivity is inserted
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into core, the reactivity component Eeff,ij /(1+OijT) of the smallest Oij (j=1) would be dominant and it
determines how rapidly the core power decreases in a case of reactor scram. Considering the significance,
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careful evaluation of Oi1 is required for actinides even if their fission rates are low.
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Fig. 1 Effective delayed neutron fraction (left) and reactivity (right) repartition per fission nuclide and
precursor group [4].
3. Passive Measurement for Subcritical Multiplication Factor
In the deep subcritical systems where keff is less than 0.9, the direct measurement of keff is difficult since
the neutron population decreases rapidly before the precursor density distribution converges to the
fundamental mode. For the reason, other subcritical indices are measured such as the subcritical
multiplication factor ksub defined as follows.

݇௦௨ ൌ ݏଶௗ Ȁ൫ݏ  ݏଶௗ ൯ ,

(3)

here, sprim and s2nd mean the number of neutron emission from an outer source and from induced fission
reactions, respectively. Generally, neutron emission reactions are associated with J ray emission. Then the
total yield ratio of J ray to neutron, (J / s) is related to ksub as

ሺߛȀݏሻ ൌ ሺߛȀݏሻ ሺͳ െ ݇௦௨ ሻ  ሺߛȀݏሻଶௗ ݇௦௨ .

(4)

(J / s)prim is independent of system sub-criticality (1- keff). For a system where intact nuclear fuel assemblies
(FAs) of the same material compositions are immersed in light water or borated water, (J / s)2nd is also
independent of ksub by measuring only higher energy Jrays (> 3 MeV) [6]. If (J / s)2nd separates from (J /
s)prim enough, quantification of ksub by measurement of (J / s) is feasible. Neutron emissions from
spontaneous fission and induced fission are considered to be well evaluated. Whereas, the J ray emission
above 3MeV in the system mainly consists of 1) prompt J rays from spontaneous fission of
induced fission of

235

U,

239, 241

244

Cm and

Pu and 2) decay J rays from short lived fission products (FPs). In the system,

(J / s)2nd was estimated by MCNP-5 calculations [7] with the ENDF/B-VII.6 library for the 1) component
and FPGS 90 calculations for the 2) component [8]. The ratio of (J / s)2nd to (J / s)prim based on the
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ORIGEN original library [9] is 1.95~2.0 for assembly-burn up from 30 to 55 MWd/kgHM [10], i.e. (J /
s)prim and (J / s)2nd are well separated. However, according to Verbeke, the number ratio (J / s) of thermal
fission of
244

235

U including whole energy region of J ray is 2.79 ±0.31 and that of spontaneous fission of

Cm is 2.57 ±0.30 [11], i.e. (J / s)prim and (J / s)2nd are not separated well. To judge the feasibility to

determine ksub based on (J / s), fission prompt J ray emission data have to be reviewed referring resent
measurements [12, 13]. Also, comprehensive validation of the J ray emission data from short lived FP in
latest libraries [14] should be performed.
4. Neutron Induced Gamma Ray Spectroscopy
Since necessary parameters such as Eeff,ij or (J / s)prim,2nd depend on material compositions and its
distribution, measurements of absolute sub-criticality is difficult for a system where the material
composition is unknown. In a prevention toward approach of criticality management, keff of a system is
calculated with a conservative geometry and material composition model where fuel of the maximum
enrichment distributes in the optimum condition with neutron moderator. If we apply such method for
storage of fuel debris formed in unit 1~3 of Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station, large area is required
for its storage. To mitigate the situation, the author has proposed to measure J ray spectra from fuel debris
enclosed in a canister.
Generally, J ray spectra measurement for spent fuel is suffered from high J ray dose from long-lived FPs
contained in spent fuel. The J ray energy ranges up to 3.4 MeV (106Rh).      
  J   (NIGS)Ǥ J rays of NIGS consist of 1) fission prompt J ray, 2) decay J ray of

short-lived FP, 3) capture J ray, 4) de-excitation J ray associated with nucleon emission reaction including
inelastic scattering. Energy of those J rays ranges greater than 3.4 MeV so that they can be distinguished
from the J rays from the long-lived FP.

One candidate to use NIGS for the fuel debris is to take capture Credit (CapC). In fuel debris, significant
amount of stainless steel (SS) and other neutron absorbing materials are included. The number ratio of
neutron absorption by some capture reaction l to fission is proportional to the negative reactivity brought by
the capture reaction l [15]. The ratio can be measured by NIGS focusing on discrete energy J ray emission
from reaction l. In Kyoto university critical assembly facility (KUCA) uranium – aluminum alloy fuel (U)
and stainless steel (SS) plates were loaded in light water and

252

Cf source was put. J ray spectra were

measured with a BGO scintillator. As shown in Fig. 2, fission prompt components from 3 MeV to 5 MeV
decreases as the SS ratio increases and the capture J ray of 5~10 MeV increases. The results have shown
feasibility of CapC by NIGS. By a numerical simulation, the possibility to confirm negative reactivity of
residual

157

Gd by counting 6.75 MeV J ray was also indicated [16]. To know the negative reactivities

brought by SS and 157Gd ensures the sub-criticality margin and enables denser storage of fuel debris.
Another candidate to use NIGS is determination of some isotopic compositions of uranium and
plutonium, those would be good clue to estimate the residual enrichment. In KUCA, a sub-critical uranium
core of 5.4 wt% - average

235

U enrichment is mocked up and NIGS were performed with a Germanium
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detector [17]. The measured spectra are shown in Fig. 3. Here, 4.06 MeV J ray peak from 238U(n,J) reaction
is found above continuum spectrum of the fission prompt J ray. Also, J rays from short lived FP such as
90,91

Rb and

97

Y are observed. The results indicate possibility of the delayed gamma ray analyses to give

fission repartition per isotopes such as 235U:238U:239Pu:241Pu [18].
To quantify the reaction rate ratios enable denser storage of the fuel debris, yields and spectra of J ray
emission are essential. Capture J ray data are evaluated for thermal neutron reaction [19], but the accuracy
of 56Fe(n,J) J ray emission is only 17% and J ray emission per capture is not evaluated for 53Cr(n,J) data.
In addition, J ray emission per thermal neutron capture of

238

U may differ from that of the resonance

capture reactions [20]. Therefore, more accurate and detailed evaluations for J ray emissions are required.
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Fig. 2 J ray pulse height spectra measured for

Fig. 3 J ray pulse height spectra measured for

simulated fuel debris which consists of U-Al alloy

polyethylene moderated core of uranium fuel

fuel (U) and SS plates [15].

equivalent to 5.4 wt% enrichment [17].

5. Summary
Nuclear data required for reactivity measurements were discussed. For measurements based on the point
kinetics, Qd,ij, Fd,ij, Oij of j = 1 and 2 are important. For the determination of ksub by (J / s) ratio, fission
prompt J ray emission data should be well reviewed as well as J ray emission data from short lived FP.
Those data are also essential for estimation of material compositions and negative reactivities by NIGS. For
NIGS, review of capture J ray emission data for actinides and structural materials are required.
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Development of Active Neutron NDA System
Yosuke Toh
Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA),Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

The Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission and the Japan Atomic Energy
Agency (JAEA) Collaboration Action Sheet-7 started in 2015 to develop an active neutron NDA
system for nuclear non-proliferation and nuclear security. In this project we have developed an
innovative non-destructive analysis (NDA) system using a D-T pulsed neutron source. Four active
neutron NDA techniques, namely Differential Die-Away Analysis (DDA), Prompt Gamma-ray
Analysis (PGA), Neutron Resonance Transmission Analysis (NRTA) and Delayed Gamma-ray
Analysis (DGA) have been studied and developed with Monte Carlo simulation codes. The different
techniques can provide complementary information which is particularly useful for quantification of
Special Nuclear Material (SNM) and Minor Actinide (MA) in highly radioactive nuclear materials.
This project has two phases. In the first phase of the project, we developed a combined NDA
system, which enables the simultaneous measurements of DDA and PGA, at NUclear fuel Cycle
safety Engineering research Facility (NUCEF) in the JAEA Tokai-site. The second phase focuses
on the development of the active neutron NDA system for highly radioactive materials, such as
nuclear waste and spent nuclear fuel. In this phase, we continue to conduct additional research to
improve the methodology and develop an integrated NDA system which can be used for NRTA as
well as DDA and PGA. Monte Carlo simulation provides a powerful means to determine design of
the active neutron NDA system. Nuclear data is necessary for accurate evaluation of the results of
the Monte Carlo simulation in the developments of the NDA system. However, some of nuclear
data is not accurate enough to obtain sufficient information.

1. Introduction
The Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission and the Japan Atomic Energy
Agency (JAEA) collaboration Action Sheet-7 launched to develop an active neutron NDA system
for highly radioactive nuclear materials in 2015[1,2]. Figure 1 shows main components of our
project. The project aims at contributing to the establishment of an innovative non-destructive
analysis (NDA) system using a D-T pulsed neutron source. Four active neutron NDA techniques,
namely Differential Die-Away Analysis: DDA, Prompt Gamma-ray Analysis: PGA (and Neutron
Resonance Capture Analysis: NRCA), Neutron Resonance Transmission Analysis: NRTA and
Delayed Gamma-ray Analysis: DGA have been studied in the project. The basic principles of the
techniques are shown in Table 1. Four techniques can provide complementary information which is
necessary for quantification of Special Nuclear Material (SNM) and Minor Actinide (MA) in highly
radioactive nuclear materials. In the first phase of the project, we developed a combined NDA
system at NUclear fuel Cycle safety Engineering research Facility (NUCEF) in the JAEA Tokai-site.
The developed NDA system enables the simultaneous measurements of DDA and PGA. The
second phase focuses on the development of the active neutron NDA system for highly radioactive
materials, such as nuclear waste and spent nuclear fuel. In this phase, we continue to conduct
additional research to improve the methodology and develop an integrated NDA system which
consists of NRTA as well as DDA and PGA (See Fig.2).
Monte Carlo simulation codes, such as PHITS [3] and MVP [4], which have been developed
by JAEA, are indispensable tools for developments of an active neutron NDA system. The
simulation codes have been widely used in the developments of an active neutron NDA system
consisting of detector systems, neutron and gamma-ray shields, neutron moderators and neutron
reflectors etc. A desired target accuracy of an NDA system is typically 5%, although it depends on
the purpose of the measurements. Therefore, the simulation for the NDA system requires accurate
nuclear data. In particular, nuclear data is necessary to evaluate the NRTA and NRCA system
because these techniques have to utilize resonance parameters that can only be given from
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nuclear data. Thus nuclear data plays an important role in Monte Carlo simulations for the active
neutron NDA system.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of JRC – JAEA collaboration: Action Sheet -7.
Table 1: Principles of active neutron NDA techniques and quantities of interest.

NDA techniques
DDA
NRTA
PGA
NRCA
DGA

Principles
Interrogation by a pulsed neutron
Detection of induced prompt fission neutrons
Correction of matrix effect
Irradiation by a moderated pulsed neutron beam
Detection of neutrons transmitted through a sample
Analysis of neutron transmission spectrum
Irradiation by a (pulsed) neutron beam
Detection of prompt γ rays from (n,γ) reactions
Analysis of γ-rays/time-of-flight spectrum
Irradiation by a (moderated) neutron
Detection of delayed γ rays from fission products
Analysis of γ-rays spectrum
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Quantities of interest
Total fissile content
U and Pu contents
Specific nuclides contents
(explosives,
chemical
warfare agents, etc.)
235
241

239

U/ Pu and/or
239
Pu/ Pu

JAEA-Conf 2019-001

Figure 2. Research timeline of developments of Active-N system.

2. Simulation and experimental studies
Four active neutron methods DDA, NRTA, PGA/NRCA and DGA have been studied and
improved with Monte Carlo simulation codes, such as PHITS [3], MVP [4]. Experimental
measurements have been conducted at the JRC Geel site Linear Accelerator (GELINA), the
PUNITA facility in the JRC Ispra site and the NUCEF in JAEA.

2.1 DDA
The DDA technique requires a pulsed neutron source which is used for sample interrogation.
DDA measures fission neutrons and can detect very small amounts of the fissile materials, such as
235
239
U and Pu. The prompt fission neutrons are detected in a neutron He-3 detector bank, and can
be distinguished from the interrogation neutrons. The DDA technique has been investigated and
developed for many years. Several different systems and methodologies have been proposed. The
most common method of DDA uses a thermal neutron for sample interrogation because the fission
probability remains constant during the interrogation period. On the other hand, JAEA-DDA utilizes
fast and epi-thermal neutrons for interrogation. There are differences between conventional DDA
and JAEA-DDA in many ways, such as methodology, hardware and software. The project involves
the exchange of the results of scientific and technical research for the DDA technique, as well as
the exchange of information arising from the collaboration. The Active-N system for DDA and PGA
measurements was designed and developed by Monte Carlo simulation codes, and installed at the
NUCEF in the JAEA Tokai-site at the end of 2017 (See Fig. 2). The optimal value (around 5-7cm)
of the moderator thickness of a vial bottle (ϕ26 x 40mm) was determined from the simulation
results. The neutron flux distributions in a sample, which are very important in the measurements of
the samples having a non-uniform composition, are also investigated with simulations and
experiments. Figure 3 shows calculation to experiment ratios (C/E) of the neutron flux distribution in
a polyethylene sample [5]. There are rather large discrepancies (approximately 15%) at the
positions C, D and E. On the other hand, the ratios of positions A and B, which are located near the
neutron source, are small. Therefore, the discrepancies may be caused by an error of a neutron
scattering law S(α,β). It appears that accuracy improvement of nuclear data S(α,β) is needed for
the evaluation of the simulation results with regard to the active neutron NDA system.
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Figure 3. Calculation to experiment ratios (C/E) of neutron flux distribution in polyethylene.

2.2 NRTA
NRTA is an NDA technique which utilizes the energies of resonances to identify nuclides
(elements) by the time-of-flight technique [6,7]. NRTA can quantify almost all medium and high-Z
elements and is known as one of the most accurate NDA techniques to quantify the amount of
SNM and MA. However, the quantification accuracy of NRTA is highly depended on the uncertainty
of nuclear data because the resonance analysis program REFIT [8] use nuclear data in the
analytical process. The experiments of metallic natural Cu samples were performed at the TOFfacility GELINA. Figure 4 shows the results of REFIT code analysis of the 579 eV resonance peak
in the NRTA spectrum of the Cu sample which has a thickness of 20 mm [9,10]. The blue dotted
line indicates the result from using ǻ n=0.59 [11]. On the other hand, the red solid line shows the

Figure 4. REFIT code analysis of NRTA spectrum of a Cu sample. The blue dotted line shows
the fitting result from using Γn=0.59. The red solid line shows Γn=0.899.
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result from using Γn=0.899 that is obtained from the fitting of the spectrum. Obviously, the accuracy
of the resonance parameter of Cu is not enough to quantify the Cu sample. Note that this will not
be an exceptional case. The resonance parameters of most nuclei should be improved for the
accurate quantification of NRTA.

2.3 PGA / NRCA
PGA utilizes neutron capture γ rays, which are characteristic of each particular nuclide. These
provide the means to identify and quantify the elemental constituents of a sample. Thus, PGA has
been used as a rapid, non-destructive method for performing both qualitative and quantitative multielemental analysis and is well acknowledged to be especially valuable for the measurement of light
elements such as H, B, N, Si, S, and Cl, as well as Cd, Gd, Sm, and Hg. Therefore, PGA is used
for the quantification of neutron poison and particularly useful for the detection of explosives, since
the most typical high explosive materials contain nitrogen. The principle of NRCA is essentially
similar to that of NRTA [6,7]. It differs from NRTA in that it detects γ rays emitted in neutron
resonance capture reactions. In general, NRCA has a better detection limit compared to NRTA for
most elements. However, for high radioactive nuclear materials, NRCA may lose the advantage in
the detection limit since the γ rays from radioactive materials increase the background in the γ-rays
spectrum. The PGA detector system, which can install two detectors: a high energy resolution Ge
detector and a fast response LaBr3 detector, was designed with Monte Carlo simulation codes
which require nuclear data. PGA and NRCA use many of nuclear data, such as intensities and
energies of γ rays and resonance parameters. However, nuclear data is still lacking for PGA and
NRTA.

2.4 DGA
DGA typically utilizes delayed (mainly β decay) γ rays emitted from the fission products. The
mass distribution of the fission products is correlated with the mass of the fissile nuclei, such as
235
239
241
U, Pu and Pu. Therefore, the intensities of individual gamma-ray peaks in the DGA spectra
235
239
241
239
U/ Pu and/or
Pu/ Pu ratio. DGA systems were designed and
allow us to determine the
examined with Monte Carlo simulation codes[12]. Nuclear data especially with regard to highenergy delayed gamma rays is required to accurate evaluation of the results of DGA.

3. Summary
JRC – JAEA collaboration AS-7 aims at contributing to the establishment of an innovative
non-destructive analysis (NDA) system for the quantification of SNM and MA in highly radioactive
nuclear materials. Four active neutron NDA techniques, namely DDA, PGA/NRCA, NRTA and DGA
have been studied and improved. The Monte Carlo simulation code was utilized to develop the
NDA system, consisting of detector systems, neutron and gamma-ray shields, neutron moderators
and neutron reflectors etc. Nuclear data plays an important role in Monte Carlo simulation of the
NDA system. However, nuclear data is still lacking to accurate evaluation of the results of the
calculation. Therefore, nuclear data should be improved, especially for the developments of the
NDA system.
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Nuclear structure and decay data are essential for many applications such as Nuclear power, Nuclear fusion,
Medicine, Non-destructive testing, Environmental monitoring, Safety and Security, but also for basic nuclear
sciences. The availability of reliable, up-to-date and well-structured nuclear structure and decay data libraries,
with user-friendly visualization and retrieval tools, are indispensable not only for the nuclear specialists in
the various applications fields, but also for the nuclear physics researchers who need the data to improve their
knowledge from existing studies and to plan future activities that may lead to new discoveries.
In this paper we showcase the importance of evaluated nuclear structure and decay data and the role of the
international network of nuclear structure and decay data evaluators.
1. Introduction
Reliable, up-to-date and well-structured nuclear structure and decay data libraries are indispensable not only
for the nuclear specialists in the various applications fields, but also for the nuclear physics researchers,
therefore, such credible and reliable data libraries have a profound societal impact as they connect science
and technology with society.
The collection, evaluation and dissemination of nuclear structure and decay data is a laborious task that relies
on contributions from experts in basic and applied science research communities. Efforts carried out on a
national and international level benefit from the coordination provided by international organizations such as
the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna (IAEA) and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (NEA-OECD) in Paris. The development and
maintenance of nuclear data libraries, and dissemination of nuclear data to various user communities is the
main goal of the international networks associated with these agencies: the Nuclear Reaction Data Centres
Network (NRDC/IAEA) [1], the Nuclear Structure and Decay Data evaluators (NSDD/IAEA) [2], and the
Working Party on International Nuclear Data Evaluation Co-operation (WPEC/NEA) [3].
In the last decades, the support of national funding agencies for activities related to compilation, evaluation
and dissemination of nuclear structure and decay data has decreased significantly. On the other hand, the
research activity has increased through the development of new technologies and advent of radioactive beam
facilities, leading to a rapid growth in the production of new experimental data. At the same time, the demand
from applications for more reliable and precise data produced in these new facilities is also rising.
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The challenge is to assure that the new data produced by the advances in nuclear science and technology, are
reflected in the available databases. The key issue that needs to be addressed by the nuclear sciences
community, is how to maintain a high level of expertise in the area of nuclear structure and decay data
evaluation to meet the requirements of a continuously developing research and applied sciences landscape.
2. Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF)
The Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF) [1] is a collection of recommended data for nuclear
properties including decay branches, level energies and lifetimes, transition multipolarities, strengths and
conversion coefficients, and complete radiation properties, for all known nuclides. These data are evaluated
and maintained by the international network of Nuclear Structure and Decay Data evaluators (NSDD) [2].
The NSDD network was established in 1974 under the auspices of the IAEA, and since 2017 includes 17
data centers and over 20 internationally-recognized experts from more than 10 countries including USA,
Canada, China, Japan, Australia, India, Russia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria. The evaluations are published
in the peer-reviewed journal Nuclear Data Sheets. In addition, they also compile the most recent experimental
nuclear structure and decay published results in the experimental unevaluated nuclear data list (XUNDL) [3].
These databases contain the data in computerized format and are available both online and offline. They are
both hosted and managed by the National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
The ENSDF database draws information on atomic masses (Q values) from the Atomic Mass Evaluation [4]
provided by the Atomic Mass Data Centre (France and China), and on nuclear moments from the
compilations of N. Stone [5] which are also available online at the IAEA Nuclear Moments Database [6].
ENSDF is a unique database, as it is comprehensive, continuously updated and serves as the source of data
for several derivative, special-purposes databases and products as is illustrated in Figure 1. For example, the
vast majority of decay data included in the general purpose evaluated data libraries such as ENDF/B, JEFF,
JENDL, ROSFOND, CENDL in their decay data sub-libraries, are taken from ENSDF.
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FIG 1. Illustration of how ENSDF is providing evaluated nuclear structure and decay data for a host of other
derivative or special-purpose databases.
3. Impact of ENSDF
An example of the importance of having reliable and up-to-date nuclear structure and decay data from
ENSDF to evaluations of nuclear reaction cross sections and isomeric ratios up to 20 MeV is given in this
section (for more details see Ref. [7]).
Neutron-induced reactions with neutron energies up to 20 MeV are relevant in accelerator driven systems
and fusion reactors. In particular, excitation functions of Ni, Co, Fe isotopes are of interest since thy are
important components of many types of steel in reactor construction. Ni isotopes for example have large
neutron-induced proton emission cross sections that lead to four important residual isotopes 56Co, 57Co, 58Co,
60Co.

The activity of the residual isotope

58Co

is of concern, namely the cross sections of the following

activation reactions for energies up to 20 MeV: 59Co(n,2n)58Co, 58Ni(n,p)58Co, 58Fe(p,n)58Co.
Calculations based on the statistical model and preequilibrium theory are compared with experimental data
for the contributions to the total, ground state (gs) and 1st isomeric state in Fig. 2. The differences between
the two figures in the left and right panel are attributed to the nuclear structure data used to calculate the
transitions to the low-lying discrete states and which are originally taken from ENSDF. In Fig. 2, left panel,
the transitions to the 1st isomeric state of 58Co are calculated assuming a value of the multipolarity mixing δ
= -0.33 as is recommended in ENSDF [8]. However, other measurements of the isomeric cross-section ratio
also support the value δ = -2.3. When using the latter value to calculate the transitions to the 1st isomeric
state, one obtains the improved results shown in the right panel. These results confirm the strong dependence
of nuclear reaction cross-section calculations on nuclear structure data and highlight the need for maintaining
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the currency and quality of the ENSDF database. The ENSDF database has been subsequently updated to
include δ = -2.3 in the file.

FIG 2. Left panel: Cross sections to the ground state and 1st isomeric state for the reaction 59Co(n,2n)58Co
using the original value of δ = -0.33 for multipolarity mixing [8]. Right panel: Same cross sections but using
the value δ = -2.3 confirmed by measurements (figures from [7]).
4. Future
The evaluation and dissemination of nuclear structure and decay data is an international effort of the NSDD
network that is coordinated by the IAEA. For many years now, the network has been facing problems in
maintaining and updating the ENSDF database with the same regularity as in the past, due mainly to a
shortfall in effort coming from Europe and Asia where the retirement of evaluators was not followed by
commensurate replacements. An IAEA initiative to bring together nuclear structure specialists from the
European Union and Turkey to discuss the current situation with ENSDF specialists in 2008 [9] lead to some
positive outcomes: two new European ENSDF Data Centres joined the network (Hungary, Romania), and a
European collaborative effort to support ENSDF through the contribution of mass-chain and horizontal
evaluations was formed. Since then a third Data Centre has joined (Bulgaria). However, the three data centers
only contribute about 10% of the total effort which is far less than what is expected from a region that is
world-known for its technical expertise and output of data from its several top-class, large-scale facilities. A
similar trend is seen in Japan, where the contribution to ENSDF has dropped to 2% in the past decade due to
the decrease in numbers of evaluators.
The situation is compounded by the recent retirement of senior evaluators from the US national laboratories,
and the imminent retirement of more evaluators both in the US and Japan, which may not be commensurated
by an equal number of replacements. There is now an imminent risk of losing the technical expertise in
addition to the evaluators. Under these circumstances, the worldwide nuclear research and nuclear data
community needs to address the following issues:
-is the ENSDF database with recommended nuclear structure data important for their scientific work and for
the society at large?
-what would the consequences be (for their current and future projects) if ENSDF were to become outdated
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and obsolete?
-is the European and Asian community prepared to step up and take action to avert such a loss of data and
expertise?
In an attempt to raise awareness of the situation and the pressing need for action on the part of the European
nuclear structure community, the IAEA has liaised with the European NSDD collaboration to promote
ENSDF evaluations in Europe which has led to a recognition of the value of nuclear structure and decay data
in the newly released Long Range Plan of the Nuclear Physics Expert Collaboration Committee (NuPECC)
[10] including recommendations for support of compilation and evaluation of nuclear structure and decay
data in Europe.
A similar effort should also be made to engage the nuclear data community of other large nuclear data
producing countries, such as Japan. Apart from a long history and successful tradition in serving the nuclear
applications community with nuclear data, Japan has a large-scale facility that produces nuclear decay data
at a formidable rate (RIKEN). Nuclear structure physicists from RIKEN are already embarking on training
schemes and collaborations for compilation of the RIKEN data in the XUNDL database.
However, more effort is needed to maintain the expertise in ENSDF evaluation -which has been ongoing at
JAEA for at least 30 years. The active involvement of young nuclear experts at JAEA and RIKEN at this
stage is important so that they can profit from the existing expertise before it is too late. The Japan nuclear
data community will benefit from maintaining the expertise in the evaluation of both nuclear structure and
decay, as well as nuclear reaction data, as it clear that the future of JENDL and ENSDF are inter-connected.
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We present an overview of the coupled-channels optical model and the Hauser-Feshbach
theory code CoH3 , which focuses on the nuclear reaction calculations in the keV to tens of
MeV region with special attention to the nuclear deformation. The code consists of three
major sections that undertake the one-body potential mean-ﬁeld theory, the coupled-channels
optical model, and the Hauser-Feshbach statistical decay. There are other complementary
segments to perform the whole nuclear reaction calculations, such as the direct/semidirect
radiative capture process, pre-equilibrium process, and prompt ﬁssion neutron emission.

1.

Introduction

Modern methodology for evaluating nuclear reaction data for medium to heavy mass targets
centers a statistical Hauser-Feshbach (HF) code in the evaluation system. The HF theory with
the width ﬂuctuation correction gives a compound nuclear reaction cross section when resonances are strongly overlapped; in other words, an energy-averaged cross section is calculated.
The HF codes currently available in the market, such as EMPIRE [1], TALYS [2], CCONE [3],
and CoH3 [4], which are capable for multi-particle evaporation from a compound nucleus, provide complete information of nuclear reactions, not only the reaction cross sections, but also
the energy and angular distributions of secondary particles, γ-ray production cross sections,
isomeric state productions, and so on. One of distinct features in CoH3 is a unique capability
to combine the coupled-channels optical model and the HF theory, where two methods are
employed — the generalized transmission coeﬃcients [5] and the Engelbrecht-Weidenmüller
transformation [6]. Recently a code comparison was performed amongst the developers of EMPIRE, TALYS, CCONE, and CoH3 , which suggested that the inelastic scattering cross section
by CoH3 tends to be slightly higher than the other codes [7] due to this diﬀerence. This paper
outlines the reaction theories involved in CoH3 .

2.

CoH3 Code Overview

The CoH3 code is written in C++, and it consists of about 200 source ﬁles including 80 deﬁned
classes. For example, the simplest class is ZAnumber that has only two private member variables,
the Z and A numbers. This class facilitates to calculate the (Z, A) pair of a compound nucleus
1
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emerging in a reaction chain, and it resembles the traditional technique to represent the (Z, A)
pair by an index of 1000Z + A in the FORTRAN77-age.
CoH3 has its own optical model solver to generate the transmission coeﬃcients internally.
In the deformed nucleus case, a rotational or vibrational model is employed for the coupledchannels (CC) calculation. The nuclear structure properties are determined by reading the
nuclear structure database [8]. At higher excitation energies, we use the Gilbert-Cameron level
density formula [9] with updated parameters [10]. CoH3 allows overlapping discrete levels inside
the continuum region. The width ﬂuctuation correction is calculated by applying the method
of Moldauer [11] with the LANL updated parameters [12] based on GOE (Gaussian Orthogonal
Ensemble) [13]. When strongly coupled channels exist, the so-called Engelbrecht-Weidenmüller
transformation (EWT) is invoked to diagonalize the S-matrix [6], and the width ﬂuctuation is
calculated in the diagonalized channel (eigen-channel) space.
Besides the main HF core part, the code consists of many models. The two-component
exciton model [14, 15] is used to calculate the pre-equilibrium process. For ﬁssioning nuclei, the
prompt ﬁssion neutron spectrum is calculated with the Madland-Nix model [16] including preﬁssion neutron emissions. The direct/semidirect (DSD) neutron capture process is calculated
with the DSD model [17]. There are three mean-ﬁeld theories included to calculate the singleparticle wave-functions in a one-body potential; FRDM (Finite Range Droplet Model) [18, 19],
HF-BCS (Hartree-Fock BCS) [17], and a simple spherical Woods-Saxon.
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Fig. 1: CoH3 default calculations for the neutron-induced reactions on 58 Ni; (n,p), (n,α), (n,np),
and (n,2n) reactions. The (n,np) cross section includes the (n,d) reaction too.
Figure 1 demonstrates some default calculations of neutron-induced reactions on 58 Ni, comparing with the evaluated data in ENDF/B-VII.1 and JENDL-4.0, as well as experimental data
2
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in literature (for the sake of simplicity, we use the same symbol for all available experimental
data points.) These are relatively well behaved cases, and we suppose the other HF codes provide similar predictions. CoH3 also produces the emitted particle angular distributions, which
are shown in Fig. 2. The left panel shows the neutron elastic scattering that includes both the
shape and compound elastic scattering cross sections, and the inelastic scattering to the ﬁrst,
second and third excited states of 58 Ni. The center panel is for the proton and the right is the
α-particle. The scattering angular distribution in a compound reaction process a + A → b + B
is calculated with the Blatt-Biedenharn formalism [20],


dσ
dΩ



=
ab



BL PL (cos θb ) ,

(1)

L

The BL coeﬃcient is given by Moldauer’s statistical theory as
BL =
×

1
1 (−)IB −IA +sb −sa 
(2J + 1)2
2
4k (2sa + 1)(2IA + 1) J
NJ


Wab {Xla ja (Ea )Xlb jb (Eb ) + δIA IB δEa Eb Yla ja ,lb jb (Ea , Eb )} ,

(2)

la j a lb j b

where k is the incident particle wave number, Wab is the width ﬂuctuation correction factor, I
and s are the spin of nucleus and particles, and
Xlj (E) = Z(ljlj; sL)W (jJjJ; IL)Tlj (E) ,

(3)
2

Yla ja ,lb jb (Ea , Eb ) = (1 − δla lb )(1 − δja jb ) {Z(la ja lb jb ; sa L)W (Jja Jjb ; IA L)}
× Tla ja (Ea )Tlb jb (Eb ) ,

(4)

where Tlj is the transmission coeﬃcient, Z is the Z-coeﬃcients, and the normalization NJ is
given by integrating and summing all possible decay channels from the compound state J,
NJ =



Tlj (E)dE.

(5)

For the Hauser-Feshbach theory, Wab = 1 and Yla ja ,lb jb (Ea , Eb ) = 0. In Fig. 2 case, the
α-particle emission that leaves the residual nucleus in its ground state, the (n, α0 ) reaction,
shows large anisotropy [21].

3.

Diagonalization of Coupled-Channels S-Matrix

When strongly coupled channels exist, such as the direct inelastic scattering to the collective
states, the scattering S-matrix contains some oﬀ-diagonal elements, hence we cannot apply
the standard HF formalism. In CoH3 , the coupled-channels S-matrix is transferred into the
diagonalized eigen-channel space (EWT). Since Satchler’s penetration matrix
Pab = δab −



∗
�Sac � �Sbc
� ,

(6)

c

is Hermitian, this can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation [22]
(U P U † )αβ = δαβ pα ,
3
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(7)
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Fig. 2: Calculated secondary particle angular distributions for the neutron-induced reactions
on 58 Ni at En = 3 MeV; neutron (left), proton (center), and α-particle (right).
and the same matrix U diagonalizes the scattering matrix,
 

S̃ = U S U T .

(8)

Here the Roman letters are for the channel index in the physical space, and the Greek letters
are for the eigen-channel. The width ﬂuctuation correction is performed in the eigen-channel,
and they are transformed back to the physical space
σab =





∗
∗
∗
Uαa
Uβb
Uγa Uδb S̃αβ S̃γδ

αβγδ







,

(9)

∗
is the width ﬂuctuation corrected cross section in the eigen-channel. Rewriting
where S̃αβ S̃γδ





∗
Eq. (9) into more convenient form includes a term S̃αα S̃ββ
, and we estimated this average
by applying the GOE technique [6].
This transformation is still optional, since it requires longer computational time when the
number of coupled-channels is large. When the transformation is not activated, CoH3 calculates
the generalized transmission coeﬃcients from the coupled-channels S-matrix, where the direct
reaction components are eliminated from the compound formation cross section [5], and a
usual HF calculation is performed. This approximation works well when the target nucleus is
not so strongly deformed. Figure 3 shows comparisons of the calculated elastic and inelastic
scattering cross sections for the strongly deformed 182 W, and two cases are given; the EWT
case (solid curves) and the generalized transmission coeﬃcients (dashed curves). A relatively
large diﬀerence is seen in the ﬁrst excited state case.

4.

Conclusion

We outlined the coupled-channels Hauser-Feshbach code, CoH3 . The code includes several
models that are indispensable for producing evaluated nuclear data in the keV to tens of MeV
region. The code is designed to fully utilize the coupled-channels calculation, which is especially
4
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Fig. 3: Comparisons of the calculated (a) elastic and (b) – (d) inelastic scattering cross sections
for 182 W. The solid curves are the full Engelbrecht-Weidenmüller transformation (EWT) case,
while the dashed curves are for the generalized transmission coeﬃcient case.
important for evaluating nuclear data of deformed nuclei such as actinides. As an example,
calculations for the neutron-induced elastic and inelastic scattering on 182 W were shown, where
two methods implemented in CoH3 to combine the coupled-channels and the Hauser-Feshbach
theories are employed.
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Fission Data obtained by Multi-nucleon Transfer Reactions
Katsuhisa Nishio
Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency
Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

Fission fragment mass distributions (FFMDs) obtained in multi-nucleon transfer (MNT) channels
are presented. Experiments were carried out at the JAEA tandem facility in Tokai. The 18O beam is
bombarded to several actinide nuclides, instead of using lighter projectile. It is advantageous in a
sense that that data for a wider set of nuclei are obtained in one experiment, including neutron-rich
nuclei which cannot be accessed by the traditional particle capture reactions. As the total excitation
energies of the exit channel E*tot after MNT reaction distributes widely, we can investigate the
excitation energy dependence of the FFMDs. In the MNT reactions, it is not well established how
the E*tot is shared in between ejectile and recoil nucleus. This would bring an uncertainly to identify
the excitation energy of the recoiled nucleus. However, some information answering this question
would be obtained by comparing the shape of FFMDs and their E*tot dependence with those for
proton-induced fissions that give the same initial compound nuclide with a uniquely identified
excitation energy. In the comparison, it is seen that E*tot is mostly given to the recoiled (fissioning
nucleus) up to the energies of around E*tot = 35 MeV. To explain the shape of FFMD measured in
this energy region, the concept of “multi-chance fission” is required to introduce, where neutron
emission prior to fission generates less excited nucleus with small number of neutrons, contributing
the pronounced peak-to-valley (P/V) structure in mass-asymmetric fission.
1. Introduction
For further public acceptance of nuclear power, it is essential to reduce the already-existing and
newly produced nuclear waste. The use of accelerator-driven systems (ADS), for example, is
considered as one of the viable options for the incineration and/or transmutation of the long-lived
minor actinides into shorter-lived fission products. In the ADS approach, energetic spallation
neutrons, produced via high-energy proton impact on a heavy target material such as lead and/or
bismuth, could be used to irradiate the fissionable minor actinides. This leads to fission with higher,
and

more

broadly

distributed,

excitation

energies

in

comparison

to

those

in

the

thermal-neutron-induced fission in a traditional power reactor. Thus, understanding of fission at high
excitation energy is important for nuclear-data evaluations related to ADS developments. Also in the
reactors accepting energetic proton beam, fission of larger number of nuclides, not only long-lived
nucleus but also short-lived nucleus, occurs. Thus fission data for a wide set of nuclides are required
to design the ADS.
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Nowadays, the surrogate reaction technique has been widely used for the measurement of
neutron-induced fission and capture cross sections, see for example the review article [1]. In JAEA,
we are promoting a program to take fission data using multi-nucleon transfer (MNT) reactions [2-4],
based on the
using

18

18

O beam (~9MeV/u) bombarded to various actinide target nuclei. The advantage of

O beam, rather than using lighter ion beam, is that various compound nuclides can be

populated due to the increased number of transfer channels. Also, in our setup, the total excitation
energy E*tot introduced to the system is widely distributed up to energies as high as ~60 MeV.
Apart from the advantage of the method we have developed, there is an uncertainly in the
assignment of the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus, because in the experiment we can
identify only the total excitation energy E*tot of the exit channel, and the sharing of the excitation
energy have not well established theoretically. First of all, we briefly explain the experimental setup,
and the obtained data on fission fragment mass distributions (FFMDs) will be shown. The sharing of
excitation energy will be discussed, then followed by the concept of multi-chance fission to interpret
the FFMD data.
2. Experimental Setup
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for the fission measurement using MNT reactions at the
JAEA tandem facility. Thin targets (typically ~50-100 μg/cm2), made by electrically depositing the
material on a nickel foil of 300 μg/cm2, are irradiated by an 18O beam at energy of about 9 MeV/u.
Transfer channels were identified by detecting the projectile-like nucleus using a silicon ΔE-E
telescope, mounted to the forward direction of the target. The thickness of the ΔE layer is 75 μm.
Twelve pieces of the ΔE detectors were mounted conically around the beam axis to make an efficient
collection of the projectile-like nuclei after MNT reaction. Particles passing through the ΔE detector
were detected by a silicon strip E detector (SSD, 300 μm) to measure the residual energy (Eres). The
E detector is the annular type strip detector, which can accept scattered particle at angles from ~17o
to 31o relative to the beam direction. Figure 2 shows an example of the projectile-like nuclei plotted
on the (Eres, ΔE) plane. Oxygen isotopes are clearly separated as well as those of lighter-element
isotopes. By choosing a specific transfer channel, we can assign the corresponding compound
nucleus by assuming a binary reaction process.
Fission fragments were detected using four multi-wire proportional counters (MWPCs). Each
MWPC has an active area of 200×200 mm2. The MWPC consists of the central cathode which is
sandwiched by two wire planes. The wire planes were designed to detect the incident position of a
fission fragment. Induced charge in the cathode was used to separate fission fragments from
scattered particles and/or lighter ions. Time difference signal, ΔT, from the two facing MWPCs was
recorded. Fission fragment masses were determined kinematically using ΔT value and fission
fragment directions.
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Fig.1 Experimental setup.
3. Experimental Results and Discussions
We show in Fig. 3 fission events recorded on the plane on the fragment mass vs total excitation
energy E*tot of the system, obtained in the MNT channel

237

Np(18O,19O)236Np*. The plot defines the

threshold for fission at E*tot =6.3 MeV, from which the fission barrier height can be defined under the
assumption that the excitation energy E*tot is mostly given to the recoiled nucleus, 236Np. The regions
of light and heavy fragment groups are clearly identified at lower-excitation energy region, which
gradually ambiguous toward the higher energies due to the smearing of the shells responsible for
mass-asymmetric fission.
Figure 4 shows the FFMDs of 23 nuclides and their E*tot dependence, obtained in the MNT
channels of the

18

O+237Np reaction. At the lowest energy region, all the studied nuclei show the

prominent mass asymmetric fissions. The structure tends to be broader symmetric fission at higher
excitation energies. It is also found by inspecting the spectra of E*tot = 20 - 30MeV that
peak-to-valley ratio (P/V) gradually decreases with proton number of fissioning nucleus. It is also
observed that population of low excited states is hindered in accordance with the number of
transferred protons, from the projectile to the target nucleus. One of the plausible interpretation
would be that the several nucleons are transferred with the form of cluster, instead of transferring
individual nucleons step by step, so that the Coulomb repulsion between the cluster-like nucleus and
the target nucleus can be defined and enhanced linearly with protons contained in the cluster.
The FFMDs of

236

Np obtained in the MNT channels of

compared with the data of proton-induced fissions of

235

237

Np(18O,19O)236Np* (see Fig. 3) are

U (236Np*) [5][6], see Fig. 5. To make a

comparison, center for the total-excitation energy (E*tot ) gate of the MNT channel is adjusted to fit
the excitation energy of compound nucleus populated by p +

235

U at each incident proton energy

[5][6]. Apart from the small and minor disagreement at the highest energy of E*tot = 33.7-35.7 MeV,
the data from MNT reaction agree with the proton-induced fissions. The results support that the total
excitation energy a after MNT process is mostly given to the recoiled nucleus (fissioning nucleus) at
least up to about E*tot = 35 MeV. It is highly interesting to make a further systematic comparison to
higher excitation-energies of E*tot =60 MeV.
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Fig.2 Particle identification with the silicon
ΔE-E telescope in the reaction of 18O+248Cm.

Fig.3 Fission events plotted on the mass vs
excitation energy of 236Np.

Fig.4 Fission fragment mass distribution obtained in the MNT channels of the 18O+237Np reaction.
Figure 6 shows the FFMDs of uranium, neptunium, and plutonium isotopes obtained in the 18O +
238

U reaction [3]. The experimental data are compared with the Langevin calculation [7], where thick

and thin curves are the results with and without taking into account the concept of multi-chance
fission, i.e. fission after emitting neutrons. By evaporating neutrons before fission takes place,
fission fragments from less excited and lighter compound nucleus, are generated and detected in the
fission detectors. As the shell-structure responsible for mass-asymmetric fission revives in
proportion to pre-fission neutrons, the resultant shape of FFMD tends to have pronounced
double-peak structure with larger P/V ratio. Comparing two types calculations, with and without
multi-chance fission, it is evident that the FFMDs of the excitation energy E*tot = 20-30 MeV already
require the effects of multi-chance fission, to give better agreement. In the discussion of Fig. 5, total
excitation energy after the MNT process is reasonably approximated to the excitation energy of the
recoiled nucleus (fissioning nucleus) up to E*tot =~35 MeV, and the excitation energy taken away by
ejectile nucleus is nearly negligible. Reduced P/V ratio of FFMDs at heavier element and enhanced
P/V ratio toward neutron-rich isotopes in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6, revealed in the JAEA setup, can be
explained only by invoking the concept of multi-chance fission. For the extend calculations, see [8].
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Fig.5 Fission fragment mass distributions of
236
Np* obtained in the MNT reactions (solid
circles) are compared with the data p + 235U of
[5] (Etot*=12.3-13.3, 13.8-14.8, 15.8-16.8,
17.3-18.3 MeV) and [6] (Etot*=33.7-35.7,
21.8-23.8 MeV). 

Fig.6 Fission fragment mass distributions obtained in the MNT channels of 18O+238U (solid circles).
Thick and thin curves are the Langevin calculating with and without considering the concept of
multi-chance fissions. Two sets of the calculation differ with each other already at the total excitation
energy range of E*tot =20-30 MeV. Figure is taken from [3].
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4. Conclusion
In the MNT reactions using relatively heavier projectile

18

O, we show that fission fragment mass

distributions for more than 20 nuclides can be obtained in one experiment. Furthermore, dependence
on the total excitation energy of the exit channel can be obtained with a significantly large range of
E*tot =5 – 60 MeV. By comparing the FFMDs with the proton induced fissions the total excitation
energy E*tot is mostly stored to the recoil nucleus (fissioning nucleus), up to E*tot =~ 35 MeV. The
structure of obtained FFMDs at these excitation energy range already requires the concept of
multi-chance fission in order to explain the data in the framework of Langevin model. It is highly
interesting to investigate more precisely to what extent the total excitation energy E*tot is shared in
between outgoing ejectile and recoiled nuclei.
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Monitoring of only neutron flux in a nuclear reactor core has an advantage in reactor power monitoring
accuracy. We started development of a new nuclear instrumentation based on measurement of prompt gamma rays
originating from metals placed at the neutron flux monitoring positions. The thermal neutron flux at the position
of each metal can be monitored by measuring the prompt gamma rays as the count rate of each energy. We
conducted a neutron irradiation experiment for Ti, V, Ni, Cu and Sm. The energies of high intensity prompt gamma
rays of more than 5 MeV showed good agreement between the experiment and nuclear data. And the energy spectra
for the metals, excluding Sm, calculated with a Monte Carlo method showed rough agreement with experiments.
We confirmed that gamma ray peaks were evaluable in the combined spectrum for Ti, V, Ni and Cu based on an
estimation method using the peak ratio. The results indicated that the neutron flux monitoring method based on
prompt gamma ray measurement had possible application to monitoring local reactor power at four positions.

1. Introduction
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2. Nuclear power monitoring method using neutron induced prompt gamma rays
We proposed a new nuclear instrumentation method based on a technique to measure only neutrons. Four
kinds of metals are placed in the neutron flux monitoring positions in the instrumentation tube which is a dry tube
installed in place of LPRM assembly. Prompt gamma rays are emitted by neutron capture reactions between the
metals and neutrons. The prompt gamma rays are measured by a gamma ray spectrometer located outside the
reactor pressure vessel. The energy distribution of the prompt gamma rays is specific for each metal. The prompt
gamma ray intensity is proportional to thermal neutron flux at the position of each placed metal. Therefore, the
thermal neutron flux at each metal position can be monitored by measuring the prompt gamma rays as the count
rate of each gamma ray energy. One of other advantages of this method is that no detectors need to be installed in
the reactor core where radiation dose rate is extremely high. Therefore, this method may facilitate access when
maintenance must be carried out.
We limited the prompt gamma ray energy in the range from 5 to 10 MeV. Environmental gamma rays
including decay gamma rays from radiated materials and scattering gamma rays mainly have an energy less than
3 MeV. Thus, the lower energy limit of 5 MeV was determined for separation of prompt gamma rays from
environmental gamma rays in the energy spectrum. When energy of the gamma rays is more than 10 MeV,
probability of the photonuclear reaction like ( , n) suddenly increases. The reaction causes damage to the sensor
material by nuclear transmutation. We chose some metals in consideration of their self-shielding and prompt
gamma ray emission cross sections [1][2]. The number of high intensity gamma rays emitted by any one metal
was limited to five because too many gamma ray emissions made identification of the gamma rays derived from
other candidate metals difficult. When energy of the high intensity gamma rays competed with gamma rays from
other candidate metals, we chose those metals with a higher emission rate in consideration of self-shielding. Then,
finally we chose Ti, V, Ni, Cu and Sm as our candidate metals for further investigation. Energy of the prompt
gamma rays emitted by each candidate metal is shown in

. The gamma ray energy value excluding Sm

were in both reference [1] and [2]. However, the 7.21 MeV value from Sm was in reference [2] only.

Metal

Ti

V

Ni

Cu

Sm

Energy [MeV]

6.42,6.76

6.46,6.52,6.87,7.16

8.53,9.00

7.31,7.64,7.92

7.21

3. Experiment and evaluation
3.1 Experimental setup
We conducted a thermal neutron irradiation experiment for the candidate metals in the Kyoto University
Research Reactor (KUR). We confirmed the emission gamma ray energy of more than 5 MeV from candidate
metals.

shows the schematic drawing of the experimental setup in the KUR facility. The irradiation

neutron flux to the candidate metals was 107 cm-2s-1. A high-purity germanium semiconductor detector (HPGe)
with relative efficiency of 40% was used. The detector was covered with borated polyethylene and Pb blocks.
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3.2 Evaluation of nuclear data and Monte Carlo calculation
compares emission gamma rays from the experiment and reported nuclear data [1][2]. The
intensity was normalized by the gamma ray with the maximum intensity (blue characters) for each metal. The
gamma ray energy distributions of Ti, V and Ni showed good agreement with nuclear data. As for Cu, the energy
of the high intensity gamma ray agreed with the nuclear data. However, measured gamma ray intensities of 7.64
MeV and 7.31 MeV energies were underestimated compared to the nuclear data. This could mean that the nuclear
data were overestimated or the experimental results were underestimated.
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As for Sm, we confirmed that the 7.2 MeV gamma ray was emitted. However, the gamma ray energy distribution
for less than 6.5 MeV did not necessarily show agreement with the reported nuclear data. In the Sm spectrum, full
energy peaks and escape peaks of low intensity prompt gamma rays with energy less than 6.5 MeV overlapped
each other. The high intensity gamma rays that we identified for each metal in this experiment might be applicable
to our nuclear power monitoring method.
We also confirmed the energy distribution of prompt gamma rays from candidate metals by the Monte Carlo
code PHITS version 2.88 and version 3.02[3]. JENLD 4.0 [4] was adopted as the nuclear data library in this
calculation.

compares energy distribution results for the experiment and the PHITS calculation. The

count rate was normalized by the maximum intensity gamma ray for each metal. Ti, V, Ni and Cu spectra were
obtained with PHITS version 2.88. Only the Sm spectrum was obtained with PHITS version 3.02 because the

7
9
8
Energy [MeV]
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6

7
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8
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0.001
5

10

10
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6
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gamma rays with energy less than 5 MeV did not appear in the Sm spectrum calculated with PHTS version 2.88.

10
1.0
0.1
0.01
0.001

Ni

5

6

7
9
8
Energy [MeV]

10

Sm
6

7
9
8
Energy [MeV]

10

The gamma ray energy spectra of Ti and V showed good agreement, even including the escape peaks. As for the
Ni spectrum, the gamma ray with the energy of 6.8 MeV did not appear in the PHITS calculation. Thus, the single
escape peak of 6.3 MeV, double escape peak of 5.8 MeV and Compton scattering component less than 6.8 MeV
did not appear. We guessed that the gamma ray was originating from Ni-63. However, this gamma ray was not
important for evaluation of the Ni spectrum because its emission rate was not high relatively. As for the Cu
spectrum, energies of high intensity gamma rays showed good agreement but the Compton scattering component
was underestimated. The cause for this underestimation was that the 7.92 MeV energy gamma ray which was the
maximum intensity gamma ray of Cu was overestimated in the PHITS calculation because measured gamma rays
of 7.64 MeV and 7.31 MeV were relatively underestimated in the nuclear data as shown in figure 2. As for the Sm
spectrum, many unreported high intensity gamma rays appeared although the gamma ray with the energy of 7.2
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MeV was the maximum intensity in the nuclear data and our experiment. We guessed this discrepancy was caused
by the lack of nuclear data for the branch ratio during a metastable nuclear de-excitation. Thus, the correct emission
gamma ray energy distribution based on nuclear data was not calculated. We eliminated Sm from our candidate
metals because it would not be possible to design and evaluate the system with Sm using the PHTS calculation.

3.3 Separation method with non-cooling detector
We used a LaBr3:Ce scintillator with a size of 1.5 inches as a non-cooling gamma ray spectrometer. Energy
spectra of the four candidate metals were independently obtained in a similar experiment to that of the HPGe in
KUR.

shows the combined spectrum for Ti, V, Ni and Cu and their separation ratios. The spectrum of

figure 4(a) was obtained using a different weighting to combine the measured spectra of Ti, V, Ni and Cu. Two
spectra are shown in figure 4(b) for an expanded scale of the spectrum of figure 4(a) in the range from 5.2 MeV
to 6.2 MeV. The upper one is the combined spectrum and the lower one is a spectrum obtained by irradiating V
with neutrons.

98 % Ti

95 %
Ti

Ti

V+Ti

Ti 98 %

Combined spectrum

99 %
Cu

V+Ti
5.0

6.0

Count rate

Count rate

Combined spectrum

99 %
Ni 97 %
Ni

7.0
8.0
Energy [MeV]

9.0

10

5.2

(a)

97% extraction

5.4

Only V

5.6 5.8 6.0
Energy [MeV]

6.2

(b)

For Ti, Ni and Cu, the peak count rate in the figure 4(a) spectrum and count rate of the same energy peaks in
each individual spectrum showed agreement of more than 95% by simple peak analysis. All V peaks overlapped
with other gamma ray components. Therefore, we tried extraction using the peak ratio which consisted of the ratio
of the full energy peak to the escape peaks and the emission ratio of prompt gamma ray. The ratio of the full energy
peak to escape peaks was unique for sensor shape and the kinds of sensor materials. The gamma ray emission ratio
was unique to the metal kind. Thus, peak ratio was uniquely fixed for metal kind and sensor structure. By using
the peak ratio which was estimated by the individual spectrum of Ti, the Ti component included in 5.2 MeV to 5.6
MeV of the combined spectrum of figure 4(b) was estimated. And the V component was extracted from the
overlapped peak by subtracting the estimated Ti component. Count rate of the extracted V component and count
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rate of the same energy range of the individual spectrum that was only the V spectrum of figure 4(b) showed
agreement 97%. This result indicated that the four metals had the possibility to be identified in the spectrum
obtained by neutron irradiation of the four metals.

4. Summary
Monitoring of only neutron flux in the nuclear reactor core has an advantage in reactor power monitoring
accuracy. We started development of a new nuclear instrumentation based on a technique to measure only neutrons.
Four kinds of metals are placed in the neutron flux monitoring positions in the instrumentation tube. Prompt
gamma rays which were emitted by neutron capture reactions between the metals and neutrons were measured by
a gamma ray spectrometer located outside the reactor pressure vessel. The thermal neutron flux at each metal
position could be monitored by measuring the prompt gamma rays as the count rate of each energy.
We conducted a thermal neutron irradiation experiment for Ti, V, Ni, Cu and Sm with a HPGe. The energies
of high intensity prompt gamma rays of more than 5 MeV showed good agreement between our experiment and
reported nuclear data. However, the energy spectrum of Sm calculated with PHITS
We also obtained the energy spectra of Ti, V, Ni and Cu with LaBr3(Ce) scintillator in a neutron irradiation
experiment.

These results indicated that the
neutron flux monitoring method based on prompt gamma ray measurement had the possibility to monitor local
reactor power at four positions.
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The long-term safety of high-level radioactive waste in a geological repository is evaluated by numerical
analysis based on estimates of the radiation dose received by people living on the surface taking into
account a number of possible scenarios. Evaluations include modeling of nuclide migration from vitrified
waste in deep underground repository. Safety is ensured by the isolation and confinement of radionuclides
using a combination of artificial materials and the natural environment which function as a barrier. In the
context of geological disposal and from the perspective of reducing environmental impact, the concept of
pursuing integrated multidisciplinary research on nuclide separation with a particular focus on exploiting
the relevant nuclear data is elaborated herein.

1. Introduction
In the context of geological disposal, the concepts of securing the long-term safety of radioactive waste
and evaluating radiation exposure based on radionuclide migration are specified in the documentation
system of the IAEA's safety standards*. Furthermore, countries which pursue geological waste management
programs have highlighted the need for long-term safety standards.
Thus, consideration of the estimated annual exposure dose for people living on the surface due to
migration of radionuclides from deep repositories is necessary. In Japan, a typical geological formation
may contain 40,000 units of vitrified waste** in a repository within granite at depths of 1,000 m and where
the maximum annual exposure dose equates to 5 × 10-3 (μSv/year) after approx. 8 × 105 years of repository
closure [1]. This exposure value is several orders of magnitude lower than the value of the dose constraint
for geological disposal prescribed by the safety regulations of several countries, with the dominant nuclide
for exposure being Cs-135. With respect to nuclides released from vitrified waste, 99% of the total
inventory of Np-237, for example, is in the dissolved form and the Np would remain in the area of the
engineered barrier after 107 years; furthermore, 95% of the initial inventory of Cs-135 would be in the area
of the engineered and natural barriers [1]. Based on such considerations, an approach for reducing the
environmental impact of geological disposal is outlined below.
*A hierarchical structure ranging from safety principles (fundamental) [2] to requirements and guides.
Refer to SSR-5 [3] for specific safety requirements of radioactive waste disposal (1.10 for the concept and
2.15 for radiation protection in the post-closure period).
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**The vitrified waste is enclosed in a metal container, overpacked, surrounded with a buffer material
mainly composed of clay, and buried deep in the rock system.

2. Reduction of environmental impact in geological disposal
The environmental impact from geological disposal has been classified into two categories: (1) a
radiation effect and (2) a waste volume effect [4]. In the case of the former, relevant data are presented in
Table 1 and Fig. 1 [5]. Here, the radiotoxicity per 1 THM of spent fuel is classified into three groups: spent
fuel, high-level waste (vitrified waste), and nuclide separation conversion. Also, the time required for the
toxicity level to reach the same value of toxicity as that for natural uranium has been estimated. The
radiotoxicity depends on the amount and radiation characteristics of the nuclides contained in the spent fuel,
as shown in Table 1. From this result, the effect of reducing radiotoxicity by separation and recovery of U
and Pu by reprocessing and further separation of minor actinide (MA) nuclides becomes clear.
Table 1 Long-lived nuclides in spent nuclear fuel***
(PWR, 4.5% enrichment, fuel burn-up:45GWd/THM)

Nuclide

T1/2

(year)

DCF
(μSv/kBq)

Contents
(Kg/tonSNF)

U-235

0.7 Billion

47

10

U-238

4.5 Billion

45

930

Pu-238

87.7

230

0.3

Pu-239

24,000

250

6

Pu-240

6,564

250

3

Pu-241

14.3

4.8

1

Np-237

2.14ʹ106

110

0.6

Am-241

432

200

0.4

Am-243

7,370

200

0.2

Cm-244

18.1

120

0.06

Se-79

2.95ʹ105

2.9

0.006

Sr-90

28.8

28

0.6

Zr-93

1.53ʹ106

1.1

1

Tc-99

2.11ʹ105

0.64

1

Pd-107

6.50ʹ106

0.037

0.3

Sn-126

1ʹ105

4.7

0.03

I-129

1.57ʹ107

110

0.2

Cs-135

2.30ʹ106

2.0

0.5

Cs-137

30.1

13

1.5

Fig. 1 Time dependency of radiotoxicity/ingestion per 1
THM spent nuclear fuel** (PWR/UO2, 45GWd/THM,
5 years; Separation: U&Pu /99.5%, MA/99.5%)

***Original data from reference [4]. Transcribed in part from
the Japanese to English.

For the latter, the data are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 2 [6]. Here, the pitch for waste emplacement and
the tunnel-to-tunnel distance were calculated based on consideration of the mechanical stability of the
disposal tunnel and the maximum temperature of the buffer material based on the heat produced by
radioactive decay of the nuclides in the vitrified waste in the repository. It is desirable to maintain the
temperature of the buffer material below 100 °C to prevent mineralogical alteration. For reference case,
assuming an occupation area of 44.4 m2 for the vitrified waste, the following metrics have been proposed:
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10 m for the tunnel-to-tunnel distance and 4.44 m for the waste emplacement pitch as illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this case, the heat generation characteristics of the vitrified waste are based on a series of operating
conditions for the reactor, and for reprocessing and vitrification as shown in the upper column (green) of
Table 3.


Table 2 Specification of the disposal tunnel and
the waste package pitch










Fig. 2 Layout of disposal tunnel and disposal
pit for vertical emplacement method at
hard rock repository





Table 3. Combination of various conditions for the fuel cycle, waste treatment and
disposal in current/future nuclear energy use


Reactor

Spent
fu el

Fu el

Reprocessing

Vitrification

Vitrified
waste

Geological
disposal

ʷ

UO 2 /
MOX

Burnup

Cooling
period

Separation
process

Separation
ratio

Nuclides

Glass
Matrix

Melter
operation

Waste
loading

Storage
period

Waste
occupied
area

LWR

UO 2

45
GWd/
THM

4

Pu rex

99.5

U, Pu

-

-

Approx.
20wt%

50
y ears

44m 2/glass

MA:
Np,
Am,
Cm

Measure

ʷ

Heat
g eneration

Repository
area

Heat
g eneration

Waste
occupied
area

UO 2
LWR,
FR,
etc.,

MOX/
Pu
th ermal
MOX/
fu ll

Low
ʛ
High

ʾ4
y ears

Nu clides
an d their
separation
ratio

Request
from
g eological
disposal

Cs/Sr

ʷ

ʷ

Mo

Measure

Yellow
ph ase

PGM:
Ru , Rh,
Pd

Measure

Sedimentation

Higher
waste
loading

ʷ
ʷ

Waste
emplacemen t
method
(V,H)



3. Integrated waste management research across the fuel cycle
The conditions for consideration and setting of norms for the current/future use of nuclear energy and the
amounts and characteristics of high-level radioactive waste are shown in the lower column (yellow) in
Table 3. In comparison with the above reference case, consideration is given to a diversity of conditions for
reactor operation, reprocessing, and glass solidification. By interrelating changes in each condition, the
occupied area per unit of vitrified waste at a repository was calculated from the heat generation
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characteristics of the vitrified waste. The results based on the use of UO2 fuel are shown in Table 4 [7]. The
CAERA (Comprehensive Analysis of Effects on Reduction of disposal Area) index [kg/m2] shown in Table
4 refers to the weight of radioactive waste in terms of the oxide which is buried in a unit area of the
repository [7, 8]. From this table, it is possible to reduce the waste occupied area by one half (or even less)
by altering various conditions of the fuel cycle, such as nuclide separation at the reprocessing step and
increasing the waste loading ratio of the vitrified waste (glass). In the case of UO2 fuel, the reduction effect
depends on a combination of the following:
- The effects of Cs and Sr as short half-life nuclides and Am as a long-life nuclide due to the length of
storage time of the spent fuel
- The separation of the above nuclides
- Further separation for Mo and platinum group metal (PGM), which need to be taken into consideration
for the glass vitrification process,
- The waste loading of vitrified waste




Table 4. Reduction of the waste occupied area in consideration of nuclide separation
and increasing waste loading for vitrified waste
Case

SNF
Cooling
period
[year]

Cs/Sr
separation
[wt%]

MA
separation
[wt%]

Mo/PGM
separation
[wt%]

Vitrified waste,
waste loading
[wt%]

1

4

90

0

70

35

2.25

43

2

15

70

0

70

25

1.35

72

3

20

70

0

70

25

1.15

84

4

30

0

0

0

21

0.97

100

5

40

0

0

0

21

0.97

100

6

50

0

90

70

35

2.25

43

7

100

0

70

70

35

2.25

43

Reduction of
CAERA
waste occupied
[kg/m2]
area [%]

4. Required data
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the heat generation characteristics and the cooling period of the
UO2 spent fuel with a burn-up of 45 GWd/THM. From this figure, it is understood that as the cooling
period becomes longer, the heat generation capacity decreases, but the contribution of Am-241 increases
with time. In Table 4, when the cooling period of the spent fuel is 50 or 100 years, the waste-occupied area
can be reduced to less than half by separation of MAs due to elimination of Am-241 as the dominant
nuclide in heat generation. When the fuel burn-up increases above this value, the heat generation capacity
of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) increases, but at the same time the fuel composition also changes. As a
result, in the case of a prolonged cooling period for the SNF, in addition to Am-241, the contribution of
Pu-238 increases the heat generation capacity.
Thus, to assess the thermal characteristics of the waste across the fuel cycle and to realize a reduction of
the load at the geological disposal site, it is essential to estimate and to evaluate the nuclide composition of
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the waste corresponding to the extent of diversification of the various cycle conditions. Moreover, it is clear
from Table 3, that the nuclide composition is determined retrospectively from the composition and burn-up
of nuclear fuel.
In evaluating the radiation effects with respect to the environmental impact, information on the nuclides
in the SNF is indispensable for evaluating nuclide migration or radioactive toxicity in a geological disposal

Contribution of nuclides

Heat generation (kW/THM)

setting.

SNF cooling period after discharge(year)

SNF cooling period after discharge(year)

Fig. 3. Heat generation of spent nuclear fuel /UO2, burn-up 45
GWd/THM

5. Conclusion
In integrated waste management research across the fuel cycle, a detailed evaluation of spent fuel,
nuclide separation, use of separated nuclides in recycling (e.g., use of fast reactors), and the vitrification
process (glass melting characteristics and quality of vitrified wastes) are necessary, and together with
nuclear data, are indispensable to provide technical options for optimizing waste management with a view
to reducing environmental impacts.
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Abstract
Neutron capture cross section measurements for 237 Np have been conducted with the Accurate Neutron Nucleus
Reaction Measurement Instrument (ANNRI) at the Materials and Life Science Facility (MLF) of the Japan
Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) using neutrons with energy ranging from thermal energy to
500 keV. A Time of Flight (TOF) method using a NaI(Tl) detector was employed for this measurement and
the data were analyzed based on a pulse-height weighting technique in order to derive a neutron capture cross
section. A thermal value for the cross section (σth ) of 176.7 + 0.5sta was obtained. Along with the cross section
measurement, the preliminary results of a resonance analysis using the REFIT program are presented.

I. Introduction
As nuclear transmutation of minor actinides (MA) has been established as a solution for high level
radioactive waste management, more accurate nuclear data for the neutron capture cross section on
minor actinides are required. Numerous types of MA are produced in nuclear reactors and are present
in high level radioactive waste (HLW). Current evaluated nuclear data are only suitable for the early
stages of the design of nuclear transmutation systems. However, ﬁnal designs and safety measures
require more precise nuclear data with a signiﬁcant reduction in terms of their uncertainties [1]. 237 Np
possesses a long half-life of 2.14 x 106 years and it is one of the most abundant MA present in spent
nuclear fuel. 237Np is also one of the main components of the Accelerator-Driven Systems (ADS) core,
a subcritical reactor facility for nuclear transmutation.
The region of interest for the core design is from 0.5 to 500 keV, where JENDL-4.0 includes uncertainties from 6% up to 10%. Current uncertainties in the evaluated nuclear data for the neutron
capture cross section of 237 Np are an important contributor to the ADS criticality uncertainty. Thus, it
is crucial to accurately determine the neutron capture cross section at such energy range, to reduce the
uncertainties to 5%, along with an analysis of the resonance region to derive the resonance parameters.
An extensive set of experimental data has been reported on the 237 Np (n, γ) reaction using both
activation and time-of-ﬂight (TOF) methods [2–17]. In the region of interest for the experiment, from
0.5 to 500 keV, the available experimental data is scarce. Experimental data by activation method exists
in the 100-500 keV range but they differ from each other about 30-40% [5, 7–9]. In addition, there are
only two sets of reliable data using TOF method, those of Weston et al [10] and Esch et al [14], but they
diverge in the region of interest from 15% to 35% at some energies.
In this paper, preliminary results of the neutron capture cross section for 237 Np are presented for
incident neutron energy ranging from thermal energy to 500 keV along with details of the early stages
of the resonance analysis. Details of the experimental setup and the data analysis are also provided.
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II.

Experimental Procedure

1. Experimental Setup
The experiments were performed using the Accurate Neutron-Nucleus Reaction Measurement Instrument (ANNRI) at the Materials and Life Science Facility (MLF) of the Japan Proton Accelerator
Research Complex (J-PARC). An intense pulsed neutron beam was produced by the Japanese Spallation Neutron Source (JSNS) in the MLF using the 3 GeV proton beam of the J-PARC facility. The proton
pulses were shot at the spallation target every 40 ms and a beam power of 400 kW.
A TOF method was employed in the present experiment with a ﬂight path of 27.9 m up to the
sample position. Emitted γ-rays from the sample were detected by a NaI(Tl) detector surrounded by
annular plastic scintillation detectors to suppress cosmic-ray background by anti-coincidence detection.
Detected capture events were stored sequentially in a computer as a list format data.

2. Data Acquisition
For fast data acquisition purposes, a multi-event time digitizer FAST ComTec MPA4T was employed [19]. The time between a starting trigger event and successive multiple stop events were digitized. The signal coming from the JSNS proton beam monitor was used as a trigger signal for the
MPA4T module. Signals coming from the anode of the NaI(Tl) detector were fed into the MPA4T as
a stop signal. Time differences between the trigger signal and the NaI(Tl) anode signal were used
for the TOF measurement of the incident neutrons. At the same time, signals from the dynode of
the NaI(Tl) detector were ampliﬁed, shaped and then fed into an analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
for pulse height measurement. However, traditional pulse analysis technique using the ADC does
not perform adequately in the energy region higher than 1 keV. Strong γ-ray burst from the neutron
source after the spallation reaction, known as gamma ﬂash, induce baseline distortion into the analog
modules, making pulse height measurement unfeasible in the fast TOF region. Faster data acquisition
is needed in such energy region. Thus, along with the pulse height measurement, the pulse width
calculated from the time difference between the rising and the falling edges of the anode signal was
recorded. The pulse width was converted into pulse height in ofﬂine analysis.

3. Samples
A 200 mg sample of 237 Np with an activity of 5 MBq was used for the measurements. The sample
consisted of 227 mg of neptunium dioxide (NpO2 ) powder together with 624.5 mg of Al powder. The
isotopic purity of 237 Np for the sample was 99.99%. The powders were packed into an Al pellet with a
20 mm diameter and 0.4 mm thick walls. A dummy container with the same measurements was also
used for a background measurement.
The incident neutron spectrum was reconstructed using γ-rays from the 197 Au(n, γ) reaction with
a 20 mm in diameter and 1 mm in thickness gold sample and, also, using the 478 keV γ-rays from the
10 B(n, α)7 Li reaction with a boron sample containing enriched 10 B up to 90% and having a diameter of
10 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm.
Background events due to scattered neutrons were derived using a nat C sample with a 10 mm
diameter and 0.5 mm thickness.

III.

Data Analysis

1. Pulse Width to Pulse Height Conversion
In order to derive the pulse height value of the γ-ray in the fast TOF region from its pulse width,
a conversion relation was obtained between the pulse height and the pulse width. The relation was
derived by plotting the pulse height value along with the pulse width value of each detected γ-ray.
More information about the pulse width analysis is described by Katabuchi et al [20].

2
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2. Background Removal
Several layers of background events have to be removed and other corrections have to be applied
so that it is possible to precisely distinguish neutron capture events of 237 Np.
A dead time correction is applied to all measurements in order to estimate the count loss in the
experiment [20]. The main cause for this count loss is the pile-up of two consecutive signals.
Frame overlaping from previous neutron bursts have to be substacted. Every proton event induces
neutron events with a frame length of 40 ms, as the proton beam repetition is 25 Hz. Slow neutrons
(TOF > 40 ms) from earlier frames overlap subsequent frames. Overlaping background was estimated
using J-PARC’s unique operation pattern. A small part of the proton beam pulses from the 3-GeV synchrotron are injected into the 50-GeV synchrotron ring instead of JSNS. As no proton is shot into the
JSNS, the measured TOF of the previous proton pulse is extended up to 80 ms, doubling the normal
frame length. Hence, the overlap background is estimated from the recorded events from 40 ms to 80
ms . The overlap background is then removed by ﬁtting a curve in the frame spectra from 40 ms to 80
ms and normalizing by referring it to the total number of proton bursts.
Blank background is subtracted using the data retrieved from a measurement with no sample. Likewise, the background events induced due to scattered neutrons at the sample and the events induced
by the sample case are removed using the nat C and the TOF spectra obtained from the aluminum case
respectively.

3. Pulse Height Weighting Technique
The Pulse Height weighting technique (PHWT) enables the calculation of the neutron capture
yields from the pulse height spectrum [21]. The ﬁrst step to apply the PHWT is to calculate a detector
response function using the experimental conﬁguration. This response function R(I, E) was deﬁned as
the probability that a γ-ray with an energy of E was counted in the I channel of the detecting system.
This response function was used in order to derive a weighting function W(I). The weighting function
is essential in order to apply the PHWT and it is deﬁned as follows:

∑ W ( I ) R( I, E) = E.

(1)

I

On the condition that the detection efﬁciency for γ-rays is so small that only one γ-ray per capture
event can be detected, the real capture γ-ray pulse height spectrum S(I) should be expressed as:
S( I ) = ∑ mi ∑ R( I, Eij )
i

(2)

j

where Eij is the energy of the j-th γ-ray emitted in the i-th mode and mi the number of capture events
which disintegrated through the i-th mode. At the same time, since the sum energy of the γ-ray
cascades emitted per capture event is equal to:


∑ Eij = Bn + En

(3)

j


being Bn the binding energy of the target nucleus and En the incident neutron energy in the centerof-mass system. Finally, as the sum of mi with respect to i is equal to the capture yield, the neutron
capture yield can be expressed as follows:
Y=

∑i W ( I ) S( I )

Bn + En

(4)

4. Self-Shielding and Multiple Scattering Corrections
Flux attenuation effect through the sample and multiple scattering events caused by scattering at
the Al case cannot be ommited in the analysis. The experiment was simulated using the PHITS program [22]. A neutron capture yield and neutron spectrum was obtained and, using both along side
3
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with the sample thickness, a cross section value was deduced. This cross section value included the
effects of self-shielding and multiple scattering. In order to isolate those effects, the neutron cross section value of JENDL-4.0 was divided by the obtained cross section to determine and energy dependent
correction factor.

5. Neutron Spectrum
The neutron spectrum was estimated using the gold and boron samples. The obtained TOF spectrum from both runs was divided by the reaction rate simulated using the PHITS program. Figure 1
shows a good agreement of the incident neutron distribution between the two samples except for the
resolved resonance region of gold.
1011

Neutron Spectrum from Boron
Neutron Spectrum from Au

Relative neutron intensity (per eV)
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Figure 1: Incident Neutron Spectrum

IV. Resonance Analysis
The REFIT ﬁtting program [23] was used to ﬁt the resonances measured in the experiments. This
process is still on going and only preliminary results are presented on this paper. Moreover, since
no systematic uncertainty analysis has been performed yet for this experiment, the results from the
resonance analysis including the average radiation width are subject to change once the uncertainty
analysis is ﬁnalized.
The averaged radiation width was obtained from 16 resonances below 20 eV as they were presumed
to be independent. Using the individual values for Γλ,γ from each resonance, a mean estimation of
40.1 meV.
For the rest of the resonances, the radiation width was kept ﬁxed at 40.1. Hence, in the ﬁtting
process, only the energy and neutron width (Γλ,n ) parameters were retrieved up to 100 eV. Figures 2
and 3 display the ﬁtting process and results with REFIT.

V. Results and Discussion
The neutron capture cross section was derived from the neutron capture yields and the incident
neutron spectrum. For comparison, the measured 237 Np capture cross section using the neutron spec4
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Figure 2: Resonance ﬁtting using REFIT
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Figure 3: Resonance ﬁtting using REFIT
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Figure 4: Resonance ﬁtting using REFIT

trum with the boron sample is plotted along with evaluated data from JENDL-4.0 (Fig. 5). The capture
cross section was measured from thermal energy up to 500 keV. The data was normalized at the JENDL
4.0 ﬁrst resonance of the cross section. In this work, a thermal value for the cross section (σth ) of 176.7
± 0.5sta was obtained. There is a good agreement from thermal region up to 100 keV.
There are two main sets of data available that were measured using the TOF method in the high
energy region. Figure 6 portrays a comparison with experimental data from Weston [10] and Esch [14]
in the high energy region. The present experimental data has similar values to those experimental data
but, over 100 keV, the present data presents lower values. As the present measured data is preliminary,
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only the statistical error is included. Uncertainties amount to 5% over the resolved resonance region,
higher than 0.5 keV. Further measurements ought to be performed with increased measuring time and
beam power. Should the beam power increase to 1 MW, which is the operational goal for J-PARC, with
doubling the measuring time, the statistical uncertainties can be reduced below 2.5%.

Figure 5:

237 Np

neutron capture cross section
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Figure 6: High energy region of 237 Np neutron capture cross section
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For the resonance analysis results, in table 1, the value for the averaged radiation width obtained
in this work is presented along with previous results from other authors. Results, albeit not being ﬁnal,
offer a good agreement with prior values.
Table 1: Comparison of the averaged neutron width with reported data

Authors
Value (meV)
Paya
40.0 ± 1.2
Mewissen et al.
41.2 ± 2.9
Weston and Todd
∼40
Gressier
40.0 ± 2.0
Noguere
39.3 ± 1.0
Mughaghab
40.7 ± 0.5
RIPL-3
40.8 ± 1.2
C. Guerrero
40.9 ± 1.8
This work
40.1
The 237 Np neutron capture cross section was measured using the pulsed neutron beam generated
by the Japanese Spallation Neutron Source in the Materials and Life science Facility at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex. Using pulse width analysis along with pulse-height weighting
technique, the neutron capture cross was succesfully dertermined from thermal energy region up to
500 keV. The resonance analysis process still needs to be ﬁnalized once the systematic uncertainties
have been determined for this experiment. The resonances will then be reanalyzed and the ﬁnal results
will be presented along with uncertainties and statistical properties of the resonances.
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Measurement of Low Threshold Energy Spectra of Secondary Protons for
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We have developed a low threshold detector consisting of Bragg curve counter (BCC) and two
built-in solid-state detectors (SSDs) to obtain experimental double-differential cross section (DDX) data
for low energy proton production. Since the BCC offers advantages of self particle identification capability
and a few Pm-thick entrance window, secondary protons down to 1 MeV have been identified and proton
spectra down to 1.3 MeV have been obtained. Measured spectra are compared with calculation results of
intra-nuclear cascade (INC) plus evaporation models and nuclear data library.

1.

Introduction
Energy and angular distributions of evaporated charged particles from energetic proton-nucleus

reactions are required to estimate spatial distributions of energy deposition and radiation damage in devices
used for accelerator driven system and particle radiation therapy. Since the estimation is performed using
model calculation, it is necessary that nuclear reaction models have high predictive power for energy and
angular distributions. Two-stage model, which consists of the intra-nuclear cascade (INC) model and the
generalized evaporation model (GEM), generally well describes proton production for intermediate energy
proton-nucleus reactions, except for low energy proton production from a heavy target. In the recent study
[1], poor prediction of energy and angular distributions of low energy protons has been pointed out. The
emission of low energy protons is calculated by the GEM after INC stage as evaporation from an excited
nucleus with considering Coulomb barrier [2] and a theoretical study on low energy proton emission [3]
has been starting to improve GEM.
For the improvement, new series of experimental double-differential cross section (DDX) data
are required covering low energy region down to 2 MeV for wide range of target mass and angles because
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systematic data are not available in the low energy region due to threshold energy of conventional detector
with 'EE particle identification. The particle identification is generally performed with a counter
telescope consisting of solid-state detectors (SSDs). Since the threshold energy with particle identification
is limited by the thickness of the transmission SSD and 150-Pm-thick SSD is commercially available as
the thinnest SSD for particle identification, most of the data taken with conventional SSDs have threshold
energy around 4 MeV.
To obtain the data covering low energy region, we develop a low threshold detector consisting of
Bragg curve counter (BCC) [4, 5] and two built-in SSDs.

2.

Experiment
The experiment was performed at

cyclotron facility of National Institute

of

Radiological Sciences. The plan view of the
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A
scattering chamber was connected directly to the
beam duct of the cyclotron and evacuated to less
than 10-3 Pa. Incident protons from the cyclotron
hit a target located inside the scattering chamber
and entered a Faraday cup consisting of a
stainless–steel pipe and a graphite beam dump.

Figure 1. Plan view of experimental setup. Incident

The incident proton energy of 70-MeV and

protons come from the left side of this view.

targets of

nat

27

C, Al,

nat

Cu, and

197

Au were chosen.

The targets were mounted on a target changer. Energy spectra of secondary particles emitted from the
target were measured at 60 degrees in the laboratory system with the low threshold detector and a counter
telescope consisting of a SSD and a BGO scintillator.
The schematic drawing of the low
threshold detector is shown in Fig. 2. The
threshold energy of 1 MeV is expected with
proton identification since the BCC has a thin
entrance

window

and

self

particle

identification capability, as will be described
below.
The

BCC

is

a

parallel

plate

ionization chamber with a grid. The chamber is
cylindrically shaped and sealed using O-rings
to keep Ar + 10 % CH4 gas as a counting gas.
The gas pressure of 53.3 kPa (400 Torr) and

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of low threshold detector.
Secondary particles come from the left side of this
drawing and pass through the entrance window.
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106.6 kPa (800 Torr) were adopted for detection of evaporated protons. The inside electrodes of the BCC
consist of the cathode, field shaping rings, grid, and anode. The distances from the cathode to the grid and
from the grid to the anode were set to 150 mm and 5 mm, respectively. The distances of 146 mm and 9 mm
were also used to improve the ratio of the anode signal to noise for detection of protons. The anode plate is
a stainless-steel disk with a central hole 32 mm in diameter. The hole is covered with a 5-Pm-thick
aluminum foil which is connected with the stainless-steel disk electrically. Thus, the anode allows
energetic secondary particles to penetrate with small energy loss. The field shaping rings are arranged at
equal intervals to maintain a uniform electric field. The electric field is formed by providing high voltage
for the cathode, field shaping rings and grid. The cathode is a stainless-steel disk with a central hole 10 mm
in diameter covered with a 2.2-Pm-thick aluminized Mylar film. Since the aluminized surface and the
stainless-steel disk are connected electrically, the cathode plays the role of a thin entrance window, which
introduces secondary charged particles with small energy loss.
The secondary particle stopped in
front of the grid produces electron-ion pairs
along its trajectory by ionizing the counting
gas. Since the number of electrons is
proportional to the energy deposited by the
secondary particle, distribution of electrons
corresponds to Bragg curve. Keeping the

Figure 3. Distribution of electrons produced in BCC (left)

distribution, the electrons drift toward the

and time distribution of anode signal (right).

grid due to the electric field, and then all the
electrons pass through the grid and reach the
anode. In this case, time distribution of the
anode signal has inverse shape of the
original distribution of electrons (Fig.3).
Therefore, the energy (EBCC) and the atomic
number of the secondary particle can be
deduced from integral and peak height of the
anode signal, respectively. The integral of
the anode signal is obtained using a long
time constant (6 Ps) amplifier and the peak
height a short time constant (0.25 Ps)
shaping amplifier.
In Fig. 4, a typical example of
EBCC vs Bragg peak height (atomic number)
two-dimensional plot is shown. Secondary
particles with enough energy to form the

Figure 4. EBCC vs Bragg peak height (atomic number)
two-dimensional plot. The inset shows the plot in low
energy region up to 4 MeV. The identified secondary
particles from H to C are shown. Particles penetrating the
anode are identified inside dashed circles.
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Bragg peak are identified. For the high energy side of hydrogen, helium, lithium and beryllium, particles
penetrating through the anode are observed within dashed circles in Fig.4. These particles are also detected
with SSDs behind the anode and identified by applying the 'EE method. In this case, the BCC works as a
transmission detector. Since the 1st SSD and the 2nd SSD are 400 Pm- and 1 mm-thick silicon
surface-barrier detectors, respectively, the upper limit energy of proton spectra is limited to be 12 MeV
with the low threshold detector. For measurement of proton spectra above 12 MeV, the counter telescope
consisting of 500 Pm-thick SSD and 12 mm-thick BGO scintillator was used.
The measured data were corrected to remove the effects of background component and energy
loss in the target, in the entrance window, and in the anode, and then DDXs were obtained by
ଶ ߪ
ܻ
ൌ
ǡ
ȳ߶ݏ ܧȟȳȟܧ



(1) 

where s is the number of target atoms per unit area, I is the number of incident protons, ': is the solid
angle determined by D-particle counting using

241

Am check source placed instead of the target, 'E is the

energy bin width, and Y is the number of charged particles identified in 'E.

3.

Results and discussion
Figure 5 shows EBCC vs Bragg peak height two-dimensional plot obtained using 53.3 kPa

counting gas. In this figure, the high energy region is not shown, but the low energy region is focused to
discuss self particle identification capability for hydrogen. In the energy range from 1 MeV to 3 MeV, the
hydrogen isotopes of protons, deuterons and tritons are identified because the Bragg peak is characterized
by the mass number of the charged particle as well as the atomic number. Since the separation between
proton and deuteron is observed above 1 MeV in Fig. 5, the threshold energy of proton identification was
determined to be 1 MeV.

Figure

5.

EBCC

vs

Bragg

peak

height

two-dimensional plot. The identified particles of
proton, deuteron, triton, 3He and D are shown.

Figure

6.

'E

(BCC)

vs

E

(1st

SSD)

two-dimensional plot. The identified particles of
proton, deuteron, triton, 3He and D are shown.
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Figure 6 shows 'E (BCC) vs E (1st SSD) two-dimensional plot obtained using 106.6 kPa
counting gas. The hydrogen isotopes are also identified in this figure because of good energy resolution of
the BCC. In Fig. 6, the events of hydrogen and helium isotopes penetrating through the 1st SSD are
removed analytically using the signal of the 2nd SSD.
Figure 7 shows proton spectra for 70-MeV incident protons on natC, 27Al, natCu and 197Au targets
at 60 degrees. Measured spectra were obtained with the low threshold detector below 12 MeV and with the
counter telescope above 12 MeV. Since discrepancies between spectrum below 12 MeV and above 12 MeV
are observed in

27

Al and

nat

Cu data, further experiments are planned with a low threshold detector

consisting of BCC, SSDs and BGO scintillator. The threshold energy of 1.3 MeV was obtained because of
the thin entrance window and self particle identification capability of the BCC. For the

197

Au(p, p’x)

spectrum, data below 2 MeV show different behavior from data above 2 MeV due to a large contribution of
background component and the background component needs to be suppressed.

Figure 7. Measured and calculated proton spectra for 70-MeV incident protons on
197

nat

C,

27

Al,

nat

Cu and

Au targets at 60 degrees. Measured spectra are shown using closed circles with bar indicating statistical

uncertainties. Calculation results of JENDL-4.0/HE, INC-ELF plus GEM and INCL plus GEM are shown
with smooth curves, solid histograms and dashed histograms, respectively.
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Calculation results of INC-ELF plus GEM and INCL plus GEM are in reasonable agreement
with measured data for

nat

C, 27Al and

nat

Cu targets below 4 MeV, where evaporated protons calculated by

GEM are dominant. JENDL results are also in reasonable agreement in the energy region. For the

197

Au

target, GEM result, which is dominant below 10 MeV has threshold at 6 MeV whereas measured data exist
below 6 MeV. The peak in the spectrum of JENDL at 10 MeV is not observed in measured spectrum and
should be modified.

4.

Conclusion
We developed a low threshold detector consisting of the BCC and two built-in SSDs to obtain

experimental data covering low energy region. Using the detector and a counter telescope, proton spectra
down to 1.3 MeV were obtained for
suppressed for the
measured data for

nat

C to

197

Au targets though background component needs to be

197

Au target below 2 MeV. Calculation results are in reasonable agreement with

nat

C, 27Al and

nat

Cu targets. For the

197

Au target, GEM has threshold though measured

data exist below the threshold. The peak in the spectrum of JENDL at 10 MeV should be modified.
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For more reliable calculations in the shielding design of accelerator facilities, double-differential cross
sections (DDXs) of proton-induced reactions were investigated in the vicinity of 180 degrees. In the present
work, we measured DDXs of (p,p’x) reactions at angles of 160, 165 and 171 degrees. The experimental data
were obtained for two targets of

12C,

and

181Ta

by using the 71-MeV proton beam from the cyclotron of

National Institute of Radiological Sciences. We compared the measured DDXs with calculations of INC-ELF
and CCONE, and found inconsistencies especially at the high-energy region of the DDX spectrum. The INCELF involving the improved deflection parameters gives better accounts at 171 degrees.
1. Introduction
High-energy accelerators have found their applications in a variety of fields such as medicine and energy
production in addition to fundamental sciences. There is also increasing interest in accelerator driven systems,
which transmute long-lived radioisotopes in used nuclear fuel into shorter-lived fission products. Particle
transport simulations are essential in R&D of these technologies. Proper shielding design using the
simulations is a common challenge for all accelerator facilities. A calculation uncertainty at 180 degrees with
respect to the beam is one of the open problems. This is because there are very few experimental data of the
double- differential cross section (DDX) in (p, nx), (p, p’x) and other reactions at the angle of more than 150
degrees. For this reason, the nuclear reaction mechanism is not understood sufficiently, and as a result,
development of a nuclear reaction model has not advanced.
The problem of energetic particle production at backward angles was opened in Ref.[1,2], where emitted
protons of energies up to 400 MeV were measured at 180 degrees with 600- and 800-MeV proton beams.
Many theoretical models were proposed in order to explain these observables. For instance, two models are
widely known. One is the model considering the high-momentum component of the nucleon Fermi motion
[3]. Although it is successful at high energies, it overestimates greatly the experimental data in the lowprojectile energies at 200 MeV. The other is the two-nucleon-cluster model [4,5], which can explain data of
both high and low energies. It is, however, controversial that this model ignores the multistep process, which
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governs reactions [1] with large-energy transfers, and the trajectory deflection due to the nuclear potential,
which appears remarkably in the low-incident energies [2].
Some papers [6-8] pointed out that the deflection plays an important role in the Intra-nuclear Cascade
(INC) model calculation. Focusing on the deflection effect could be useful in understanding the mechanism
of high-energy particle emissions in the vicinity of 180 degrees. Since the reactions below 100 MeV are less
affected by the multistep process and the delta particle production and involve the large deflection, they are
very useful in revealing the role of the deflection.
In this paper, we report studies on backward proton productions of (p, p’x) reactions below 100 MeV.
Experiments are carried out to measure DDX spectra at 71 MeV of the beam energy. The model study with
INC is also conducted to explain the experimental observations.
2. Method

Experiment
The experiment was performed at the cyclotron facility of National Institute of Radiological
Sciences (NIRS). The experimental arrangement was shown in Fig. 1. The scattering chamber
was installed at the C6 beam line. The incident proton energy was 71 MeV, and 12C (100 Pm thick) and
181Ta

(30 Pm thick) were used as the target. The blank target was also used for the background measurement.

The charged particles like protons emitted from the target were detected with counter telescopes placed
at 160, 165, and 171 degrees by using 'E-E technique. The counter telescopes were composed of one or two
silicon surface-barrier detectors (SSDs) and a cerium-doped gadolinium silicate; Gd2SiO5(Ce) (GSO) crystal
detector. The SSDs (0.1 mm, 0.15 mm, 0.4 mm, and 2 mm thick) were used as 'E-detectors. The GSO(Ce)
scintillator is an E-detector of cubic with a 43-mm edge length. A photomultiplier tube (PMT) was connected
GSO(Ce) to convert scintillation light into the electric signal and amplify the signal. The general view was
shown in Fig. 2.
Electric signals from detectors were fed into a spectroscopic amplifier via a preamplifier. Their pulse
heights were analyzed by an amplitude-to-digital converter. The digitized data were transferred to a PC
through the CAMAC system, and recorded on hard-drive.
The number of protons passing through the target was counted by a beam monitor placed at the
downstream of the chamber. The beam monitor was composed of two plastic scintillators with an Al-foilscatter. The counts of the beam monitor were calibrated by the Faraday cup placed about 30 cm upstream of
the chamber.
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Fig. 1. the measurement system

Fig. 2. the general view of the counter telescope

Data analysis
We used the Bethe formula for the energy calibration. In the Bethe formula, the energy loss of a charged
particle, dE/dx is expressed by the following equation:
െ

݉ ܿ ଶ
݀ܧ
ʹ݉ ܿ ଶ ଶ
ൌ Ͷߨݎଶ  ݖଶ ଶ ܼܰ ቈ ቆ
ߚ ቇ െ ሺͳ െ ߚଶ ሻ െ ߚ ଶ 
ߚ
ܫ
݀ݔ

(1)

where  ܧis the energy,  ݔis the thickness of material traversed, ݎ the classical electron radius,  ݖand

 ݒൌ ߚܿ the charge and velocity of the moving particle, ݉ the electron mass, ܰ the number of atoms in

the target material per unit, ܼ the atomic number of the material, and  ܫthe mean excitation energy. The
example of the experimental data calibrated is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. calibrated data
The particle identification was carried out by using the PI parameter:
ܲ ܫൌ ሺȟ ܧ ܧሻ െ  ܧ

(2)

where 'E and E are the deposit energies on 'E- and E- detectors, and b(ൌ ͳǤͷ in this analysis) is the

parameter weakly dependent on energy. Figure 4 shows a sample of a plot of PI versus deposit energy to the
detectors. In this figure, three bands correspond to protons, deuterons, and tritons.
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Fig. 4. a two-dimensional plot of PI versus deposit energy to the detectors
DDX was determined by
ܻ
݀ଶߪ
ൌ
݀ȳ݀ ܧȰߝ ߩௌ ܲȟܧȟȳ

(3)

where ܻ is the counts per energy bin width ȟ , Ȱ the number of protons of the beam, ߝ the data

acquisition efficiency, ߩௌ the surface density of the target, ܲ the peak efficiency of the detector ȟȳ the
detector solid angle.

3. Results and Discussion
The spectra of DDXs for 71-MeV 12C(p, p’x) and

181Ta(p,

p’x) reactions at 160, 165, and 171 degrees

are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. In the Fig. 6, there are lack of data in 15-19 MeV at the angle of
171 degrees. This is because there are air layers and reflective tapes made of aluminum and teflon between
SSD and GSO detectors. In other DDXs, we obtained the entire-energy-range spectra by combining two
different spectra measured by two kinds of the detector system.

Fig. 5. spectra of DDXs for 71-MeV 12C(p, p’x)

Fig. 6. spectra of DDXs for 71-MeV 181Ta(p, p’x)
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Figure 7 and 8 show the experimental data of the 12C(p, p’x) reaction at 171 degrees compared with the
calculation results of CCONE [9] and INC-ELF [10], respectively. As shown in these figures, both calculation
results underestimate experimental values more greatly as the emitted proton energy increases. In CCONE,
there is also a significant overestimation in low energies and further improvements are needed in whole. In
INC-ELF, an important problem is that there is a large discrepancy in the high-energy range at backward
angles, especially in the vicinity of 180 degrees.

Fig. 7. comparison of (p, p’x) DDX with CCONE

Fig. 8. comparison of (p, p’x) DDX with INC-ELF

Next, we considered the improvement of INC-ELF. The poor deflection might be one of the factors
causing the large discrepancy. In INC-ELF, the magnitude of the deflection is determined on the basis of
angular distributions of elastic scattering cross-sections. Figure 9 represents the angular distribution of 70MeV proton elastic scattering of the 12C target. Calculation values in JENDL-4.0/HE [11] are also plotted in
this figure. The previous approximation (broken line) was determined only by experimental data at the
forward angles because of lack of experimental data at backward, therefore, the probability of bending to
backward angles by deflection might be too small. To this end, as in Fig. 9, we determined the modified
approximation (solid line) so that the probability above 90 degrees increased.
Figure 10 shows the comparison of previous INC-ELF with modified INC-ELF. Experimental data are
also plotted in this figure. As shown Fig. 10, it is found that modified INC-ELF shows remarkable
improvement in the high-energy domain. It indicates that the modification about deflection has the potential
of improving the INC model. As a next step, we will introduce much better deflection parameter, and validate
the model with other angles, targets and energies.
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Fig. 9. angular distribution of 70-MeV proton

Fig. 10. comparison of 12C(p, p’x) DDX with

elastic scattering of the 12C target

INC-ELF (previous and modified)

4. Conclusion
We measured DDXs of 71-MeV (p, p’x) reactions at backward angles of 160, 165, and 171 degrees at
the cyclotron facility of NIRS. We compared the experimental data with CCONE and INC-ELF, and found
that the calculation results underestimated experimental values greatly in high-energy range. This
discrepancy in INC-ELF was improved by using new deflection parameters in the 12C(p, p’x) reaction at 171
degees. We will extend the range of the application of this method by checking other conditions.
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is the energy shift, a is the level density parameter, and t is the nuclear temperature,

where

respectively. The level density parameters were determined by fitting of complete level schemes
at low excitation energies and the average neutron resonance density at the neutron binding
energy. It is noted that the AME2003 mass table [12] was employed in the use of the BSFG-ED
formula, instead of the Audi-Wapstra mass table [13] in GEM.
3.

-
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Fig. 2 Isotopic production cross section as a function of mass number for each isotope in the d

+ 93Zr reaction at 105 MeV/u : (a) Sr ( Z = 38 ), (b) Kr ( Z = 36 ).

Figure 2 shows the experimental data of deuteron-induced reaction on 93Zr at 105 MeV/nucleon
and PHITS calculations using the GC formula (dashed line) and the BSFG-ED formula (solid
line) for production cross-sections of Sr and Kr isotopes. The calculation with the BSFG-ED
formula makes the staggering weaker than that with the GC formula, and the agreement with the
experimental data is improved. Fig. 3 shows comparisons of the experimental and calculated
production cross sections for Ru, Tc, Mo and Nb isotopes in the deuteron-induced reaction on
Pd at 196 MeV/nucleon. Table 1 gives the chi-square values

107

- 105 -

of individual reactions. It is
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found that the use of the BSFG-ED formula makes the OES weaker and agreement with the
experimental data is improved. Especially, the

for the new GEM with the BSFG-ED

formula is about 50% better than that for the original GEM in the p + 107Pd reaction at 196 MeV.
It is noted that this calculation considers the same systematic of inverse reaction cross section
and gamma-ray emission from unbound states as described in section 1 [7].
Table 1

of each reaction

Reaction

MeV/u

Original GEM

New GEM

Improvement
(%)

93

Zr + p

105

48.2

34.1

29.3

93

Zr + d

105

93.8

70.6

24.7

Pd + p

196

10.6

5.3

50.3

Pd + d

196

71.8

51.0

29.0

107
107

Fig. 3 Isotopic production cross section as a function of mass number for each isotope in the d

+ 107Pd reaction at 196 MeV/u : (a) Ru ( Z = 44 ), (b) Tc ( Z = 43 ), (c) Mo ( Z = 42 ), (d) Nb
( Z = 41 ).
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on LiF, C, Si, Ni, Mo, and Ta
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Double-differential neutron yields from thick target materials (LiF, C, Si, Ni, Mo, and Ta) bombarded by 13.4MeV deuterons were measured at an emission angle of 0 degrees by using an EJ-301 liquid organic scintillator.
Neutron energy spectra were derived by unfolding the measured light output spectra using the FORIST code with
the response functions calculated by the SCINFUL-QMD code. The experimental (d,xn) spectra were compared
with the (t,xn) spectra measured at the same incident energy per nucleon, and theoretical model calculations with
PHITS and DEURACS.
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1. Introduction
Neutron production by deuteron-induced reactions has been proposed as a candidate for accelerator-based
neutron sources for such applications as transmutation of radioactive waste, production of medical radioisotopes
and so on. For the design of these neutron sources, it is important to estimate neutron yields on the basis of
experimental data. Up to the present, systematic measurements of deuteron-induced thick target neutron yields
(d-TTNYs) from various target materials have been performed in Kyushu University [1-3]. On the other hand,
Drosg et al. have focused on neutron production with triton irradiation [4] and recently measured triton-induced
thick target neutron yields (t-TTNYs) from some target materials at an incident energy of 20.22 MeV [5]. In order
to compare d-TTNYs with t-TTNYs from the same materials (LiF, Si, Ni, Mo, and Ta) at the same incident energy
per nucleon, or 6.7 MeV/nucleon, we have measured d-TTNYs with 13.4-MeV deuterons in the present work.
Moreover, the measured data were compared with theoretical model calculations by Particle and Heavy Ion
Transport code System (PHITS) [6] and DEUteron-induced Reaction Analysis Code System (DEURACS) [7], and
the reaction models used in the codes were validated.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. The shadow bar was placed
only in the background measurement.
2. Experiment
The experiment was performed with the 8-MV Tandem accelerator in Kyushu University. The experimental
setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. The deuteron beam accelerated to 13.4 MeV was irradiated on the targets placed in a
vacuum chamber. The chamber was insulated from the other experimental apparatuses to acquire the whole beam
charge induced on the target. In addition, it had a 2-cm-high window covered with a 125-μm-thick Mylar film on
the outgoing side in order to reduce the scattering of neutrons in the stainless steel wall. The targets were thick
enough to stop incident deuterons completely (2 mm for C, and 1 mm for the others). These thicknesses were
determined from the range calculations by the SRIM code [8]. Emitted neutrons were detected by an EJ-301 liquid
organic scintillator (5.08 cm by 5.08 cm in diameter and length) placed at the distance of 2.4 m from the target in
the emission angle of 0 degrees. In order to estimate the contribution of neutrons scattered from floor and
surrounding walls in the experimental room, additional measurements with an iron shadow bar (150 mm wide ×
150 mm high × 300 mm thick) placed between the targets and detector were performed.
3. Data Analysis
Particle identification was performed by two gate integration method because the EJ-301 detector is sensitive
to gammas as well as neutrons. Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional plot of total and slow components of the EJ301 light outputs. Neutron events were successfully separated in the region of enough low light output.
Next, the obtained light output spectra of neutron events per ADC channel were converted into those per light
output units of electron equivalent (denoted as MeVee). The ADC channels corresponding to the Compton edge
for two standard gamma sources, 137Cs (0.662 MeV) and 60Co (1.17 and 1.33 MeV) and for gammas followed by
C(d,p) (3.09 and 3.68 MeV) and 13C(d,d) (4.44 MeV) reactions are related to the light output in units of MeVee

12

as shown in Fig. 3. Additional calibration points in higher ADC channels were determined on the basis of the twobody kinematics of the (d,n) reactions [9]. Namely, these ADC channels are related to the maximum recoil protons
corresponding to neutrons from 12C(d,n) and 7Li(d,n) reactions.
Finally, neutron energy spectra were derived by an unfolding method using the response functions of the EJ301 detector calculated by the SCINFUL-QMD code [10] (Fig. 4). The unfolding of the measured light output
spectra was performed by the FORIST code [11] based on the least-square method.
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional plot of pulse integration of total (x-axis) and slow components (y-axis)

Fig. 3.Relation between integrated charge
amount given by ADC channel and light output

Fig. 4. Neutron response functions of the EJ-301
detector calculated by SCINFUL-QMD code [10]

4. Results and Discussion
In Fig. 5, the measured d-TTNY from C target are compared with the existing data of Weaver et al. [12]
measured by using the time-of-flight method. It should be noted that the latter data were taken at the incident
energy of 14.05 MeV and the emission angle of 3.5 degrees. Although the two data were measured by different
experimental methods, reasonably good agreement with each other is confirmed. Figure 5 also shows model
calculations with PHITS and DEURACS. In the PHITS calculation, the dynamical process and the subsequent
evaporation process were described by the Intra-Nuclear Cascade of Liège (INCL-4.6) [13] and the Generalized
Evaporation Model (GEM) [14], respectively. The default options were used for the PHITS calculation except for
the option of deuteron reaction cross section, for which the MWO formula [15] was employed. The PHITS
calculation generally reproduces the spectral shape but underestimates the magnitude in the neutron energy range
lower than approximately 10 MeV. DEURACS calculation was performed for only C, where neutron multiple
scattering in the target was not considered because it is negligible. The calculation result is in fairly good agreement
with the experimental data. Since the INCL was developed originally for intermediate energy reactions
>100 MeV/nucleon, its applicability may be worse for low incident energies below 20 MeV. On the other hand,
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Fig. 5. Deuteron-induced TTNYs of C target: this work (circle), Weaver’s data [12] (square), and calculation
results by PHITS [6] (solid line) and DEURACS [7] (dashed line). The error bars of the experimental data
represent the statistical error. Note that the data of Weaver et al. was taken at the incident energy of 14.05 MeV
and emission angle of 3.5 degrees.
DEURACS can consider the breakup and stripping processes associated particularly with deuteron-induced
reactions, leading to more sound result.
In Fig. 6, the d-TTNY spectra for the other targets are compared with the t-TTNY spectra measured at the
same incident energy of 6.7 MeV/nucleon. In the d-TTNY spectra, broad peaks are characteristically observed
around the emission energy of 5 MeV for LiF and Si targets although such structure is not observed for the other
targets. In contrast, all the t-TTNYs decrease monotonically as the emission energy increases. This might be due

Fig. 6. Experimental TTNYs from LiF, Si, Ni, Mo, and Ta by irradiation of deuteron (circle) and triton (square)
at 6.7 MeV/nucleon. Calculation results by PHITS are also shown by the solid (d) and dashed lines (t).
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Fig. 7. Total neutron yields at 0 degrees as a function of the atomic number of target nuclei. The experimental
data of the other target materials [5] are also included in the triton data denoted by the closed squares.
to the difference of involved reaction mechanisms. As mentioned in [1-3], the broad peaks caused by the breakup
processes were observed at half of the incident energy in the measured d-TTNY spectra because the deuteron
binding energy (2.22 MeV) is quite small. We presume that the broad peak caused by the breakup processes is not
observed in the t-TTNYs because the triton is not easily dissociated owing to the larger binding energy per nucleon
(8.48 MeV).
Figure 6 also shows the simulation results of d- and t-TTNY spectra by PHITS code. In the calculated d-TTNY
spectra, broad peaks are observed for targets except Ta although such peaks are seen in the experimental results
only for LiF and Si targets. However, these peaks are broader than those in the experimental results. This is because
the INCL model is not appropriate to describe the reaction processes unique to deuteron-induced reactions at low
incident energies. For the t-TTNY spectra, the PHITS calculation reproduces the spectral shapes well, but
overestimates the magnitudes of the spectra. The default option with the KUROTAMA model [16] was used in the
PHITS calculation. This option has not yet been validated because experimental data of triton reaction cross
sections are insufficient, which may be one of the reasons for the overestimation seen in Fig. 6.
Finally, the measured TTNY spectra were integrated over the neutron energy from 2 MeV to the maximum
emission energy. Figure7 shows the results as a function of target atomic number. The yields for the other materials
measured in [5] are also plotted as the triton data. For the deuteron and triton incidences, the total neutron yields
decrease gradually with increasing atomic number. The deuteron incidence produces more neutrons for low Z
targets and decreases more rapidly for high atomic numbers than the triton incidence. It is presumed that the
enhancement of neutron production from deuteron-induced reactions on light nuclei is mainly due to the deuteron
breakup process leading to forward neutron emission, while the neutron emission from the subsequent evaporation
process is dominant as the atomic number increases. Further theoretical analysis will be necessary for more detailed
discussions about the difference between deuteron- and triton-induced neutron productions.
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5. Summary and outlook
Deuteron-induced thick target neutron yields (d-TTNYs) from six target materials (LiF, C, Si, Ni, Mo, and Ta)
bombarded by 13.4-MeV deuterons were measured at the emission angle of 0 degrees. To investigate the difference
in neutron production by deuterons and tritons that have the same incident energy per nucleon, the measured dTTNYs were compared with the existing data of 20.22-MeV triton-induced thick target neutron yields (t-TTNYs).
The broad peaks were observed in the d-TTNY spectra from LiF, C, and Si around half of the incident energy,
while no peak was observed in the t-TTNY spectra for the same targets. In addition, the total neutron yields
integrated over the neutron emission energy were derived for the measured d-TTNYs and t-TTNYs at 0 degrees.
Both the neutron yields decrease gradually as the target atomic number increases. The deuteron incidence produced
more neutrons in LiF, C and Si than the triton incidence, while the opposite tendency was observed for Ni, Mo,
and Ta.
The measured d-TTNY spectra were compared with the theoretical model calculations using PHITS and
DEURACS. The DEURACS calculation was performed only for C target in this work, which was in better
agreement with the experimental data than the PHITS calculation.
In the future, further theoretical analysis with DEURACS will be performed for other target materials, and the
difference between d-TTNYs and t-TTNYs will be discussed in more detail.
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We suggest a new method of theoretical evaluation for the charge distribution of fission
fragments. The distribution is a very important quantity that affects the delayed neutron yields
emitted from fission products. Our method is based on the microscopic calculations which are
resulted from the constrained Skyrme Hartree-Fock plus BCS theory represented in
three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate. We compared our result on charge polarization with
that in Wahl's systematics, and on delayed neutron yields obtained by the Hauser-Feshbach
statistical decay and the summation calculations for 235U+nThermal fission reaction.

The initial charge distribution of fission fragments is an important parameter that relates the delayed
neutron yields and the decay heat, because emission of neutrons following beta decay changes the initial
mass distribution of independent fission product yield (FPY). The parameter is also important in the
calculation for the solar system abundances of elements derived from the rapid neutron capture process on
which the heavy neutron-rich nuclei fission [1]. While the importance is well known, it is difficult to
measure the distribution directly from the nuclear fission experiment. The unchanged charge distribution
(UCD) assumption is used in evaluations by Wahl et al. [2] to obtain the deviation of the most probable
charge (Zp), dZ=Zp-ZUCD. Under the UCD assumption, the fragments keep the proton-neutron ratio of the
fissile parent nucleus. However, an actual independent charge distribution slightly deviates from the UCD.
The deviation from the UCD is called the charge polarization. Although the amplitude of the charge
polarization is less than dZ = 1.0, its influence becomes large in the delayed neutron yields. For limited
fission reactions with Z = 90, 92 and 98, their evaluated charge polarizations are compiled in Wahl's
systematics [3].
In order to provide the charge polarization of fragments generated from known and unknown fissile
nuclei without empirical ways, a new method based on the microscopic theory is suggested. We employ a
mean-field theory which is the constrained Skyrme Hartree-Fock plus BCS (HF+BCS) theory represented
in the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate [4]. The calculated charge polarization was used for
Hauser-Feshbach calculation code; HF3D(CoH3/BeoH) [5]. To confirm availability of our method, we show
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the polarization on the

235

U with thermal neutron fission, and compare it with that in Wahl's systematics.

The delayed neutron yields were calculated using the summation calculation method.
First, we prepare the potential energy surface (PES) of

236

U with respect to quadrupole (Q20) and

octupole (Q30) moment which correspond to elongation and mass asymmetry of fissile nucleus, respectively.
The PES is obtained from the constrained Skyrme HF+BCS in which SkM* parameter set and the constant
monopole model are used for the particle-hole interaction and the nuclear pairing, respectively. The
constraint terms in the form of parabola are added to the single-particle Hamiltonian [4]. The constraint
ranges are from 435 to 13,050 (fm2) for Q20, and from 0 to 65,000 (fm3) for Q30. Second, the nucleon
numbers of nuclei are calculated at the points of fission or having a clear neck structure on the PES.
Although nuclei with small mass asymmetry are deformed with 15 times quadrupole moment of the ground
state, they did not reach fission. In these cases, we obtain approximately their nucleon numbers from the
integration of the region separated at the smallest neck. The charge polarization is calculated from the
nucleon numbers at fission or at the maximum quadrupole moment of the PES. Finally, we obtain delayed
neutron yields by combining the Hauser-Feshbach calculation code HF3D using the calculated charge
polarizations in present and in Wahl’s systematics with the summation calculation.
Figure 1 means the PES of

236

U on which the ground state, the second minimum and the valley

toward the fission are shown. The finite Q30 around the second minimum is favored in energy. The energy
reduction along the mass symmetric Q20 elongation is smaller than that in the mass asymmetric Q20
elongation, which is consistent with the small amount of symmetric fission fragments.

Fig. 1: Potential energy surface of 236U with respect to Q20 and Q30, which is calculated by the
constrained Skyrme HF+BCS with SkM* parameter set and the constant monopole pairing.
Figure 2 shows the charge polarizations of the present calculation (cross) and of Wahl’s systematics
(square). The raw data obtained by our method and the interpolated data used in the HF3D are plotted in the
upper and lower panels, respectively. The maximum amplitude of our polarization is comparable with
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Wahl’s that. The mass numbers at the maximum correspond to magic numbers, Z=50 and N=82, which
indicates the shell effects on the fission. A big difference of behavior appears around the fragments of
symmetric fission.

Fig. 2: Charge polarization with respect to mass number. The present raw data and interpolated data
are shown in upper and lower panels. The square symbols mean those in Wahl’s systematics.
We calculate also the delayed neutron yields using the independent FPYs that incorporate the present
charge polarization, and compare ours among those of Wahl’s systematics and UCD, which is shown in
Fig.3. The yield on UCD assumption is the largest. Although the present result shows about 1.5 times of
experimental yields, ours are better than those of UCD. The peak position is consistent with that of JENDL.

Cooling time(sec)

Fig. 3: Comparison among delayed neutron yields calculated with the present, Wahl’s charge
polarization and UCD assumption. Symbols correspond to the experimental data [6] and the gray
line is taken from JENDL/FPY-11 [7]
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In summary, we suggest the new method to provide the charge polarization of fission fragments.
In order to provide the charge polarization of any fissile nucleus, the method is based on the microscopic
theory which is the constrained Skyrme HF+BCS theory. The PES of
octupole moment is calculated for the fission reaction of

235

236

U with respect to quadrupole and

U injected thermal neutron. Then, we calculate

nucleon numbers from the density distribution at the fission and at the end of the PES. The charge
polarization obtained from the nucleon numbers is consistent with that of Wahl’s systematics on its
amplitude, but the behavior around symmetric fission is much different. Our results indicate automatically
the shell effects in the charge polarization. Furthermore, we calculate the delayed neutron yields through
the Hauser-Feshbach calculation; HF3D using the charge polarization, and the summation calculation.
Although our results are better than those of UCD assumption, they are overestimated as 1.5 times of the
experimental data.
In future work, we will extend the PES with respect to octupole moment, because the present
PES does not cover the region less than A=90. Furthermore, the charge polarizations of other fissile nuclei,
for instance more neutron-rich nuclei, will be investigated to clear the dependence on nucleon numbers and
to improve our method, simultaneously.
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To understand nuclear fission from highly excited states is essential for development of
Accelerator Driven System (ADS) aiming to transmute long-lived minor actinide into shortlived fission products. In this study, we aim to clarify fission fragment mass distributions
(FFMDs) from a highly excited heavy nucleus by using dynamical model calculation
including multi-chance fission (MCF). The results showed that the behavior of FFMDs at
high excitation energy was obviously attributed to the effect of MCF.

1. Introduction

Management of nuclear waste of long-lived minor actinide is one of the most important
issues in the use of nuclear power. For further public acceptance of nuclear power, it is
essential to reduce the already-existing and newly produced nuclear waste. The use of
accelerator-driven systems (ADS) is considered as one of the viable options for the
incineration and/or transmutation of the long-lived minor actinides into shorter-lived fission
products. In the ADS approach, energetic spallation neutrons, which are produced via highenergy proton impact on a heavy target material such as lead and/or bismuth, could be used to
irradiate the fissionable minor actinides. This leads to fission with higher, and more broadly
distributed, excitation energies in comparison to those in the thermal-neutron-induced fission
in a traditional power reactor. Thus, understanding of fission at high excitation energy is
important for nuclear-data evaluations related to ADS developments.
With increasing excitation energy, two competing processes are expected to occur. First of
all, due to a reduced importance of shell effects, the transition to predominantly symmetric
(liquid-drop) type fission should occur, which is indeed demonstrated by many experiments.
The other process is multi-chance fission (MCF), or fission after consecutive neutron
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evaporations, where the fissioning nuclei with less neutrons will have lower excitation energy,
thus showing stronger shell effects than in the initial compound nucleus. The latter effect is
then supposed to favor the asymmetric fission of typical actinides after neutron evaporation.
It was only recently that the effect of MCF on fission fragment mass distributions (FFMDs)
was introduced in theoretical studies. However, the validity of the calculated FFMDs for each
fission chance was not shown because of the lack of experimental data. The purpose of this
study is an estimation of FFMDs by dynamical model calculation including MCF effects.

2. Model
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of multi-chance fission process at 238U (E* = 35 MeV).
A calculation procedure of FFMDs with MCF effects can be divided into two steps based
on MCF concept, as shown in Figure 1. At the first step, FFMDs for each fission chance are
calculated by the fluctuation dissipation model. At the second step, the fraction for each
fission chance is calculated by the statistical model using the GEF model code [1]. FFMDs for
each fission chance which multiplied by the fraction are summed to obtain the distribution to
be compared with the experimental data.
We use the fluctuation-dissipation model and employ Langevin equations to investigate
the dynamics of the fission process [2]. The nuclear shape is defined by the two-center
parametrization, which has three deformation parameters, ݖ , ߜ, and ߙ to serve as collective
coordinates: ݖ
is the distance between two potential centers, while
ߙ ൌ ሺܣଵ െ ܣଶ ሻΤሺܣଵ  ܣଶ ሻis the mass asymmetry of the two fragments, where ܣଵ and ܣଶ
denote the mass numbers of heavy and light fragments. The symbol δ denotes the deformation
of the fragments, and is defined as ߜ ൌ ͵ሺܴ צെ ܴୄ ሻȀሺʹܴ צ ܴୄ ሻ, where ܴ צand ܴୄ are the

half length of the axes of an ellipse in the ݖ and ߩ directions of the cylindrical coordinate,
respectively. We use the fixed neck parameterߝ for each fissioning nuclei. The three
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collective coordinates may be abbreviated as ݍ,  ݍൌ ሼݖǡ ߜǡ ߙሽ.

For a given value of the temperature of a system ܶ, the potential energy is defined as a
sum of the liquid-drop (LD) part, a rotational energy and a microscopic (SH) part:
ଶ ݈ሺ݈  ͳሻ
 ܸୗୌ ሺݍǡ ܶሻǡ      ሺͳሻ
ʹܫሺݍሻ
ܸୈ ሺݍሻ ൌ ܧୗ ሺݍሻ  ܧେ ሺݍሻǡ     ሺʹሻ
ܸሺݍǡ ݈ǡ ܶሻ ൌ ܸୈ ሺݍሻ 


ሺݍሻȰሺܶሻǡ     ሺ͵ሻ
ܸୗୌ ሺݍǡ ܶሻ ൌ ܧୱ୦ୣ୪୪
ܽܶ ଶ
Ȱሺܶሻ ൌ  ቆെ
ቇ Ǥ     ሺͶሻ
ܧୢ

Here, the potential energy ܸୈ is calculated with the finite-range liquid drop model, given as

a sum of the surface energy ܧୱ and the Coulomb energy ܧୡ . The shell correction energy

ܸୗୌ is evaluated by the Strutinski method from the single-particle level of the two-center shell

model. The shell correction energy has a temperature dependence expressed by a factor Ȱሺܶ)
in which the shell damping energy ܧୢ is chosen as 20 MeV and ܽ is the level density
parameter. At the zero temperature (ܶ ൌ Ͳ), the shell correction energy reduces to that of the


two-center shell model values ܧୱ୦ୣ୪୪
. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is the
rotational energy for an angular momentum ݈, with a moment of inertia ܫሺݍሻ at ݍ.
The multidimensional Langevin equations are given as
݀ݍ
ൌ ሺ݉ିଵ ሻ  ǡ
݀ݐ
μ ͳ ߲
݀
ሺ݉ିଵ ሻ   െ ߛ ሺ݉ିଵ ሻ   ݃ ܴ ሺݐሻǡ  ሺͷሻ
ൌെ
െ
݀ݐ
μݍ ʹ ߲ݍ
where݅ ൌ ሼݖǡ ߜǡ ߙሽ and  ൌ ݉ ݀ݍ Τ݀ ݐis a momentum conjugate to coordinate ݍ . The

summation is performed over repeated indices. In the Langevin equation, ݉ and ߛ are

the shape-dependent collective inertia and the friction tensors, respectively. The wall-andwindow one-body dissipation is adopted for the friction tensor which can describe prescission neutron multiplicities and total kinetic energy of fragments. A hydrodynamical inertia
tensor is adopted with the Werner-Wheeler approximation for the velocity field. The
normalized random force ܴ ሺݐሻ is assumed to be that of white noise, i.e., ܴۃ ሺݐሻ ۄൌ Ͳ and
ܴۃ ሺݐଵ ሻܴ ሺݐଶ ሻ ۄൌ ʹߜ ߜሺଵ െ  ଶ ሻ. The strength of the random force ݃ is given by the
Einstein relation ߛ ܶ ൌ σ ݃ ݃ .

The fission events are determined in our model calculation by identifying the different
trajectories in the deformation space. Fission from a compound nucleus is defined as the case
that a trajectory overcomes the scission point on the potential energy surface.
The reduction of the excitation energy of the compound nucleus due to neutron emission
was calculated from neutron binding energies [3] and a mean energy for the emitted neutron,
~1.9 MeV, obtained by the PACE2 code [4].
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3. Results and discussion

As a summary of all the calculation results, Figure 2 shows the FFMDs for the twenty-one

compound nuclides

234-240

U,

236-242

Np and

238-244

Pu with the excitation energy range of

 כ ܧൌ15-55 MeV. A 10 MeV interval of the excitation energy was chosen as a compromise

between the available statistics and a reasonable increment of  כ ܧ. To understand these trends,
the calculation results compared with the experimental FFMDs as [5,6]. In Fig. 2, there are

several blanks of experimental data, because the experimental data does not have enough
statics.
And, Table 1 shows neutron binding energy obtained by [3] and the mean number of
neutron emission calculated by GEF code [1] for twenty-one nuclides of calculation range.
The calculation considering the MCF (red curves in Fig. 2) reproduced the experimental
data, and peak position and peak-to-valley (P/V) ratio agree well for all the measured
excitation-energy range by including MCF. Three characteristics (excitation energy, atomic
number and neutron number dependence) of FFMDs are reproduced at high excitation energy.
1. Excitation energy dependence
In contrast to the results without MCF (blue curves in Fig. 2), the calculation with MCF
(red curves in Fig. 2) well explains the excitation-energy dependence which FFMDs are
clearly preserved double-humped shape up to the highest measured energy in experiment. The
apparent asymmetric shape of FFMDs for given initial high excitation energy originates from
fission of less excited lighter isotopes produced via the neutron evaporation.
2. Atomic number dependence
To fix the excitation energy (boxed by pink frame in Fig. 2), P/V ratio of calculation
results decreases as well as experimental data toward larger atomic number. This behavior can
be also understood by the MCF effect, or easiness of neutron evaporation. To increase atomic
number, two neutron binding energy also increases, and the mean neutron emission number
decreases. It means that a highly excited nucleus cannot be deexcited by neutron emission
effectively. This tendency is also confirmed in the other neutron number.
3. Neutron number dependence
To fix the excitation energy (boxed by light blue frame at Fig. 2), P/V ratio of calculation
results increases as well as experimental data toward larger neutron number. To increase
neutron number, two neutron binding energy decreases. It means that as the number of
neutrons increases, a highly excited nucleus becomes easy to emit neutron and deexcite to
repair the shell structure.
The calculation results without MCF (blue curves in Fig. 2) show predominantly
symmetric fission due to washing out nuclear shell structure at highest excitation energy in
this study. This result indicates proper picture of the fission originated form highly excited
nucleus, and we expect this single peak FFMDs of mass asymmetric fission is also observed
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in experiment at a high excitation energy.

Figure 2 Calculation results of FFMDs of without (blue curves) and with (red curves) the
inclusion of multi-chance fission at the U, Np and Pu isotopes and their dependence on
excitation energy in the range of  = כ15-55 MeV. The calculation FFMDs are compared
with experimental data (points with error bars).
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Table 1 One and two neutron binding energy are each defined as Sn and S2n obtained by [3].
The mean number of neutron number is defined as  ۄ߭ۃcalculated by GEF code [1].
Z

N

A

Sn
S2n
(MeV) (MeV)

92

142

234

8.74

16.40

143

235

7.20

15.94

144

236

8.44

15.64

145

237

7.03

15.47

146

238

8.05

15.08

147

239

6.71

14.76

148

240

7.82

14.53

E
(MeV)

<ν>

Z

N

A

15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55

0.16
0.69
1.22
1.72
2.20
0.29
0.87
1.47
2.00
2.52
0.26
0.92
1.61
2.21
2.75
0.41
1.14
1.85
2.49
3.06
0.26
0.99
1.97
2.61
3.25
0.35
1.29
1.97
2.80
3.48
0.25
0.79
1.95
2.69
3.53

93

143

236

7.58

16.46

144

237

8.52

16.10

145

238

7.39

15.91

146

239

8.11

15.50

147 240

7.07

15.18

148 241

7.92

14.99

149 242

6.82

14.74

Sn
S2n
(MeV) (MeV)

E
(MeV)

<ν>

Z

N

A

15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55

0.16
0.57
1.04
1.51
1.96
0.14
0.65
1.19
1.69
2.20
0.29
0.83
1.42
1.97
2.48
0.14
0.78
1.51
2.10
2.66
0.25
0.94
1.62
2.30
2.90
0.22
0.88
1.71
2.37
3.03
0.35
1.27
1.80
2.53
3.23

94

144

238

8.90

16.68

145 239

7.55

16.45

146 240

8.43

15.98

Sn
S2n
(MeV) (MeV)

147

241

7.14

15.57

148

242

8.21

15.35

149

243

6.93

15.14

150

244

7.92

14.85

E
(MeV)

<ν>

15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55
15
25
35
45
55

0.09
0.45
0.90
1.35
1.81
0.17
0.61
1.10
1.60
2.08
0.12
0.61
1.19
1.74
2.26
0.22
0.75
1.37
1.96
2.51
0.14
0.73
1.43
2.06
2.65
0.24
0.92
1.57
2.24
2.87
0.14
0.80
1.61
2.27
2.94

4. Conclusion

In this study, we explain three characteristics (excitation energy, atomic number and
neutron number dependence) of FFMDs at high excitation energy only by taking into account
MCF for the first time. This result suggests that the consideration of MCF is essential to
interpret and evaluate fission observables.
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The Evaluation Method for independent Yield
including the Effect of the Shell Correction
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The fission product yields play a crucial role to determine the property of the decay heat (DH) and the
delayed neutron (DN) and they strongly affect to the calculation about the post-irradiation examination data
of nuclear reactors. In this work, we estimate how the isobaric independent yields increase or decrease from
systematic Gaussian distribution depending on the Z and N number of produced nucleus, which is regarded
as odd-even effects. We propose a new formula for fission product yield evaluation as a form of Boltzmann
factor calculated with shell correction energies οܧୱ୦ which are estimated by a theoretical mass formula

and paring energies. Based on this formula, independent yields are calculated, where the model parameters
are searched so as to reproduce odd-even staggering from Gaussian distribution. Derived independent
yields are validated from DH and DN in burst fission. We find the present formula has enough reproduction
power and an isomer ratio has a decisive role to DN and tend to enhance it. Finally, based on the
generalized least square (GLS) method, we also report how to derive the errors and covariance matrix of
the independent yields which obey the constraints to the fission product yield, e.g., chain yields and their
errors.

1. Introduction
Evaluation of fission product yield (FPY) of long-lived fission products (LLFP) is highly important
when we consider the burn-up calculation and the transmutation of LLFP in fast reactors [1] and aim to
make them precise. In addition, FPY plays a crucial role to determine the property of the decay heat (DH)
and the delayed neutron (DN). They also affect to the calculation about the post-irradiation examination
data of nuclear reactors. There are, however, less available data of fast-neutron-induced fission reactions.
Thus, it is strongly needed to establish the method which is applicable in wide ranges of mass numbers and
excitation energies.
These isobaric independent yields tend to increase or decrease from systematic Gaussian distribution
depending on the ܼ and ܰ numbers of produced nucleus, which is regarded as odd-even effects. The

pairing effects between nucleons are known as one of candidates to make an even-even nucleus more
energetically stable than an odd-odd nucleus. In previous work by Wahl [2], the odd-even effects are treated
phenomenologically and parameters concerning about them are determined so as to reproduce experimental
independent yields. This model has been quite successful, but it is less predictive: it cannot be applied to
the system where there are not enough experimental data. The stability coming from the odd-even effects
determines how much each nucleus is produced as independent fission products, and it should be
considered if we aim to establish a theoretical framework to evaluate FPY based on the knowledge of
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nuclear theory.
In this work, we propose a new formula for FPY evaluation as a form of the Boltzmann factor
calculated with a shell correction energy οܧୱ୦ which is estimated by theoretical mass formula [3]. Based

on this formula, independent yields are calculated systematically, where the model parameters are fixed so
as to reproduce odd-even staggering from Gaussian distribution. Derived independent yields are validated
by calculating DH and DN in a burst fission.

2. Methods
According to the scission point model by Fong [4] and Wilkins [5], the independent yields ܻூ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ

can be calculated based on the Boltzmann factor of the potential at the scission point as,
ܻூ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ   ןቂെ

ாైీ ሺǡሻାሺா כሻா౩ ሺǡሻ
்ሺǡሻ

ቃ .

In this work, we assume this Boltzmann factor can be divided into two parts: normalized Gaussian
distribution on each isobar and the damping factor estimated by the shell correction energy. Then, ܻூ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ
can be calculated as the product of them as follows,

ଶ

Ǥହ

൫ܼ െ ܼ ሺܣሻ  ݐ൯
ܻூ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ ൌ ܻሺܣሻ ൈ ܨ୭ୣ ൈ
න  െ
൩ ݀ݐ
ʹߪሺܣሻଶ
ξʹߨߪሺܣሻ ିǤହ
ͳ

ܨ୭ୣ ൌ  ቈെ

߂ܧୱ୦ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ

 ܧሺܣሻ

where we employ the Boltzmann-factor-type weight ܨ୭ୣ to represent a fine structure from odd-even effect,

which schematic view is shown in Fig. 1; FPYs of even-even (odd-odd) nuclei tend to be larger (smaller)

than expected Gaussian distribution. KTUY mass formula [3] is applied to estimate the shell correction
energy ߂ܧୱ୦ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ. Paring energies are included in ߂ܧୱ୦ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ with a simple form as,

ܧ୮ୟ୧୰ ൌ ͳʹൗ
MeV(odd-odd nucleus), െ ͳʹൗ
MeV(even-even nucleus), 0 (the others) ,
ξܣ
ξܣ


Figure 1: Schematic view of the independentyields ܻூ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ on even-mass-number isobars
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respectively. By comparing experimental data taken from EXFOR database [6] and evaluation data,
JENDL/FPY-2011 and JEFF, the parameters in the formula, ɐሺܣሻǡ ܼ୮ ሺܣሻܧୢ ሺܣሻ are determined on

each mass number, A. Hereafter, we rewrite the parameter ܼ୮ ሺܣሻ by using a deviation οܼ୮ ሺܣሻ from

UCD (Unchanged Charge Density) ansatz where the ratio between Z and A numbers is “unchanged” after
the scission compared to the one of compound nucleus. Based on this anstaz, ܼ୮ ሺܣሻ is reprezented as,
ܼୡ୭୫୮
൘ܣ
ቍ ൈ ܣǡ ܼ୮ ሺܣሻ ൌ ܼǡେୈ ሺܣሻ  οܼ୮ ሺܣሻ,
ୡ୭୫୮

ܼǡେୈ ሺܣሻ ൌ ቌ

where ܼୡ୭୫୮ and ܣୡ୭୫୮ are the charge and mass numbers of the compound nucleus. Calculated FPY
should be validated by estimating the decay heats and the delayed neutrons in burst fission and we compute
them by applying Oyak-code[7].

In addition we also estimate not only the errors of independent yields but also their covariance which is
consistent with several constraints listed below;
Mass number normalization σ ܣ ܻ ൌ ܣ௧ ܻ ൌ ܣେ െ ߭ҧ െ ܣେ: The sum of the product of the fission

1.

product mass number ܣ and its independent yield ܻ should be equal to the mass of compound

nucleus except for ߭ҧ and ܣେ (the mass number of light charge particle, LCP).

Charge number normalization σ ܼ ܻ ൌ ܼ ௧ ܻ ൌ ܼେ െ ܼେ : The sum of the product of the fission

2.

product charge number ܼ and its independent yield ܻ should be equal to the charge of compound
nucleus except for the charge of LCP.

Total yield normalization σ ܻ ൌ ܫ௧ ܻ ൌ ʹ: The sum of all independent yields should be 2.

3.

Figure 2: The charge number distributions of ܻூ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ at A=84 (left panel) and A=130 (right panel) on

235

U+nth reaction. Red lines show the results of the present formula. Black lines present the results of

pure Gaussian distributions without odd-even effects. Blue and cyan lines correspond to the result of

evaluation database, JENDL/FPY-2011 and JEFF 3.1, respectively. Magenta and green points are
experimental independent yields taken from EXFOR and their averages, respectively.
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4.

Heavier yield normalization σ ஹಲిొషഔഥು ܻ ൌ  ܪ௧ ܻ ൌ ͳ: The sum of the independent yields of heavier

fission product should be 1.
5.



మ

Calculated chain yields based on independent yields should be consistent with evaluated chain yields.

Obeying these five constraints, the errors and their covariance can be updated by using genelarized least
square (GLS) method where updated (posterior) information can be calculated with prior information as,
 ݕൌ ܵ ௧ ߠǡ

ߠ୳୮ୢǤ ൌ ߠ  ܸ ܵ ௧ ሺܸܵ ܵ ௧  ܸሻିଵ ሺߟ െ ݕ ሻ,
ܸ୳୮ୢǤ ൌ ܸ െ ܸ ܵ ௧ ሺܸܵ ܵ ௧  ܸሻିଵ ܸܵ .

In this case, calculated independent yields can be regarded as prior information ߠ and their prior
covariance matrix is represented by ܸ . ܵ ௧ is design matrix (or vector) in order to calculate the quantity to
be examined by GLS update process.  ݕis the calculated quantity to be compared with the constraints

listed before. ߟ and ܸ are the data and their covariance known by experiments (or by definition). After
GLS update process, we can obtain the covariace which is consistent with the constaints where they have
already been precisely known althogh each independent yield has large uncertainty, respectively.

3. Results
First, we present how well odd-even staggering is explained by the present formula. In Fig. 2,
calculated FPYs at A=84 (left panel) and A=130 (right panel) are plotted as functions of charge number Z
and compared with evaluated database, JENDL/FPY-2011 and JEFF-3.1, and experimental data taken from
EXFOR. With the present formula, the distributions which are distorted from pure Gaussian distribution
shown by black lines can be well reproduced at both light and heavy mass distributions as shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 3, ܻூ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ of the isotopes of LLFP are shown as a function of mass number ܣ. As shown in

these figures, LLFPs locate at the skirt of ୍ܻ ሺܼǡ ܣሻ distribution except for

126

Sn. Thus, that implies

cumulative yields are important in these LLFP region. We will derive them based on statistical decay based
on newly-calculated independent yields and we will examine their properties around LLFP regions.

Figure 3: Independent yields in the region where LLFP are included. All legends are same as Fig. 2.
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Figure 4: Calculated delayed neutrons (DN) on 235Uth as a function of cooling time. Black and red lines
correspond to the results with or without isomer ratio contribution, respectively. Experimental DNs
estimated by Keepin[8] are also plotted by blue points.

Calculated DNs with the present formula are revealed in Fig. 4. Experimental data are also presented
with the legend “Keepin.” [8] In this calculation, we employ same isomeric ratio (IR) as the one calculated
by Hauser-Feshbach model. From these results, DN should be enhanced if IR is introduced to FPY and by
including IR, DN of 235Uth as shown by red line in Fig. 4.

Figure 5: The ratio of calculated mass yield errors on

235

Ut and

239

Put to the evaluated ones,  ܥΤ ܧas

functions of the mass number of the fission fragments. Red and blue histograms correspond to the
results with or without the contributions of correlations enumerated in the text, respectively. Evaluated
mass yield errors are taken from England-Rider [9].
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Finally, calculated errors of

235

Ut and

239

Put mass yields based on GLS method are presented by

comparing the ratio to evaluated errors, i.e.  ܥΤ ܧwhere  ܥmeans calculated mass yield errors and ܧ

corresponds to evaluated mass yield errors. In Fig. 5,  ܥΤ ܧon mass yields of 235Ut and 239Put are presented
by histograms. Red histograms are calculated directly from newly calculated independent yields. As clearly

seen, too larger errors are derived compared to evaluated mass yield errors from Ref. [9]. On the other hand,
the calculated results including the correlation taken into account by GLS update process are presented by
blue histograms in Fig. 5. From these results, we find most of  ܥΤ ܧbased on the errors with correlations

populate around unity and that means estimated mass yield errors are consistent with already-evaluated
mass yield errors and this agreement is derived by considering the covariance among independent yields
updated by GLS method.

4. Summary
We present a new type of evaluation formula including nuclear shell effects as a Boltzmann factor
form. As the result, this formula can reproduce experimental and evaluated independent yields
systematically. With this factor, especially the odd-even staggering on the Z-distribution of FPY are
reasonably reproduced by tuning model parameters. With calculated FPY, the data of DN and DH are also
well explained by including isomeric ratio calculated by Hauser-Feshbach model. Covariance matrix can be
calculated so as to be consistent with several constraints: mass number normalization, charge number
normalization, total yield normalization heavier yield normalization, and consistency with well-known
cumulative mass yields. By GLS method, the independent yield errors and their covariance satisfy these
constraints and updated covariance can derive consistent mass yield and errors with existing evaluated
mass yield and errors.
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Abstract
The validity of multi-nucleon transfer approach for the measurements of ﬁssion barrier heights,
using heavy ion beam 18 O with 237 Np target, was investigated in JAEA tandem accelerator facility. In this study, ﬁssion barrier heights were obtained for 239 Np and 239,240 Pu isotopes, and
these results are compared with literature data and some theoretical calculations. We demonstrate that our approach has a large potential to generate ﬁssion barrier data for a large number
of nuclide, hard to access by other methods, not investigated so far.

1

Introduction

Fission barrier height is very essential to evaluate ﬁssion cross sections, and also critical to
assign ﬁssile or ﬁssionable nucleus. Experimental determination of barrier height for a number of
short-lived actinide nuclei by neutron-induced method is often diﬃcult or even impossible due to
the lack of available target materials. Neutron-induced ﬁssion can give ﬁssion barrier data only for
ﬁssionable nucleus, and thus available data are extremely limited. Instead, a multi-nucleon transfer
reaction technique can generate ﬁssion barrier data for a wide range of nuclei. In this approach,
the nucleus of interest is created in collisions of a beam with target nuclei, via the exchange of
nucleons between them. The compound nucleus of interest is formed in an excited state and may
therefore de-excite via ﬁssion, emission of gamma-rays, neutrons, etc. The basics of this technique
are explained in [1].
Some data obtained so far with multi-nucleon transfer reactions’ method stem from the transfer
of just a few nucleons, based on light ion beams, such as 2,3 H and 3,4 He beams. However, JAEA
i
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makes use of the heavier projectile, 18 O, which allows one to increase the number of transferred
nucleons and thus to obtain, and to study ﬁssion properties of a wider range of compound nuclei
[2, 3].
In this work, we report on the measurement of the barrier heights of 239 Np and 239,240 Pu isotopes at the JAEA tandem facility. The obtained data are compared with the literature data and
theoretical models.

2
2.1

Experiments and Data Analysis
Experiments

We employed 18 O + 237 Np reaction in the direct kinematic for this study. The 18 O beam (162.0 MeV,
∼0.5 pnA) was supplied by the JAEA tandem accelerator in Tokai, Japan. The target was made
by electro-deposition of the 237 Np material with the thickness 76.3 μg/cm2 on a nickel backing (300
μg/cm2 ). The impurity in 237 Np target is negligible. For the detailed information of the impurity,
see [10]. The detection system was composed of four Multi-Wire Proportional Counters (MWPCs)
to identify ﬁssion fragments and a ΔE-E silicon telescope to catch ejectile nuclei. The detailed
description of experimental set-up is shown in [2].
The ΔE-E silicon telescope enables us to measure the energy and identify ejectiles, thus the
speciﬁc transfer channel. This, in turn, allows to uniquely determine the ﬁssioning nucleus and its
excitation energy, based on the kinematics of the reaction. The energy of an ejectile, Etotal , was
measured as a sum of its energy loss, ΔE, in one of twelve ΔE detectors (75 μm thick) and the
remaining energy (residual energy), Eres , deposited in one of the 16 annular strips of the E detector
of 300 μm in thickness (Etotal = ΔE + Eres ).
The experiment was also performed using natural nickel target (300 μg/cm2 thick) with the
same experimental conditions as the above target. Note that the nickel target and the nickel
backing of 237 Np target have the same thickness. This measurement serves for the subtraction of
the background generated by the target backing.

2.2

Data Analysis

An example of a ΔE-Etotal Particle Identiﬁcation plot (PID) for one pair of ΔE-E combinations (out
of 16x10=160 combinations) is shown in Fig.1. panels (a) and (b) provide the data for the 237 Np
target (with Ni backing) and for the Ni target, respectively. Consequently, the ejectiles associated
with diﬀerent (A, Z) lines are clearly identiﬁed and distinguished by these plots. On each plot, we
made gates, using a functional for charge and mass identiﬁcation in ΔE-E telescope as reported in
[11], to ﬁt these lines so that we are able to extract the kinetic energy of each ejectile. Moreover,
applying the conservation of linear momentum and energy, the excitation energies of the compound
nucleus, E ∗ , can be calculated. For the interpretation of the experimental data hereafter, we assume
that no excitation of ejectile happens, and the whole E* is contained in the ﬁssioning nucleus.
Fig.2 shows an example of our analysis for the speciﬁc transfer channel of 237 Np(18 O,15 N)240 Pu.
Fig.2(a) shows a continuous singles energy spectrum of 15 N ejectiles recorded with the 237 Np target
(blue rectangle), and with dumb Ni target (yellow triangle). The red points show the result of their
subtraction, after the normalization of Ni data was done to the total beam dose. Fig.2(b) shows the
number of 15 N ejectiles in coincidence (blue rectangle) and random coincidence (black stars) with
ﬁssion events measured by MWPC. The random ﬁssion events were selected by choosing the time
ii
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Figure 1: Energy loss versus total energy obtained from ΔE and E detector. Panel (a) for the 18 O
+ 237 Np reaction and Panel (b) for the 18 O + 58 Ni reaction with the average beam dose of 2.0×106
and 8.2×105 , respectively.
interval outside the prompt ejectile-ﬁssion time window of 2000 ns. The random coincidences are
very signiﬁcant for 18−16 O ejectiles, and the rests of the ejectiles are negligible. The red rectangles
show the result of their subtraction. Fig.2(c) shows the probability spectrum, which is obtained
by dividing the background-subtracted coincidence spectrum from Fig.2(b) by the backgroundsubtracted singles spectrum from Fig.2(a) after the correction for the detection geometry eﬃciency
of the MWPCs (ε(E ∗ ) ≈ 7%), according to, [1].
Pf is =

coin (E ∗ )
Nej
sing
Nej
(E ∗ )ε(E ∗ )

(1)

This plot shows several features: the onset of ﬁssion around 6.50 MeV (1st chance ﬁsson) and
the 2nd chance ﬁssion at ∼14 MeV.
The uncertainty of an ejectile kinetic energy , ΔEej = 0.38 MeV, is obtained from the resolution
of Etotal (FWHM = 0.9 MeV). We choose 0.8 MeV for a bin size of each histogram as a compromise
between bin statistics and the expected precision of the barrier determination. By using the same
procedure, the Pf is was also deduced for 239 Pu and 239 Np. The deduced Pf is (E ∗ ) are shown in
Fig.2(d,e,f).
In order to obtain ﬁssion barrier heights, we ﬁtted the experimental data with the Hill-Wheeler’
s expression for the barrier penetration probability [12],
P =
1 + exp



P0
.
2π(Bf − E ∗ )
h̄ω

iii
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Figure 2: (a) Singles spectrum, (b) coincident spectrum, and (c) probability spectrum for
237 Np(18 O,15 N)240 Pu reaction are illustrated. Fission probability as a function of the excitation
energies for (a) 239 Pu, (b) 240 Pu and (c) 239 Np. The experimental data are ﬁtted with the HillWheeler’s expression from Eq.(2) (solid line) [12].
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Table 1: Fission barrier heights (Bf) in MeV for 3 isotopes of this experiment are shown. Those
of RIPL2 [4], GEF [9], the recent FRLDM [5], and Skyax (SLy4 [7] and SkM* [8]) calculations are
also listed.
Isotopes

Bf
(this work)

Bf
(RIPL2)

Bf
(GEF)

Bf
Bf
(FRLDM) (SLy4)

Bf
(SkM∗ )

239 Np

5.64
6.25
6.24

Not exist
6.20
6.05

5.60
6.08
5.70

5.57
5.74
5.98

8.50
8.25
8.76

239 Pu
240 Pu

10.3
10.1
10.6

where E ∗ is excitation energy, and three ﬁtting parameters P0 , Bf and h̄ω represent ﬁssion probability, ﬁssion barrier height and a curvature, respectively. Fitting, as illustrated in Fig.2(d,e,f)
(green solid curve), was performed using CERN ROOT code with Chi-square method.

3

Results and Discussions

Fission barrier heights of three nuclei 239 Np and 239,240 Pu were determined from ﬁtting of
respective data: Bf (239 Np) = 5.87 ±0.09 MeV, Bf (239 Pu) = 6.11 ± 0.12 MeV and Bf (240 Pu) =
6.48 ± 0.37 MeV, see Table 1. The uncertainties represent 1.53%, 1.96% and 5.71% with respect
to the barrier heights, accordingly. This shows a good accuracy of our measurements because of
good resolutions of ΔE detectors. These barrier heights are compared with the literature data from
RIPL2 [4]. Our data agree well with the empirical data from RIPL2 within 1.45 % for 239 Pu and
7.11 % for 240 Pu. Note that the data for 239 Np is not listed in the RIPL3 compilation. We compare
with RIPL2 because it provides reliable data which are originated from neutron induced ﬁssion.
These small deviations show the validity of our approach. Our data also agree well with GEF [9].
The comparison with theoretical predictions, such as FRLDM [5] and Skyax-BCS (SkM∗ [8], SLy4
[7]), are also shown. We found that the estimations of the recent FRLDM are slightly smaller than
our data. For SLy4 and SkM∗ , we observe that there are very large discrepancies compared to our
data.

4

Summary and Perspective

In summary, our method is a good experimental tool to determine barrier heights for a wide
range of nuclei. We preliminarily obtained the barrier heights of 239 Pu and 240 Pu which, in general,
agree very well with those from RIPL2. This evidence shows the validity of our method. Our data
have as well good agreement with GEF code. The FRLDM model shows smaller ﬁssion barriers
than our data. The SkM∗ and SLy4 calculations generate signiﬁcantly larger values.

v
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Abstract Continuum strength function of the isoscalar dipole (IS1) transition for 44 Ti
→ α + 40 Ca is investigated on the basis of the orthogonality condition model (OCM)
under the absorbing boundary condition (ABC). The nuclear potentials are constructed
from the double folding procedure with the eﬀective nucleon-nucleon interaction of the
density-dependent Michigan three range Yukawa (DDM3Y). The OCM + ABC calculation predicts that the enhancement in the IS1 strength induced by the excitation of the
α – 40 Ca relative motion occurs at the lower excitation energy of Ex ≤ 10 MeV. The
IS1 strength is larger than the strength by a single nucleon excitation. The low-lying
enhancement in the E1 strength for 135 Cs → α + 131 I is also discussed.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Basic properties of ground state in nuclei can be described by mean ﬁeld picture, in which individual
nucleons perform single particle motions in a self-consistent mean ﬁeld [1]. Coherent excitations of such
the single particle motion generate various collective excitations of the nuclei [1]. On the contrary, the
so-called α cluster structures are known to be realized in the excited states of the nuclei. The α particle
is quite stable and inert and hence, it becomes a subunit, which is a building block in constructing the
intrinsic structures of the nuclear systems. The α cluster structure has been especially discussed in N = Z
systems [2–4]. The typical examples of such the α cluster state are 8 Be = 2α, 12 C = 3α, 16 O = α + 12 C
and 20 Ne = α + 16 O in the lighter mass region.
The picture of the α cluster structures is extended to much heavier systems beyond A = 40, such
as 44 Ti = α + 40 Ca [5–10], neighboring nuclei of 94 Mo = α + 90 Zr [10–12], and 212 Po = α + 208 Pb
[10, 11, 13–15]. In the studies of the heavy systems, the macroscopic α cluster model, in which the local
potential for the system of α – residual nucleus is an initial ingredient, are mainly applied. Amongst, the
44
Ti nucleus is the most deeply analyzed not only by the local potential approaches [5, 6, 10] but also by
the full microscopic approaches, such as resonating group method (RGM) [8] and the anti-symmetrized
molecular dynamics (AMD) [9] with the deformed basis [16]. The local potential approach is very eﬀective
for this nucleus, and the structure and scattering features are descried in a uniﬁed manner.
The cluster state mainly appears as the ﬁrst excited 0+ state or the yrast 1− state, which corresponds
to the negative parity partner of the parity doublet with the ground 0+ state. The typical examples of
such the 1− state can be seen in the asymmetric cluster systems, such as 20 Ne = α + 16 O and 44 Ti = α +
40
Ca [2, 3]. Recently, the isoscalar dipole (IS1) transition has been proposed as a useful probe to identify
the 1− cluster excitation [17, 18]. The IS1 transition sheds new light upon the studies of α cluster state
with N = Z systems because the lowest electric dipole (E1) transition is completely forbidden in the α
cluster model and hence, the analyses about the E1 strength in the clustering phenomena are restricted
in N �= Z systems [19–23]. The pioneering works in Refs. [17, 18] have clearly demonstrated that the IS1
strength induced by the α cluster excitation in 20 Ne and 44 Ti is comparable to the respective strength
for the single particle excitation [17].
In this report, we extend the local potential model in 44 Ti = α + 40 Ca and investigate the continuum
strength of the IS1 transitions in more realistic manner. We employ the orthogonality condition model
(OCM) [24, 25] and the absorbing boundary condition (ABC) [26–28] to discuss the continuum strength.
One of the great advantage in the local potential model is that the continuum boundary condition is
possible to impose and hence, the continuum strength, which corresponds to the direct observable in
experiments, can be easily calculated. Since the IS1 strengths in continuum of 44 Ti are not discussed
experimentally, it is valuable to predict the IS1 continuum strength before the measurement. We also
discuss the fraction of energy weighted sum rule (EWSR) as well as the continuum strength. As for the α
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2
– 40 Ca potential, we use the double folding (DF) potential with the eﬀective nucleon-nucleon interaction
of density-dependent Michigan three range Yukawa (DDM3Y) [29–34].
We also extend the present application to the heavier nuclei, such as 135 Cs = α + 131 I, which is a
kind of long lived ﬁssion products (LLFP) in nuclear wastes. The α threshold of this nucleus is about
2.6 MeV and hence, we expect that the α cluster model works nicely in this system. In this situation,
there is a possibility that the low-lying enhancements in the dipole strength will be eﬀective in nuclear
transmutation. We also discuss the strength function of the E1 transition as a simple example.
The organization of this article is as follows. In Sec. II, the theoretical framework about the DF
potential, OCM and ABC are explained. In Sec. III, the continuum strengths of the dipole excitation for
44
Ti and 135 Cs are presented. The ﬁnal section is devoted to the summary and the future subject.
II.

40

FRAMEWORK

In this section, we explain the framework for calculation of the continuum strength of
Ca. The extension to 135 Cs → α + 131 I can be achieved in a straight forward manner.
A.

α−

40

44

Ti → α +

Ca Double folding potential

The nuclear potential of α and 40 Ca is calculated from the double folding (DF) model [29–31], which
is symbolically written as a function of the α − 40 Ca relative coordinate R,

DDM3Y
ρα (rα )ρ40 (r40 ) × vNN
(s, ρ)drα dr40
(1)
UDF (R) =
with s = |r40 − rα − R|. Here rα (r40 ) denotes a coordinate measured from the center of mass in α
(40 Ca). ρα (rα ) is the density of α particle, which reproduces the charge form factor, while ρ40 (r40 )
represents the density of 40 Ca, which is calculated by the mean-ﬁled model [35].
DDM3Y
In Eq.(1), vNN
represents the eﬀective nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction which acts between a pair
of nucleons contained in the α particle and the 40 Ca nucleus. In the present calculation, we adopt the
DDM3Y (density-dependent Michigan three range Yukawa) interaction [32–34]. The validity of the DF
potential with DDM3Y in 44 Ti = α + 40 Ca has been checked by the previous work in Refs. [6, 7, 30].
In recent studies, the DF potential was applied to the systematic studies of the A ∼ 50 region in recent
studies [36].
B.

Orthogonality condition model with absorber

First, we calculate the energy spectra of the compound system of 44 Ti = α + 40 Ca from the DF
potential. In the calculation of the energy levels, we apply the orthogonality condition model (OCM)
[24, 25] under the absorbing boundary condition (ABC) [26–28].
The OCM equation for 44 Ti = α + 40 Ca with the total Hamiltonian H and the absorber −iηW is
(H − iηW) Ψη = E η Ψη

(2)

Here the total Hamiltonian H is given by
H = T + Ūint
Ūint = NR × UDF + VC + VPF ,

(3)
(4)

which contains the kinetic energy T and the interaction of Ūint composed of the nuclear potential UDF
multiplied by NR , and the Coulomb potential VC . In Eq. (4), VPF means the pseudo potential, which
excludes Pauli’s forbidden states from the computational space. In 44 Ti = α + 40 Ca, the oscillator quanta
N for the α – 40 Ca relative motion is restricted to N ≥ 12 if the internal structure of α and 40 Ca is assumed
to the lowest shell model conﬁgurations, such as the closed 0s and 1s0d shells conﬁgurations, respectively.
Thus, the Pauli forbidden states with N ≤ 10 should be excluded in the computational space. In the
similar manner, the lowest allowed state in 135 Cs = α + 131 I should have the total oscillator quanta of
N ≥ 18 if we assume a simple harmonic oscillator conﬁguration of 110 Zr ⊗ π(2s1d0g)13 and ν(2p1f 0h)8
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3
for 131 I. Thus, the Pauli forbidden states with N ≤ 16 should be excluded in the computational space in
the 135 Cs = α + 131 I system.
In Eq. (2), −iηW denotes the negative absorptive potential with the strength of η, which is introduced
to impose the absorbing boundary condition (ABC) [26–28]. In the ABC calculation, the wave function
Ψη and energy eigenvalue E η depend on the strength η. According to the previous studies [26–28], the
functional form of W is set to the shifted polynomial function like
W(R) = θ(R − Ra ) × (R − Ra )p .

(5)

A starting point of the absorber Ra should be taken to the outside of the physical interaction region, and
we set Ra = 12 fm. The power of the polynomial is set to be p = 1 in the present calculation.
Secondly, the continuum strength function is calculated from the wave function obtained in the above
ABC calculation. A general deﬁnition of the strength function for the transition from the initial ground
state Ψi , which is induced at the energy of E
 2
  


Sλ (E) =
(6)
 Ψν  Ôλ  Ψi  δ(E − Eν ) ,
ν

where Ψν is a ﬁnal state having the energy eigenvalue Eν . In Eq. (6), Ôλ denotes the operator of an
external ﬁeld with a multi-polarity of λ. This strength function is calculated by introducing the extended
completeness relation (ECR) in the ABC solution [28].
As for the operator of the external ﬁeld, we consider the dipole operator (λ = 1) generated by the
electric (E1) and isoscalar (IS1) ﬁeld for the α – core nucleus relative motion, such as
E
=
Ôλ=1

√

IS
Ôλ=1
=

√

3×

4 · Z C − AC · 2
RY1,0 (R̂)
A
IS(1)

for E1

IS(2)

3 × (Ôλ=1 − Ôλ=1 ) for IS1

(7)
(8)

with the deﬁnition of
IS(1)
Ôλ=1

5
=
3



AC  2
4  2
ξ
ξi −
A i∈α
A i∈core i



RY1,0 (R̂)
(9)

IS(2)

Ôλ=1

4 × AC × (4 − AC ) 3
=
R Y1,0 (R̂) ,
A2

(10)

where A and AC represent the total mass and the mass of the core nucleus (A = AC + 4) [17, 18]. In
these expressions, R means the α – core relative coordinate, whereas√ξi denotes the nucleon coordinate
measured from the center of mass in α particle or core. A factor of 3 in Eqs. (7) and (8) arises from
the Wigner-Eckert theorem, which corresponds to the calculation of the reduced matrix element.
III.

RESULTS

In this section, the continuum strength function of Sλ (E) for the isoscalar dipole (IS1) transition is
discussed. In addition to Sλ (E), we investigate the integrated strength over the continuum energies with
the k-th energy moment, such as
 E
εk Sλ (ε)dε .
(11)
mλk (E) =
0

λ
The integrated values in Eq. (11) are compared with the single particle strength ( Ms.p
) or the energy
λ
weighted sum rule value, EWSR ( Msum ).

A.

Isoscalar dipole strength in

44

Ti → α +

40

Ca

In the ABC calculation of 44 Ti = α + 40 Ca, two 1− resonances are obtained; the 1−
1 state at ER =
5.3 MeV with ΓR ∼ 10−5 and the 1−
2 state at ER = 12.7 MeV with ΓR = 4.4 MeV with respect to the
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4

6

Sλ=1 (E) [fm / MeV]

α threshold. The former state corresponds to the negative parity partner of the ground state with N =
13, while the latter state has the higher nodal quanta of N = 15. The resonance energy of the calculated
−
1−
state (ER = 7.2 MeV) [37],
1 state (ER = 5.3 MeV) corresponds to the energy of the observed 1
although the theoretical energy is a little lower than the experimental energy. As for the 1−
2 state, there
is no experimental identiﬁcation but a considerable mixture of the 1− strength is conﬁrmed in the 0+
resonance at ER = 10.9 MeV [37]. Since the 0+ (ER = 10.9 MeV and ΓR = 0.7 MeV) and 1−
2 (ER = 12.7
MeV and ΓR = 4.4) resonances in the calculation overlap each other in energy, the considerable mixture
of the 0+ and 1− strengths in the experiment is consistent to the theoretical calculation.
The IS1 strength of Sλ=1 (E) plotted as a function of the excitation energy is shown in Fig. 1. In this
ﬁgure, we can clearly see the strong and sharp enhancement at the excitation energy of 5 MeV. This peak
−
is generated by the 1−
1 resonance with N = 13. Since the decay width of the 11 state is quite sharp, we
have calculated the IS1 strength by the bound state approximation without the absorber. The magnitude
3
of the IS1 matrix element from the ground 0+ state to the 1−
1 resonant state is 83.53 fm .
A broad peak appears around the excitation energy
of 15 MeV. This broad peak is due to the higher res200
onance, the 1−
2 state, corresponding to the one higher
nodal state from the lower resonance, 1−
1 . The dot
with the error bar shows the centroid energy (ER =
150
12.7 MeV) and the decay width (ΓR = 4.4 MeV) of
the 1−
2 resonance, which are reﬂected in the broad
bump structure in the strength function.
100
To conﬁrm the anomalous feature of the IS1
strength, the ratio of theIS1 strength to its single par1
ticle strength, such as m10 (E)/Ms.p.
, is calculated.
50
−
At the resonance energy of the 11 state (∼ 5 MeV),
the IS1 strength exceeds the respective single particle
strength by a factor of 4. In the simple mean ﬁeld
0
0
5
10
15
20
25
picture, the excitation to the 1− state requires the
E
[MeV]
1h̄ω excitation, which corresponds to about 12 MeV.
In the case of the α – 40 Ca relative excitation, the
FIG. 1: IS1 continuum strength. The ordinate and
enhanced strength occurs at a half of the energy in
abscissa represent the strength and excitation enthe single particle excitation, say about 5 MeV. Thus,
ergy, respectively. The dot with the error bar shows
the low-lying 1− strength induced by the α excitation
the resonant energy with the width.
is anomalous feature in comparison to the mean ﬁeld
−
picture. The contribution from 12 (the dot
 with the
1
width) further increases the total ratio of m10 (E)/Ms.p.
, and the ratio ﬁnally reaches about a factor of
about 6 in the energy integration up to 15 MeV.
The low energy feature of IS1 can also be conﬁrmed in the fraction of EWSR. The EWSR fraction
exceeds about 4 % at the resonance energy of the 1−
1 state (about 5 MeV), and it reaches about 5%
around the excitation energy of the 1−
resonance
(about
13 MeV). The EWSR fraction obtained by the
2
random phase approximation (RPA) for 208 Pb is about 7% in the energy range of 2 ≤ Ex ≤ 17 MeV [38].
Thus, we can conclude that the appearance of the considerable fraction (∼ 4 %) at the low excitation
energy of ER = 5 MeV is peculiar phenomenon to the α cluster excitation.
B.

Electric dipole strength in

135

Cs → α +

131

I

We have also calculated the E1 strength for 135 Cs → α + 131 I. The E1 strength distribution plotted
as a function of the excitation energy is shown in Fig. 2. In this ﬁgure, the solid curve shows the B(E1)
strength of the dissociation into α + 131 I. We can clearly see the strong and sharp enhancements at the
excitation energy of 6 MeV. and 18 MeV, which are generated by the L = 1 resonances. The former
−
−4
and latter peaks correspond to the L = 1−
MeV and
1 and 12 states with the decay width of Γα ≈ 10
Γα ∼ 0.3 MeV, respectively although the precise determination of the former width is a little diﬃcult in
the numerical calculation. On the contrary, the dotted curve represents the strength of the dissociation
into p + 134 Xe, in which a simple dipole transition of 0g → 0h is assumed for the proton orbit.
The strength for the ﬁrst L = 1 resonance appear at the lower energy than the peak of the proton
excitation, say about 9 MeV, which is same as 1h̄ω excitation energy in a simple mean ﬁled picture. The
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5
ratio of the strengths for the α excitation to that for the proton excitation are


1
m10 (E)/Ms.p.
= 0.8

E

2

2

S λ=1 (E) [e fm / MeV]

−
and 0.1 for the 1−
1 and 12 resonances, respectively. Thus, the total strength for the lower resonance is
comparable to the single particle strength of 0g → 0h (or Weisskopf Unit (W.U.)), while the strength for
−
1
1
the higher resonance is not so strong. The EWSR fraction of 1−
1 and 12 is totally about m1 /M1 × 100 =
0.9%.
In both of Figs. 1 and 2, we have conﬁrmed a strong
0.02
enhancement in the transition to the 1−
1 resonance
but this strong enhancement will be fragmented into
several states in the realistic observation. In fact, a
systematic experiments about the dipole transition in
the rare-earth region demonstrated that the discrete
B(E1) strengths are distributed over the energy range
0.01
of 2 ∼ 4 MeV in the excitation energy [39–41]. For
example, in the case of 144 Nd, the individual levels
carry the strength of B(E1) ≈ 2.2×10−3 e2 fm2 in average, corresponding to 1.2×10−3 W.U., and the total
strength below Ex ≤ 4 MeV reaches about 1.8×10−2
W.U. (3.3×10−2 e2 fm2 ) [40].
0
0
5
10
15
20
25
According to the observation of the fragmented
E [MeV]
strength, the 1− resonant states with a pure α clus1

ter conﬁguration should be considered as the doorway
FIG. 2: Continuum strength for E1 transition. The
state, which ﬁnally decays into the more complicated
solid curve shows the strength of the dissociation of
compound states [42]. Such the coupling to the com135
Cs into α + 131 I, while the dotted curve shows
pound state can be handled by the so-called spreading
the
strength calculated by the single proton excitawidth Γ↓ [42]. We speculate Γ↓ by assuming that the
tion
in p + 134 Xe with 0g → 0h.
−
fraction of about 2×10−2 W.U. in B(E1) for 11 (0.8
W.U.) distributes over the energy range of 2 MeV above the α threshold. The resultant spreading width
is about Γ↓ = 0.1 MeV, which is much larger than the α decay width of Γα ≈ 10−4 MeV.
IV.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In summary, we have discussed the anomalous feature in the continuum strength of the isoscalar dipole
(IS1) transition for the 44 Ti = α + 40 Ca by applying the orthogonality condition model (OCM) under
the absorbing boundary condition (ABC). The IS1 strengths are calculated from the prescription of the
extended completeness relation (ECR) in ABC [28]. The analyses about IS1 in the cluster picture has
already been done [17, 18] but the previous calculations are based on the bound state approximation.
Thus, the prediction of the continuum strength, which is a direct observable in future experiments, is
quite important.
We have conﬁrmed the anomalous feature in the IS1 strength; speciﬁcally, the strong enhancement
in IS1, which is larger by a factor of four than the single nucleon excitation, appears at the excitation
energy of about 5 MeV, which is a half of 1h̄ω ∼ 12 MeV for the single nucleon excitation. The fraction
of EWSR is about 4 %. This strong enhancement is originated from the formation of the negative parity
partner in the parity doublet [2, 3]. The similar enhancement occurs at the low excitation energy in the
E1 dissociation of 135 Cs → α + 131 I. The E1 dissociation occurs at the lower energy, say about 6 MeV,
than the energy of the nucleon emission through the giant resonance (about 15 MeV). If this story is
true, the transmutation of 135 Cs may be possible in non-accelerator based systems. This is because a
low-energy photon source (Eγ ≤ 10 MeV) can be generated from a blend material with α emitters.
Although the enhanced dipole transition is expected to occur in the macroscopic α potential model, we
should be careful for the eﬀect of the spreading width after the α cluster formation, in which the doorway
44
α cluster state decays into the more complicated compound state. In fact, the 1−
Ti is observed
1 state in
as the fragmented states [37] in the α transfer reaction, while the B(E1) strength in rare-earth region
seems to spread in the energy range of about 2 MeV [39, 40]. In future studies, we should analyze the
eﬀect of the spreading width as well as the formation of the α cluster structure excited as the doorway
state in the discussion of the enhanced dipole strength at the low-lying state. In order to obtain the
information of the spreading width, it is important to apply the α cluster model to the rare-earth nuclei,
where the α cluster structure was discussed on the basis of the interacting boson model [41]. The analysis
of the rare-earth nuclei is now underway.
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Evaluations of neutron induced reaction cross sections for 35,36,37Cl
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We have performed evaluations of cross sections for neutron induced reactions, e.g.,
(n,tot), (n,el), (n,γ), (n,p), and (n,α), on 35,36,37Cl for molten salt reactors, where chloride U, Pu
and/or Th are used as nuclear fuel. We have included covariances in our evaluations. We
have also obtained random files for Total Monte Carlo analyses of integral quantities.

1. Introduction
There is a project on design of molten salt reactors (MSR), where chloride U, Pu and/or
Th are used as nuclear fuel. MSR is a type of nuclear reactor that uses liquid fuel instead of
solid fuel rods used in conventional nuclear reactors. Using liquid fuel provides many
advantages: simplicity of design, unparalleled safety, and a solution to nuclear waste and
stockpiles of plutonium.
There are two stable isotopes of chlorine:
neutron capture,

36

35

Cl(75.76%) and

37

Cl(24.24%). However, by

5

Cl will be populated and its half life is 3.01x10 years. The produced

36

Cl

will affect reactor performance and also will be problematic radioactive nuclear waste. The
value of radioactivity concentration of 36Cl contained in a material should be less than 1Bq/g
for a material to be treated as non-radioactive waste (clearance level) [1]. In addition,
neutron capture reaction on 36Cl will produce 37Cl. Therefore, evaluations of neutron induced
reaction cross sections for 35,36,37Cl are very important for a design of MSR.
2. Evaluations of neutron induced reaction cross sections for 35,36,37Cl
There are evaluated nuclear data files for neutron induced reaction cross sections for
35,36,37

Cl. However, the evaluated results do not include covariances. Therefore, we aimed at

evaluations of the reactions cross sections for

35,36,37

Cl with covariance data. First, we have

surveyed the status of experimental [2] and evaluated nuclear data [3] for neutron induced
reactions, e.g., (n,tot), (n,el), (n,γ), (n,p), and (n,α), on 35,36,37Cl and have compared the data.
Next, we have performed evaluations of the cross sections for neutron induced reactions on
35,36,37

Cl with covariances using the T6 code package including the TALYS and the TARES

codes [4] as well as many other codes. The TALYS code deals with nuclear reactions taking
into account nuclear structure, optical model, direct and compound reaction models,
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preequilibrium model, and many other reaction models to describe cross sections in the
different reaction channels in the fast neutron energy region. The TARES code deals with
resonance parameters for calculations of cross sections in the resonance region.
Figures 1-4 show our evaluated results of cross sections for neutron induced reactions
on

36

Cl using the T6. Figure 1 shows our calculated cross sections for neutron capture
36

reaction on

Cl, showing good agreement with the corresponding experimental data and

other evaluated nuclear data. Figure 2 shows results of random number calculations for
obtaining the

36

Cl(n,γ)37Cl reaction cross sections using the Total Monte Carlo analyses [5].

Figure 3 shows calculated cross sections for

36

Cl(n,p)36S reaction, showing overall

agreement with experimental data over the thermal and fast neutron energy regions, while
the resonances in the excitation function are not reproduced in the resonance energy region.
We have obtained covariances. The correlation matrix of covariance between Δσ/σ vs. E for
36

36

Cl(n,tot) and Δσ/σ vs. E for

evaluated results for

35

Cl(n,inel) reactions are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows our

Cl(n,el) reaction cross sections, compared with other evaluated

nuclear data. Our evaluated result shows good agreement with previous evaluated data.
Figure 6 shows our evaluated cross sections of 35Cl(n,α)32P reaction. Our result shows good
agreement with the experimental data over the thermal and fast neutron energy regions,
while our result does not show the resonances which are shown in the EAF-2010 evaluation
data in the resonance region. Figures 7 and 8 show our evaluated cross sections for the
reactions

37

Cl(n,tot) and

37

Cl(n,γ)38Cl, respectively. The evaluated files include covariances

and the cross sections show good agreement with the experimental and evaluated data over
the whole energy range in the figures.
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3. Conclusion
We have performed evaluations of cross sections for neutron induced reactions, e.g.,
35,36,37

(n,tot), (n,el), (n,γ), (n,p), and (n,α), on

Cl for a design of molten salt reactor and have

compared our evaluated results with the corresponding experimental data and other
previous evaluated nuclear data. We have included covariances in our evaluations and have
also obtained random files for Total Monte Carlo analyses of integral quantities. Our
evaluated results for the reactions on 35,36,37Cl show good agreements with the experimental
data and other previous evaluated data.
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Abstract. Quantum dissipation during nuclear reactions is studied by means of TDDFT+ Langevin model.
Much attention is paid to the energy dependent role of symmetry energy in the friction coefficient. In this
article, following the preceding work showing a systematics on Z = 92 to 100 nuclei, macroscopic friction
coefficients are obtained by employing all the SV-type nuclear interaction models. The comparison between
different SV models clarifies the influence of several nuclear matter properties on the quantum dissipation.
That is not only the completion of a systematic theoretical database, but also identifying the dissipation
effect on astrophysical nuclear-matter objects.

1. Introduction
The SV-model interaction sets [1] are design for identifying the relation between the effective nuclear force
and the nuclear matter property. There are 15 different parameter sets in the SV models: SV-min, SV-bas,
SV-K218, SV-K226, SV-K241, SV-mas07, SV-mas08, SV-mas10, SV-sym28, SV-sim32, SV-sym34, SV-kap00,
SV-kap02, SV-kap60, and SV-tls. Among these interactions, SV-bas is the basic interaction, and SV-min is
the interaction determined with less requirements, and SV-tls is the interaction adjusted including the spincurrent tensor contribution. The incompressibilities are examined via the power of density dependence α in
SV-K, and the effective mass in SV-mas, the symmetry energy in SV-sym, and the sum-rule enhancement in
SV-kap.
In this article, following the preceding work [2] showing a systematics on Z = 92 region (Uranium,
Plutonium isotopes and so on) using conventional SkM* and SLy4 models, the dissipation in many-nucleon
systems is studied using SV moldels. A systematic calculation of friction coefficients for SV-models is carried
out based on the TDDFT+Langenvin model. In terms of dissipation effect, the unknown physical effect of
imcompressibility, effective mass, symmetry energy and sum-rule enhancement is possibly clarified by these
results. The effect of symmetry energy is explored in the fission dynamics of 236 U. According to the fitting
protocol of SV-models, the symmetry energy asym is fitted to be equal to 28, 32, and 34 for SV-sym28,
SV-sim32, and SV-sym34, respectively. The other fitting conditions are intentionally taken to be exactly the
same. The comparison between the three interactions is expected to show the symmetry-energy dependence
of the dissipation effect.
2. Proposed method
The analysis of quasi-fission events is made based on the TDDFT+Langevin model being introduced
by Nishikawa et al. [2] after our preparatory works on nuclear fission[3, 4, 5, 6, 7], where the terminology
”TDDFT” stands for the time-dependent density functional theory. The TDDFT+Langevin model is explained in Ref. [2]. The numerical code Sky3D [8] is employed for the TDDFT calculations, and fission
dynamics is calculated by 4D Langevin code [9]. For the TDDFT calculations, we employ 15 different effective nuclear interactions being proposed in Ref. [1]. We carried out the TDDFT calculations of quasi-fission
Numerical computation was carried out at a workstation system at Tokyo Institute of Technology (AEGIS system). This
work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant No. 17K05440. Authors are grateful to Dr. N. Hinohara for a useful suggestion.
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Figure 1.1. (Color online) Fission fragment yields (FFYs) of 236 U calculated by the
Figure
TDDFT+Langevin model, where asym =28 for SV-sym28, and asym =34 for SV-sym34 interactions. The FFY at the excitation energies 0.085 per nucleon is calculated. Open circles
are experimental data Ref. [11, 12]. For SV-bas and SV-sym, the corresponding fission
probabilities are 9 %.
processes by symmetric central collision reactions
A

(1)

Z +A Z →

2A

2Z →

A

Z +A Z ,

where A and Z are a mass number and a proton number respectively. In particular, Z and A are fixed to
Z = 92 and A = 236 in this research. Here the energy E is taken as the initial energy of the collision,
and E/A is from 3 MeV to 7 MeV. The distance R(t) between the center-of-mass of two colliding nuclei
is extracted from the TDDFT wave function. For the details of R(t), see Ref. [10]. The averaged friction
coefficient is calculated by the R(t)
(2)

γ(E) =

{ 21 µṘ2 (ti ) + V (ti )} − { 12 µṘ2 (tf ) + V (tf )}
,
 tf
{Ṙ(t)}2 dt
ti

where γ(E) is averaged for time t. ti and tf are usually taken as the initial and the final time of reaction.
Note that γ(E) values at extra-ordinary energies, which are too low or too high to be treated by the TDDFT,
are also obtained using the extrapolation method being explained in Ref. [2].
The γ(E) at the extrapolated lower energy is substituted to the Langevin coefficient γ11 , and fission dynamics
is obtained by Langevin calculation. γ11 is the friction coefficient of the motion along R(t). Detailed
explanation of Langevin calculation is shown in Ref. [9]. By this procedure, both stochastic aspect and
microscopic aspect of fission dynamics are incorporated.
3. Result
Figure 1 shows the fission fragment yields (FFYs) for 236 U with SV-sym interaction set. Two things are
remarkable. First, according to the comparison with the experiment, the both of two interactions reproduce
the FFY well. It briefly shows the validity of the proposed method. Second, according to the comparison
between the results from two interactions, the symmetry energy does not play a significant role in the
fission (for both fission probability and FFY). The second issue, which corresponds to a kind of the Skyrme
interaction dependence, should be further studied by considering the fission of other Uranium isotopes.
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3

Table 1.1. The friction coefficients γ(E) of unit  calculated for 236 U by 15 effective nuclear
Table
interactions. The energy is taken for 3 MeV, 5 MeV, 7 MeV and 0.085 MeV per nucleon,
where 0.085 MeV corresponds to the total excitation energy 20 (i.e., 0.085×236 = 20). In
the row ”Average”, the averaged values for these 15 interactions are shown.
SV-prameter
bas
min
K218
K226
K241
kap00
kap02
kap06
sym28
sym32
sym34
mas07
mas08
mas10
tls
Average

3MeV 5MeV 7MeV
100.12 91.20 83.61
102.81
91.96 85.85
100.65
85.94 80.46
103.19
85.01 82.04
108.25
94.36 86.36
110.05
93.80 83.23
107.58
91.77 83.57
103.18
87.10 84.77
106.90 91.53 83.59
99.22 91.16 83.37
98.93 89.86 82.68
89.72 69.60 54.12
94.58 80.67 67.97
116.76 100.50 96.23
111.63
93.56 90.86
103.57
89.20 81.91

0.085MeV
119.78
119.87
117.33
111.98
124.13
128.00
125.33
110.44
123.95
117.88
120.04
110.27
118.01
125.70
119.12
119.46

The calculated friction coefficient γ(E) is shown in Table 1. Fission at or around the Coulomb barrier
energy (E/A = 0.085 MeV) is useful to analyze the low-energy fission events such as quasi-fission, photofission, neutron-induced fission and so on. The other cases are more important to see the higher energy fission
or fragmentation events, as well as to see the energy dependence. There is a similar energy dependence for
all the interaction parameters. Although there is no significant difference in fission property (Fig. 1), several
percents of difference can be found in the γ(E) values for SV-sym28 and SV-sym34 interactions as shown
in Fig. 2. Since the asym values for the most of SV-type interactions are set to 30 [1], the obtained results
suggest that larger asym -value results in the smaller friction coefficient. In addition, as a common trend, the
amplitude of γ becomes smaller for higher energies. Such a trend is reasonable, because the shorter duration
time in higher energy collisions should lead to the smaller amount of dissipated energy in reaction processes.
Furthermore there is no remarkable quantitative difference among the three cases. It supports the fact that
the symmetry energy does not play a role in both the fission and the dissipation (represented by the friction
coefficient). Consequently, using different SV-models, the influence of symmetry energy on the fission is found
out to be quite limited.
4. Summary
We have demonstrated a systematic calculation of TDDFT+Langevin model using SV type interactions.
The TDDFT+Langevin with SV models is expected to be a powerful tool to pin down the physical role of
incompressibility, the effective mass, the symmetry energy, the sum-rule enhancement, and the spin-current
tensor effects in the fission dynamics.
In this article, within the limited number of pages, we focus on the symmetry energy. The agreement
between the theory and experiment is remarkable. As our main discovery, the TDDFT+Langevin with SV
models found a quite limited role of symmetry energy in the dissipation and the fission dynamics. The
symmetry energy effect on fission was found out to be weakened for higher energies, which is still quite
low compared to the energy scale of intermediate energy heavy-ion collisions. Table 1 provides a part of
theoretical database of systematic friction coefficients. The detials of incompressibility, the effective mass,
and the sum-rule enhancement on the fission dynamics are expected to be examined in our forthcoming
publications.
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Figure 2.2. (Color online) Energy dependence of friction coefficient γ per nucleon, where A
Figure
denotes the mass number. The results with SV-sym28, SV-sym32 and SV-sym34 are compared. The amplitude of γ stands for the amount of dissipated energy at a given excitation
energy.
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Abstract:

A chart of the nuclides 2018 version is now preparing to be published from JAEA. This will be
the latest successive version of the chart since 1976, and continues as 1980, 1984, 1988 1992, 1996,
2000, 2004, 2014 and 2018. This chart includes decay data of isotopes as half-lives, decay modes,
isotopic abundance, and isomeric states with certain long half-lives. In addition, the periodic table
of elements, fundamental physical constants, characteristic X-rays, thermal neutron capture and
fission cross sections are listed and tabulated. The latest version is now compiled with recent
experimental data until the end of June in 2018, with some additional improvements.
number

of nuclides

experimentally

identified

is

totally 3,299, which includes

The
3,062

half-life-measured nuclides. Regarding the theoretical prediction, five decay modes are considered:
alpha decay, beta decay, spontaneous fission, one- and two-proton emission. In addition, the
experimental proton and neutron drip lines, and the boundary line of beta-delayed neutron are
drawn.
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1. Introduction
A comprehensive evaluated nuclear decay data set as “Chart of the Nuclides 2018” is being
constructed from Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA). This is the successive version of a nuclear
chart on nuclear decay. The first version was published in 1976, and continues as 1980, 1984, 1988
1992, 1996, 2000, 2004, 2010 and 2014. The first eight series were published from Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute, and last one is from JAEA, which is the preceding institute by joining
Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute. These charts include nuclear decay data of isotopes
as half-lives, decay modes, isotopic abundance, and isomeric states with certain long half-lives. In
addition, the periodic table of elements, fundamental physical constants, characteristic X-rays,
thermal neutron capture cross sections were listed and tabulated.
In the previous version in 2014, we did a major revision. Consequently, we published totally
16 sheets of the chart, 4 sheets more than the previous version in 2010 [1].

The current version

(2018) has only small changes in the construction, however, there are constantly new and revised
nuclear decay data since 2014. In this report, we show current results of the chart before the
finalization which will be done in the end of March of 2019.

2. New naming and element symbols
In 2016, International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) announced that the
naming and element symbols are officially approved for the 113th, 115th, 117th and 118th
elements as nihonium (Nh), moscovium (Mc), tennessine (Ts) and oganesson (Og) [2].

These

new element symbols are adopted both in the nuclear chart and in the periodic table of
element in the sheets.

3. Construction of the chart
The chart has totally 16 sheets as in Fig. 1.
The construction is as follows.
Front side:
࣭Main part of the nuclear chart: page 1-12
࣭Explanation of the main part: page 13-14
࣭Overview chart: page 15-16
Back side:
࣭Periodic table of elements: page 1-2
࣭Fundamental physical constants: page 3
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࣭Characteristic X-ray energies: page 4
࣭Gamma-ray energies and intensity: page 5-6
࣭Alpha-particle energies and intensity: page 7
࣭Thermal neutron capture and fission cross section: page 8-11
࣭Cumulative fission yield: page 12-14

4. Main nuclear chart
(1) Experimental data
The main points in experimental data are as follows:
i.

Adopted experimental data: Basically, we adopt experimental decay data from both of
the 2018 March version of Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF) and Nuclear
Data Sheet. In addition, recent experimental results from published peer-review papers
are adopted.

The cutoff date for Nuclear Data Sheets and journal papers is set as June

30, 2018. Finally, we adopted experimental data from the following seven journal papers:

Physical Review Letters, Physical Review C, Nuclear Physics A, European Physical
Journal A, Physics Letters B, Journal of the Physical Society of Japan, and Nuclear
Instruments and Method in Physics Research B.
ii.

Lighter mass region: Neutron- or proton-emitting unstable nuclides are adopted.

These

nuclides have been well studied in the lighter nuclear mass region, and many of
resonant states were reported these several years. Subsequently 34 nuclei are listed
including 4n, 4-7H, 5, 7,9-10He, 4,5, 10,12-13Li, etc.
iii.

Border of unstable nuclides against particle nucleon emission: The neutron and proton
drip lines are drawn by the difference of the ground-state masses of nuclides. The lines
are defined as the borders of neutron or proton separation energies.

The 2016 Atomic

Mass Evaluation [3] is adopted to obtain the ground-state masses of nuclides. We also
draw the boundary line of the beta-delayed neutron emission in the same manner.

(2) Theoretical data
The main points in theoretical prediction are as follows:
i.

Description of five decay modes:

Until the 2014 version, we adopted three decay modes

in the theoretical prediction as beta-decay, alpha decay (since 2000), and spontaneous
fission (2010).

In the 2014 version, we added theoretical predictions of one-proton and

two-proton emissions.

Totally five partial half-lives are adopted. In the current 2018
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version, the theoretical decay modes are appeared in the same.

These partial half-lives

are listed for first-three shortest ones, however, the values are put only for the half-lives
within 106 times longer comparing with the shortest one.

These partial half-lives are

ordered as p, 2p, f, E, and Dfor one-proton emission, two-proton emission, spontaneous
fission, beta-decay and alpha-decay, respectively.

See References [4-8] for the actual

calculations.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the
2018

chart.

The

rectangle

line

corresponds to actual region of the
chart in the sheet.

The number of

nuclides experimentally identified is
totally 3,299, which includes 3,062
half-life-measured nuclides.
Transition of number of nuclides
since 1976 obtained from the previous
charts is shown in Fig. 3. In 1976,
number of identified nuclides is less
than 2,000.

Figure 2: Overview of the 2018 chart.

The number of nuclides

increases, and almost reaches 3,300 in
the current version of the chart.

5. Periodic table of the element
Figure 4 is the summary of the
periodic table of the element.

From

the previous periodic table, we remake
the table with the use of the 2017
handbook of chemistry and physics [8].
In addition, the recent experimental

Figure 3: Transition of number of nuclides identified in

results of the first ionization potentials

the JAEA (JAERI) chart of the nuclide since 1976.

are adopted. In the 2014 version, we
adopted the first experimental data for technetium, astatine, and actinium [9-11]. In the 2018
version, we newly add the ionization potential for lawrencium, which was firtly measured in 2015
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[12].

Figure 4: Periodic table of the elements. New element symbols, Nh (113th), Mc (115th),
Ts (117th), and Og (118th) are shown.
6. Other data
In the sheets, we also put other quantities as listed in the section 2.
constants are adopted from the latest data, CODATA2014 [13].

The fundamental physical

The thermal neutron-capture and

fission cross section for U-235 are adopted as a form of nuclear chart. The data are taken from
JENDL-4.0 [14]. The cumulative fission yield from thermal neutron for 233,235U and

239Pu

are also

tabulated. The data are taken from JENDL FP Fission Yield Data File 2011 [15].
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Abstract. Chemical elements with their proton numbers 119 and 120 correspond to the next unnamed
chemical elements. For realizing the first synthesis of Z = 120 in experiments, the supportive theoretical
result is an urgent issue. In this article, based on the constrained Hartree-Fock calculations with the BCS
type paring interaction, the potential surface structure is studied by focusing on 284 120 nucleus to provide a
standard benchmark of the superheavy research.

1. Introduction
The synthesis of superheavy nuclei is a popular issue under the worldwide competition for the naming
rights of new chemical elements. The nuclei with their proton number Z = 120 collect special attention since
they are the next unnamed element at this point. By focusing on 284 120 nucleus, the potential structure
and some related physics is fully discussed by using widely-used SkM* interaction. This result will provide
a standard property of superheavy region.
In this article, since the fission is an important process of de-excitation of superheavy nuclei, the potential
structure along the symmetric fission channel is studied by the Constrained Hartree-Fock calculations with
the BCS type pairing (CHF+BCS). Fission barrier height and their potential structure are shown for 284 120
nucleus. The corresponding fission probability is calculated by the TDDFT + Langevin model [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
2. Method
2.1. Constrained Hartree-Fock+BCS theory. For carrying out the density functional calculations,
the constrained Hartree-Fock+BCS theory (CHF) is utilized to impose a constraint on the quadrupoledeformation. The master equation is obtained by the variational principle:
δ �ψ|H − βQ|ψ� = 0,
where H means the Hamiltonian operator of many nucleon systems [6], the quadrupole parameter β plays a
role of the Lagrangian multiplier for the quadrupole constraint βQ, and the trial function ψ is taken as the
Slater determinant. In the obtained equation, the nuclear Skyrme interaction, the Coulomb interaction and
the BCS-type pairing interactions are included at the level of one-body mean-field formalism (for textbooks,
see [7, 8]). Each deformed state and the corresponding energy surface are obtained by choosing the values of
β.
The calculation is performed by the SkyAX code [9] in which the quadrupole deformation is given on the
three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate. In the SkyAx code, the octupole moment is optimized by adding a
small octupole moment to the initial wave functions under the quadrupole constraint. Although the axial
symmetry is assumed for the SkyAX calculations, it does not require anything more for the quadrupole
constraint calculations. Indeed, the quadrupole-deformed nuclei can be fully described within the axial
Key words and phrases. Superheavy nuclei, fission barrier, CHF+BCS.
Numerical computation was carried out at a workstation system at Tokyo Institute of Technology (AEGIS system). This
work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant No. 17K05440.
1
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Figure 1.1. (Color online) The potential energy surface of 284 120 nucleus calculated by
CHF+BCS with SkM* interaction. Each point is obtained by imposing the quadrupole
deformation, and lines are drawn to guide eyes. The zero point of the potential energy is
taken as the minimum energy located at β = 0.2.
symmetric framework. A widely-used nuclear effective interaction SkM* [10] is employed with the density
dependent-type pairing interaction.
2.2. TDDFT+Langevin model. The fission probability is obtained based on the TDDFT+Langevin
model being introduced by Nishikawa et al. [5], where the terminology ”TDDFT” stands for the timedependent density functional theory. The detail of TDDFT+Langevin model is explained in Ref. [5]. The
numerical code Sky3D [11] is employed for the TDDFT calculations, and the fission dynamics is calculated by
4D Langevin code [12]. In accordance with the CHF+BCS calculations, SkM* interaction is adapted to the
TDDFT calculations. Both the stochastic aspect and microscopic aspect of fission dynamics are incorporated
into the TDDFT+Langevin model. Furthermore it is advantageous with respect to the scientific progress
that the fission probability is obtained in associated with certain Skyrme parameter sets.
3. Result
A superheavy nucleus 284 120 is calculated by the CHF+BCS. The binding energy of the ground state is
calculated to be 1962.3 MeV (6.9 MeV per nucleon). This value is quite small by comparing to a doubly-magic
heavy nucleus (208 Pb: 7.9 and 7.9 MeV per nucleon for SkM* calculation and experiment [13], respectively),
and to a typical heavy nucleus (236 U: 7.7 and 7.5 MeV per nucleon for SkM* calculation and experiment [13],
respectively).
The calculated potential surface along the quadrupole deformation is shown in Fig. 1. The inner fission
barrier height measured from β = 0.2 state is 4.7 MeV, and the outer barrier height measured from β = 0.5
state is 1.6 MeV. The inner barrier height is rather similar to those obtained for heavy nuclei, and the outer
barrier height is significantly lower than those obtained for heavy nuclei; indeed, the inner barrier height of
236
U is 7.5 and 5.0 MeV per nucleon for SkM* calculation and experiment [14] respectively, and the outer
barrier height of 236 U is 6.2 and 5.7 MeV per nucleon for SkM* calculation and experiment [14] respectively.
On the other hand, the fission barrier is thin with its width |β| = 0.1 by measuring at almost half hight
2.4 MeV. Since this value is smaller than |β| ∼ 0.2 calculated with SkM* for Uranium isotopes (for example,
see Fig. 2 of [15]), more quantum tunneling towards the fission is expected in this case. It is remarkable that
the flat dependence is found around the spherical state. More substantially, the roles of ground state and
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fission isomer state are opposite in this case; the ground state is located at β = 0.5 in this case. Note that
the fission barrier calculated by SkM* tends to be higher than the experimental values, one solution for this
discrepancy is discussed in our recent work [15].
The double well structure is a typical potential structure for heavy nuclei. It is also found in case of
superheavy 284 120. In particular, it is remarkable that the two wells have almost the same bottom energies,
though it is not necessarily true for heavy nuclei. While the most stable state is located at β = 0.5, a larger
well can be found at β = 0.2. That is, it is not easy to identify the ground state of 284 120. These states are
expected to co-exist in a natural situation, and makes things more complicated. The two wells are definitely
shallow as much as 3.0 MeV or 1.0 MeV depth. It simply tells us the difficulty of preserving 284 120 for a long
time.
The corresponding fission probability is helpful to understand this complicated structure of superheavy
284
120 . According to the TDDFT + Langevin model, the fission probability of 284 120 is calculated as 39%
for E/A =0.2 MeV. Although the fission probability of Z = 120 isotopes has been reported to be smaller for
lower energies [4], the present fission probability is large enough for fission to be an efficient decay process of
284
120.
4. Summary
The potential surface of 284 120 along the symmetric fission channel is studied by the Constrained HartreeFock calculations with the BCS type pairing. It shows the potential with a double well structure with almost
the same bottom energies. The inner fission barrier, which achieves almost the similar height by comparing
to those of heavy nuclei, is rather thin, and the outer fission barrier is not so high as much as 1.0 MeV height.
These facts are expected to make fission happen easily. Not only α decays, but also the fission can be main
decay processes for 284 120. This conclusion is also supported by TDDFT+Langevin model calculations. As
a conclusion, according to the potential structure, the co-existence of different deformed states are suggested
in 284 120.
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The intranuclear cascade (INC) model is generalized for an explanation of a low energy neutron induced
nonelastic cross-section of 27Al in two points. One is a method to construct the ground state of the target nucleus.
The generalization of the ground sate brings a better energy dependence of the reaction cross-section. The other
is a method of taking the effective two-body cross-sections between two nucleons, one of which exists in the
nucleus. Our two body cross-sections, which are modified from free NN cross-sections as a result of medium
effects, bring a satisfactory fit to the experimental data. It is concluded that the INC can be generalized to
explain neutron induced nonelastic cross-sections in a low energy region from 10 MeV to 100 MeV.

1.

Introduction
The intranuclear cascade (INC) model followed by the generalized evaporation model (GEM) explains well

various reactions such as (p,p'x), (p,dx), (p,αx) in very wide energies and angles [1-4]. On the other hand, the
INC model has not been applied to neutron induced reactions in the low energies below 50 MeV. Experimental
data on the neutron induced nonelastic cross-sections in a range from 10 MeV to 100 MeV are taken for several
target nuclei. The purpose of this paper is to generalize the INC model to apply to neutron induced nonelastic
cross-sections in a low energy region below 100 MeV.
In this paper, we chose

27

Al as a target of our calculations since the data points below 100MeV are

comparatively well determined [5] as shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1

Experimental data of neutron induced nonelastic cross-section of 27Al with error bars.
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2.

Generalizations in the INC Model
An explanation of INC model is available in Refs. [1-4]. The INC model has been developed for applications

to higher energy collisions than 50 MeV.

Therefore the straight forward application of INC to neutron induced

reactions below 50 MeV does not reproduce the experimental data, thus it should be modified in few points. For
the generalization, two considerations are necessary to reproduce the data. One point is how to make up the
ground state of the target nucleus. The other point is how to select the nuclear two body cross-sections in such a
low energy.

We explain these two points in the following sections.

2.1 Constitution of the ground state
Usually, the ground state preparation is based on a random sampling both on the positions and momentums.
On the positions of the particles in the nucleus, we use random numbers so as to reproduce the Wood-Saxon
density distribution in a probabilistic way, while the momenta are randomly chosen so as to reproduce a uniform
distribution. However, the nonelastic cross-section calculated using this ground state of the random sampling
brings a peak around Ein =40 MeV as shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2

Nonelastic reaction cross-sections calculated with the ground state constructed by a random method

(dashed line) and new one (solid line). The same two-body cross-section in eq.(6) is taken for both calculations.
In this work, we have chosen a new ground state based on the local dependent momentum.
the same procedure is taken as the random setup.

On the positions,

Thus the density of radial direction is a Woods-Saxon

distribution. On the other hand, the momenta are determined according to the effective nucleon mass at the
particle position. The effective nucleon mass is determined by a local dependent formula,

M*(r)=M+U(r).

(1)

where the potential U(r) has a Wood-Saxon shape, and the radius r0=2.840 and the diffuseness a0=0.569
27

chosen from the experimental data of charge distribution of Al by electron scattering experiments [6].
Using this effective nucleon mass, the maximum momentum at r is given by  
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௫ ሺሻ ൌ  ටଶ െ    כሺሻଶ

(2)

where Ef is the Fermi energy. The momenta of particles are determined by random numbers, which are chosen
in a probabilistic way from zero to the maximum momentum Pmax(r).

As a result, the new ground state has

nucleons with a smaller momentum in the peripheral of target. This brings a completely different curvature in
the total reaction cross-sections from the calculated result of the random setup in low energies below 70 MeV as
shown in Fig.2.

2.2 Effective two body cross-sections between two nucleons
Originally, Cugnon et al. [7] shows a set of parameters of the total reaction cross-sections of two nucleons
including elastic cross-sections, which is shown by dashed curves in Fig.3. The two-body cross-sections S are
expressed by the following equations for each energy interval:
 ݂ݎ

 ൌ Ͷͳ  Ͳሺ ீെ ͲǤͻሻ ሺെͳǤʹ ீሻ ݂ͳݎǤͷܸ݁ܩȀܿ ൏    ீ൏ ͷܸ݁ܩȀܿ

 ൌ ʹ͵Ǥͷ  ʹͶǤȀሺͳ  ሺെሺ ீെ ͳǤʹሻȀͲǤͳሻሻ ݂ͲݎǤͺܸ݁ܩȀܿ ൏    ீ൏ ͳǤͷܸ݁ܩȀܿ
 ൌ ʹ͵Ǥͷ  ͳͲͲͲሺ ீ㸫0.7ሻସ ݂  ீݎ൏ ͲǤͺܸ݁ܩȀܿ

        ݂ ݊ݎ

(3)              

            ൌ Ͷʹ݂  ܩݎ ʹܸ݁ܩȀܿ

 ൌ ʹͶǤʹ  ͺǤͻܸ݁ܩͳݎ݂ ீȀܿ ൏    ீ൏ ʹܸ݁ܩȀܿ
 ൌ ͵͵  ͳͻሺ  ீെ ͲǤͻͷሻଶǤହ ݂  ீݎ൏ ͳܸ݁ܩȀܿ

(4)

where  ீis the relative momentum in the unit of GeV/c.

The INC model calculations using above two body cross-sections explained well various experimental data in
a higher energy region [1-4].

However, on the experimental total cross-sections, the calculations using

Cugnon’s underestimate in the low energy region as shown Fig.4.
Cugnon et al. introduced improved two body cross-sections given by following equations for better fits to low
energy phenomena. The low energy parts are replaced in the momentum region for < ீ0.4 GeV/c. They say that
this interaction was made to reproduce the free NN cross-sections, and is valid down to = ீ0.1 GeV/c.

 ൌ ͵Ͷሺ ீȀͲǤͶሻିଶǤଵସ ݂ݎ
 ൌ Ǥ͵ͷͷͷି ீଷǤଶସ଼ଵ ሺെͲǤ͵ሺ ீሻଶ ሻ݂݊ݎ

(5)

The defect of these two body cross-sections is that the derivatives of the energy dependence of the
cross-sections have jumps at the junctions since the two body cross-sections are given separately for each
interval of energy, and furthermore the value itself jumps at = ீ0.4 GeV/c.

The INC model calculations using the improved two body cross-sections by Cugnon overestimate the data as
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shown in fig.4. Therefore we introduced a new set of effective two body cross-sections. Our two body
cross-sections are a smooth function, since they consist of a sum of continuous functions. There are many
possibilities to express the functions. One example of the expression is given for ீ  ൏ ʹܸ݁ܩȀܿ as follows:

 ൌ ሺͳ  ʹሻሺͲǤͳͻ  ͲǤͺͳȀሺͳ  ሺെሺ ܩെ ͲǤͺሻȀͲǤ͵ሻሻሻ  ͲǤ͵͵

(6)

where the functions ͳǡ ʹ͵ are given as follows:
݂ݎ

ͳ ൌ 250 exp(െͳ ܩǤʹ ȀͲǤͳሻ

ʹ ൌ 26.5/(1+ exp(െሺ ܩെ ͳǤͳͺሻȀͲǤͳʹʹሻሻ  ʹʹ

͵ ൌ 3300 exp(െͲ ܩǤͺ ȀͲǤͲሻ  80000 exp(െͲ ܩǤͺ ȀͲǤͲʹሻ

(7)

݂݊ݎ

ͳ ൌ 67 exp(െሺ ܩെ ͲǤͳʹሻଶ ȀͲǤͳͷሻ

ʹ ൌ (10 ீ  ʹ͵ሻሺ1+ 0.2 exp(െሺ ܩെ ͲǤͷሻȀͲǤͳͷሻሻ

͵ ൌ 8000 exp(െ ܩȀͲǤͲͶሻ

(8)

These two body cross-sections are smaller than the two body cross-sections by the Improved Cugnon in the
momentum range smaller than 1.5 GeV/c as shown in Fig.3. This implies that the free cross-sections are reduced
as a result of the medium effects in the nuclear matter, since the interaction of the particle inside nucleus is
considered to be modified. The calculated result using the proposed two body cross-sections reproduce well the
experimental data of neutron total reaction cross-section as is shown in Fig.4. The sharp curvature of this
calculation well fits the data in the energy region less than 50 MeV.

Fig.3

Two-body cross-sections for pp (left) and pn (right). Ours (solid) in eq.(6) are illustrated together with
Cugnon (dashed) in eqs.(3) and (4) and improved Cugnon (dotted) in eq.(5).
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Fig.4 Nonelastic cross-sections calculated
by Cugnon (dotted), improved Cugnon
(dashed) and ours(solid curve). The black
dot is experimental data point from 10 MeV
to 120 MeV[5].

3.

Discussions
The INC model is not a phenomenological fitting model, but a kind of dynamic model, which traces

sequential collisions of two nucleons inside the target nucleus. The collisions are treated in a relativistic way.
Therefore, all the reaction processes are counted explicitly in the INC model.
Our calculation includes (n,x) reactions, where x=n, p, 2p, 3p, … and so on, furthermore it includes
contributions from 3 processes occurring inside the nucleus. One is the collective excitations of nucleus whose
excitations are confined within one major shell [2]. The incident nucleon excites the collective states of the
target nucleus. This process is important relatively in a low energy region. The second is the contribution from
the giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) whose excitations are over one major shell. The third is the contribution
from (n,d) reactions. This includes proton pickup reactions and d-knockout reactions.
these processes are at most 25 percent in these energy region as shown in Fig.5.

The contributions from

The INC model includes the

effect of the Pauli blocking. The nucleons in the target nucleus exist below Fermi sea inside the nuclear potential.
The process is forbidden when the energy of any scattered particle is below Fermi sea. This is the Pauli blocking
in the INC model.
It is interesting that there is a big difference
between low energy reactions and high energy
ones.

In a low momentum region, the two

body cross-sections have a very long range, for
example,

over

10fm

in

the

range

of

p<50MeV/c.

It is longer than the radius of Al

(r0=2.84 fm).

Then the incident neutron can

interact from the outside of the nucleus. This
contributes to bring a sharp curvature in the
energy dependence of the total reaction.
Fig.5

Contributions from 3 processes; collective excitations, giant quadrupole resonance (GQR)
and deuteron productions.
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4.

Conclusion
In order to explain neutron induced nonelastic cross-sections, the INC model has been generalized in two

points. One is the way of making the ground states of the target nucleus. The other is the effective cross-sections
of two nucleons. The INC model calculations using the two sets of two body cross-sections proposed by Cugnon
cannot reproduce the experimental data of the total reaction cross-section of 27Al. One, which is used for higher
energy region, underestimates the data at the low incident energy, and the other, which reproduces the free NN
cross-sections, overestimates the data. We proposed the new effective two body cross-sections which is similar
to the two body cross-sections proposed by Cugnon. Our two body cross-sections are a little weak in lower
momentum region compared with the free NN cross-sections. This implies the two-body cross-section in the
nuclear matter should be weaken from the free one in low energy collisions as a result of medium effects, while
unchanged in high energy collisions. The INC model generalized in this way can explain neutron induced
nonelastic cross-sections in the low energy region from 10 MeV to 100 MeV.
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Recently we tested the official ACE files of TENDL-2015 and found the following problems in the files,
z no p-table data except for those of 235U, 235mU and 238U in the neutron sub-library,
z no secondary gamma data for a lot of nuclei in the neutron, proton, deuteron, triton, He-3, and alpha
sub-libraries.
By a simple calculation, it was demonstrated that effects of the issues were not so small as follows,
z the effect of no unresolved resonance data in ACE files was large in a special case as pure niobium,
z secondary gammas produced in neutron-gamma coupling MCNP calculations were not correct because
wrong data were used as secondary gamma data.
The issues were probably caused by simple mistakes of NJOY processing. Note that the issues also occur
partially in the official ACE files of TENDL-2017.
1. Introduction
TENDL (TALYS-based Evaluated Nuclear Data Library) [1] is a nuclear data library which is mainly
produced with the TALYS code [2]. It is notable that TENDL-2015 (TENDL released in 2015) [3] contains
sub-libraries of neutron, gamma, proton, deuteron, triton, He-3 and alpha injections for nuclei more than
2800, up to 200 MeV, with covariance data. TENDL has been used as a standard nuclear data library
worldwide, particularly in Europe. Since 2016 we also have used the official ACE (A Compact ENDF) files
[3] of TENDL-2015 for our study, where we found the following two problems.
1) There are no probability table (p-table) data in the neutron sub-library ACE files of most of the nuclei
with unresolved resonance data.
2) There are no secondary gamma data in a lot of the ACE files not only of the neutron sub-library but
also of the proton, deuteron, triton, He-3, and alpha sub-libraries.
We investigate these issues and demonstrate their effects in detail.
2. Problem of no probability table
A lot of nuclei (2513 nuclei) in the neutron sub-library of TENDL-2015 have unresolved resonances,
where averaged resonance parameters are given in nuclear data libraries, as shown in Fig. 1. The
unresolved resonance data are also important for the self-shielding effect in shielding analyses. However,
there are no p-table data of unresolved resonances in the official ACE files of the neutron sub-library except
for three nuclei (235U,

235m

U and

238

U). Thus, the self-shielding correction in the unresolved resonance
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region is incomplete if most of the official ACE files are used. The effect of no unresolved resonance data
in the ACE files of the TENDL-2015 neutron sub-library was demonstrated with a simple test; we
calculated and compared neutron spectra inside a natural niobium (a mono-nuclidic element with
unresolved resonance data) sphere of 1 m in radius with a 20 MeV neutron source at the center as shown in
Fig. 2 by using the MCNP [4] code with the official ACE file (without p-table data) and JAEA
TENDL-2015 ACE file (with p-table data, processed by using NJOY2012.50 [5]). The calculated neutron
spectra at 50 cm from the niobium sphere center are shown in Fig. 3. The effect of no p-table data is large
in a special case such as this calculation. The solution of this issue is easy, just to use the PURR module of
the NJOY code in the processing, though it takes time.

Material㻌
1 m㻌
20 MeV㻌
Neutron㻌
Source㻌

Fig. 1 Total cross section of 93Nb in TENDL-2015

Fig. 2 Calculation model

Fig. 3 Neutron spectra at 50 cm from niobium sphere center
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3. Problem of no secondary gamma data
The secondary gamma data are required in neutron-gamma coupling calculations.

However, there are

no secondary gamma data in the official ACE files of the neutron sub-library except for 13 nuclei (1H, 2H, 6Li,
7

Li, 9Be,

10

B,

11

B,

12

C,

14

N,

15

N,

16

O,

19

F and

239

Pu). Thus, secondary gammas are not produced in

neutron-gamma coupling MCNP calculations with the official ACE files. In order to demonstrate this effect,
neutron and gamma spectra inside a natural iron (a typical structural material) sphere of 1 m in radius with an
isotropic neutron source of 20 MeV at the center (Fig. 2) were calculated with MCNP by using the official
ACE file (without secondary gamma data) and JAEA TENDL-2015 ACE file (with secondary gamma data,
processed by using NJOY2012.50) files. Figure 4 shows the calculated neutron spectra at 50 cm from the
iron sphere, where the both spectra are the same. On the contrary, the calculated gamma spectrum with the
official ACE file at 50 cm from the iron sphere is a strange shape and is drastically different from that with the
JAEA ACE file as shown in Fig. 5. Strange to say, the MCNP calculation with the official ACE file produces
gamma despite no secondary gamma data in the official ACE file. We examined the official ACE files in
more detail and found that MCNP misused particle production data (mt=5 data) as secondary gamma data
and produced wrong secondary gammas with the particle production data. If the particle production data in
the ACE file are set to 0.0, no secondary gammas are produced in the MCNP calculation.
We guessed the reason of no secondary gamma data in the official ACE files.
z

“iopp” (input parameter for “detailed photons”, 0=no, 1=yes) in the ACER input of NJOY2012 was
set to 0, which required obsolete 20x30 photon matrix data. Probably the obsolete 20x30 photon
matrix data were not supplied in the NJOY processing. Thus, only gamma production cross section
data were included in the official ACE files, but outgoing photon energy data (secondary gamma data)
were not included.

z It is not known why iopp=0 was used in processing of TENDL-2015.

Fig. 4 Neutron spectra at 50 cm from iron sphere center
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Fig. 5 Gamma spectra at 50 cm from iron sphere center
It is noted that this issue also occurs in the official ACE files of the proton, deuteron, triton, He-3, and alpha
sub-libraries.
4. TENDL-2017
We reported the issues of the TENDL-2015 official ACE files to the TENDL developers in 2017 and
expected that the issues would be improved in the next version TENDL. The latest TENDL, TENDL-2017
[6], was released in the end of 2017 with the official ACE files. However, the official ACE files had the
same problems first. The ACE files of main nuclei (556 nuclei for the neutron sub-library and 283 nuclei
for the proton sub-library) were improved in March, 2018. In the end of 2018, there exist two different
ACE files of the main nuclei in the web site of TENDL-2017 [6]; one is a correct one in a tar file (see a box
in Fig. 6) and the other is a wrong one with the issues in an individual file (see a box in Fig. 7). We are so
afraid that users use not only the correct ACE files but also the wrong ones because of no announcement for
the issues in the web site of TENDL-2017.
5. Summary
We found that the official ACE files of TENDL-2015 had no unresolved resonance data in the neutron
sub-library except for those of 235U, 235mU and 238U and no secondary gamma data in a lot of the ACE files
not only of the neutron sub-library but also of the proton, deuteron, triton, He-3, and alpha sub-libraries.
Thus, the effects and reasons of the issues were examined. The effect of missing unresolved resonance data
in ACE files was large in a special case as pure niobium. Secondary gammas produced in neutron-gamma
coupling MCNP calculations were not correct because wrong data were used as secondary gamma data. We
suggested that the issues were due to inadequate NJOY processing. It is noted that these issues also occur
partially in the official ACE files of the latest TENDL, TENDL-2017.
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Fig. 6 A part of https://tendl.web.psi.ch/tendl_2017/tar.html


Fig. 7 A part of https://tendl.web.psi.ch/tendl_2017/neutron_html/Fe/NeutronFe56.html
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We study the effect of particle vibration coupling (PVC) on Gamow-Teller transitions of nickel isotopes
with the odd number of neutron. The single particle bases are calculated by the Skyrme HFB and the
vibrational phonons are obtained by using the QRPA. Our calculation clarifies the PVC gives a remarkable
change in spectroscopic factors of a single particle level and GT distributions. The β-decay half-lives of
nickel isotopes are calculated and it turns out that the odd-even straggling found in a calculation of the
independent particle model is slightly mitigated.
1. Introduction
Mean-field theory and its expansion to superfluid states such as Hartree-Fock-BCS (HFBCS) and
Hartree-Fock-Boboliubov (HFB) theories are a powerful tool to investigate the ground state properties of
light to heavy nuclei. However, most of study using them targets even-even nuclei one hand, there are
much fewer works on odd-even and odd-odd nuclei (hereafter odd nuclei) on the other hand. This is
because the calculation of even-even nuclei is much easier than that of odd nuclei; for even-even nuclei,
time reversal symmetry can be assumed due to the spin-parity ܬగ ൌ Ͳା in the ground state and time-odd

terms in the mean-field are vanished accordingly. By utilizing the fact, we can reduce computational tasks
considerably. If one wants to study odd-nuclei, blocking effect in pairing correlation and the time-odd terms

in the mean-field has to be considered. The situation remains the same in calculating excited states by using
quasiparticle-random-phase-approximation (QRPA) which uses the HFBCS or HFB as the wave-function
basis. These complications attributed from the calculation of odd nuclei are a big barrier to perform a
systematical calculation, for example, of mass, γ-strength function, and β-decay of nuclei in the nuclear
chart, which are relevant to studies of r-process and nuclear data evaluation of unstable nuclei.
To avoid the computational problems concerning odd nuclei approximately, a simple approach called
equal filling approximation (EFA) has been suggested. The EFA has been applied for various studies of odd
nuclei. This approximation has been compared with the exact blocking method, and it turned out that the
EFA was able to provide a very close result to the exact blocking method [1]. Using the EFA, a systematical
investigation of β-decay was recently performed [2].
Besides the EFA, one may assume that odd mass nuclei are composed of even-even core and valence
nucleon(s). In this sense, odd-nuclei is depicted by a cluster model, and one has to consider an interaction
between the core and valence nucleon(s), which induces a polarization effect to the core nucleus. In
contrast, the EFA is based on the picture of the mean-filed theory. To describe the core polarization effects,
particle vibration coupling (PVC) is frequently used. The PVC is applied to many research interests,
however, there is no work to study its effect along with isotopes systematically to my knowledge. In this
study, we focus on the Gamow-Teller (GT) transition of nickel isotopes aiming at future application to
β-decay.
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The contents of this paper are the following. Section 2 describes the effect of PVC briefly and Sec. 3
demonstrates theoretical framework. The result is discussed in Sec. 4 and the summary and the future
perspectives are given in Sec. 5.
2. Coupling of Valence Particle and Core Phonon
Let us consider a system composed of one even-even core nucleus and one valence nucleon. The valence
nucleon is at an orbit of discrete state (the lowest level above the Fermi energy) of the mean-field potential
produced by the even-even core. If there is no interaction between the core and the nucleon, the core
remains the ground state and the nucleon also stays at the lowest orbit above the Fermi energy forever. This
picture is exactly the same as the independent particle model (IPM). In a practical case, however, there
exists a residual interaction, which wasn’t taken into account in the mean-field theory, between the core and
the nucleon. Provided that a residual interaction is present, the nucleon is scattered into higher orbits and
the core is excited both vibrationally and rotationally. Then, the valence nucleon occupies various orbits.
The perturbation due to the residual interaction between the core and the nucleon is not properly included
in the EFA. A schematic picture of the PVC effect on the spectroscopic factor of s1/2 states is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

Fig.1: A schematic picture of the PVC effect on the spectroscopic factor of s1/2 states.

3. Theoretical Framework
The model Hamiltonian of this study is
ܪൌ

Ԧଶ
 ܸሺݎԦሻ ǥ ሺͳሻǡ
ʹߤ

where ߤ is the reduced mass and  is the momentum of the valence particle. The potential ܸሺݎԦሻ is given

in the form

ܸሺݎԦሻ ൌ ܸ௦௧௧ ሺݎԦሻ 



ఔǡୀூௌǡூǡ

න

ߜܸ
ሺݎԦ െ ݎԦ ᇱ ሻߜߩఔǡ ሺ ݎᇱ ሻ݀ݎԦ ᇱ ǥ ሺʹሻǤ
ߜߩ

The first term of Eq. (2) is the static potential and the second term is the dynamic potential which
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governs core vibrational effects. If we omit the second term, the framework corresponds to the IPM. The
single particle states are calculated by Skyrme HFB with the SGII [3] interaction. We assume the
unperturbed states are
ܪ  ؠ൭

Ԧଶ
 ܸ௦௧௧ ሺݎԦሻ൱ ߮ሺݎԦሻ ൌ ߝ߮ሺݎԦሻ ǥ ሺ͵ሻǤ
ʹߤ

The continuum states are discretized by introducing a boundary box size 30 fm and the calculation was
carried out by a step size ݀ ݎൌ ͲǤͳ fm. We assume the core nuclei (70,72,74,76Ni) are spherical, so that we
did not take into account the coupling with rotational collective modes.

The residual interaction ߜܸ Τߜߩ can be derived from the second derivative of energy density with

respect to densities. However, it is complicated to calculate it, so that we approximate it with the
Landau-Migdal force [4] given as

ͳ
͵
ݐଷ
߲ܸ
ൌ ቆ ݐ  ሺߙ  ͳሻሺߙ  ʹሻߩఈ ሺݎሻ  ݇ଶ ൫͵ݐଵ  ݐଶ ሺͷ  Ͷݔଶ ሻ൯ቇ ߜሺݎԦ െ ݎԦ ᇱ ሻ ǥ ሺͶሻ
ͳ
ͺ
Ͷ
߲ߩூௌ

߲ܸ
ݐଷ
ͳ
ݐ
ൌ ቆെ ሺͳ  ʹݔ ሻ െ ሺͳ  ʹݔଷ ሻߩఈ ሺݎሻ  ݇ଶ ൫ݐଶ ሺͳ  ʹݔଶ ሻ െ ݐଵ ሺͳ  ʹݔଵ ሻ൯ቇ ߜሺݎԦ െ ݎԦ ᇱ ሻ ǥ ሺͷሻ
Ͷ
ʹͶ
߲ߩூ
ͺ
ͳ
ͳ
ͳ
߲ܸ
ൌ െ ݐ െ ݐଷ ߩఈ ሺݎሻ  ݇ଶሺݐଶ െ ݐଵ ሻ ǥ ሺሻǡ
ͺ
Ͷ
ʹͶ
߲ߩ

where ݐ ǡ ݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ǡ ݐଷ ǡ ߙ are the conventional Skyrme parameters (see [4]). Phonon states are calculated by the
QRPA in the canonical basis, where the phonon creation operator is given by

ற ற
ற ற
ఔ
ఔ
ܳఔற ൌ  ܺ
ᇲ ߙ ߙ ᇲ െ ܻ ᇲ ߙ ߙ ᇲ ǥ ሺሻǤ


 ᇲ

We define the QRPA ground state as Ȱୀ ሺߦǡ ߥ ൌ Ͳሻ and the phonon state is then described

byȰഌ ሺߦǡ ߥሻ ൌ ற Ȱ ሺߦǡ Ͳሻ, where ߦ is the degree of freedom of the core nucleus. The QRPA coefficients
are obtained by solving the QRPA equation,

The transition density is defined as

ܣ
ቀ כ
െܤ

ܤ
ܺఔ
ܺఔ
 כቁ ቀ ఔ ቁ ൌ ܧఔ ቀ ఔ ቁ ǥ ሺͺሻǤ
െܣ
ܻ
ܻ

ߜߩఔǡ ሺݎሻ ൌ ሺܺ ᇲ  ሺെͳሻഌ ܻ ᇲ ሻሺݑ ݒ ᇲ  ሺെͳሻഌ ݒ ݑ ᇲ ሻ߮ ߮ᇲ ݇ۃȁȁܨȁȁ݇ ᇱ  ܿݎ݂ ۄൌ ܵܫǡ  ܸܫǥ ሺͻሻ
 ᇲ

ߜߩఔǡ ሺݎሻ ൌ ሺݑ ݒ ᇲ ܺ ᇲ  ݒ ݑ ᇲ ܻ ᇲ ሻ߮ ߮ᇲ ݇ۃȁȁܨȁȁ݇ ᇱ  ܿݎ݂ ۄൌ  ܺܥǥ ሺͳͲሻǤ
 ᇲ

The operator  ܨtakes  ܨൌ ܻݎഌ ሺݎƸ ሻ ,  ܨൌ ܻݎഌ ሺݎƸ ሻ߬௭ for the isoscalar and isovector transitions,

respectively, and  ܨൌ ߪ߬േ for the Gamow-Teller transition (ܿ ൌ )ܺܥ. The coefficients, ݑ and ݒ are

the amplitudes of the canonical basis of HFB. The QRPA calculation is performed by imposing a cutoff
energy of two quasiparticle energy 80 MeV.

The model Hamiltonian of Eq.(1) is diagonalized by the following model wave function
Ȳ ூ ሺݎǡ ߦሻ ൌ  ܿఈఔ ሾ߮ఈ ሺݎሻȰ ሺߦǡ ߥሻሿூ
ఈఔ

ൌ  ܿఈ ሾ߮ఈ ሺݎሻȰ ሺߦǡ Ͳሻሿூ   ܿఈఔ ሾ߮ఈ ሺݎሻȰഌ ሺߦǡ ߥሻሿூ ǥ ሺͳͳሻǡ
ఈאୀூ

ఈǡఔஷ
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where ߙ ൌ ሺ݊ǡ ݆ǡ ݈ሻ is the quantum numbers of the single particle state. We include both isoscalar and

isovector phonons of natural parity and the GT phonon with a fraction of non-energy weighted sum-rule
being above 5 % and phonon energy being less than 30 MeV.
A one-body operator ܱ with rank  ܮcan be expressed by the sum of the valence nucleon and core parts
as

ܱ ൌ ܱଵ  ܱక ǥ ሺͳʹሻǤ

The operators ܱଵ and ܱక operate the valence nucleon and core nucleus, respectively. The reduced
transition matrix of the one-body operator is calculated by

ෝͳ ԡ߮ߙ ۄ
ۃȲ ܫฮܱฮȲ ۄ ܫൌ  ܿߙ כԢ Ͳ ܿߙͲ ߙ߮ۃԢ ԡܱ
Ԣ

ߙԢ ܫאԢ ǡߙܫא

ᇲ
݆
  ܿఈ כᇲ ఔ ܿఈఔ ሺെͳሻ ାഌ ାூା ܫመܫመᇱ ൜

ܫ

ߙԢ ߙߥ

Ͳ ܫᇱ
כ
  ܿఈ
ܿఈఔ ሺെͳሻഌା ܫመܫመᇱ ൜
ܮ ܫఔ
ఈఔ

כ
  ܿఈఔ
ܿఈ ሺെͳሻூାூ
ఈఔ

כ
  ܿఈఔ
ܿఈఔ ሺെͳሻ
ఈఔఔ ᇲ

ᇱ

ᇲ ା

ᇲ ା

ܮ
ܫመܫመᇱ ቄ ఔ
ܫ

ഌ ାூ

ᇲ ା
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Ͳ

ܫᇱ
ܬ

ܮఔ
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ൠ  ߙ ߮ۃԢ ԡܱ
ܮ
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ൠ ۃȰ ฮܱ
ܮ

ۃ ܫȰഌ ෝ
ቅ
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ܮ
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 ܮᇲ
ܫመܫመᇱ ൜ ఔ
ܫ

ܬ
ෝక ฮȰഌ  ۄǥ ሺͳ͵ሻ
ൠ ۃȰഌᇲ ฮܱ
ܮ

In this work, we did not take into account the last term of Eq. (13), which is expected to be a small
contribution to the reduced transition matrix. We also calculate the spectroscopic factor defined as
ଶ

ଶ

ܵሺߙሻ ൌ ȁۃȲூ ȁ߮ఈ Ȱ ሺͲሻۄȁଶ ൌ อ ܿఈᇲ  ߮ۃఈᇲ ȁ߮ఈ ۄอ ൌ อ ܿఈᇲ  ߜఈᇲ ఈ อ ǥ ሺͳͶሻǤ
ఈᇲ

4. Result

ఈᇲ

We will discuss the effect of PVC by comparing with the result of IPM and experiment. First, we discuss
the effect of PVC on the single particle state. Figure 2 shows the spectroscopic factor ܵሺߙሻ of the proton
g9/2 state of

73

Cu. The rectangles with the dotted and the solid lines are the results of IPM and PVC,

respectively. In the case of IPM, the spectroscopic factor gives only unity for every single particle state. If

one considers the PVC, each spectroscopic factor of the single particle levels decreases and distributes in a
wide energy region, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig.2: Spectroscopic factor ܵሺߨ݃ଽȀଶ ሻof 73Cu. The rectangles with the dashed and the solid lines are the results

of IPM and PVC, respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates the GT distribution of
73

73

Ni as a function of the excitation energy of the daughter

73

nucleus, Cu. The ground state energy of Ni is shown by the arrow in the figure. Excited states of 73Cu
are calculated in the same way as 73Ni by replacing neutron to proton as the valence nucleon. We can see,
by including the PVC effect, the GT distribution is significantly varied for a whole energy region. In a
region above E=10 MeV, the GT distribution shifts to higher energies and the strengths become smaller a
little. We can also see the variation at a low energy region below the ground state of 73Ni. In particular, a
new peak about at E=7 MeV appears in the PVC result. This will give a change in the β-decay half-life.

Fig.3: GT distribution of 73Ni as a function of excitation energy with respect to the ground state of 73Cu. The
dashed and solid lines are the results of IPM and PVC, respectively. The ground state energy of 73Ni (E=8.9
MeV) is shown by the arrow.

Figure 4 shows the β-decay half-lives of nickel isotopes calculated by using the results of GT distribution.
We did not take into account the forbidden transitions in this work. Even-even nuclei are calculated in the
same way, namely HFB+QRPA, both for IPM and PVC, so that the results are identical to each other. We
can see that the half-lives of PVC for

73,75,77

Ni become shorter than those of IPM and the odd-even

straggling found in IPM is slightly mitigated. The half-life of PVC for 71Ni is also shorter than the result of
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IPM, however, it is difficult to see in the scale given in the figure.

Fig.4: β-decay half-lives of nickel isotopes. The square, circle, and double circle are the results of IPM,
PVC, and experiment, respectively. The lines are just for guiding eye.
5. Summary and Future Perspectives
We introduced the PVC to the Skyrme HFB + QRPA framework in order to calculate the GT
distributions and β-decay half-lives of nickel isotopes with odd number of neutron. We first demonstrated
the PVC effect on the spectroscopic factor of

73

Ni. By considering the PVC, the spectroscopic factor

significantly changed and distributed in a wide energy region. The GT distribution of

73

Ni was shown

comparing the result of IPM, and it was found that the PVC effect remarkably changed the GT distribution
both at low energy and giant resonance regions. The β-decay half-lives are calculated by using the GT
distributions of

71-77

Ni and it was found that the PVC effect shortened the half-lives and the odd-even

straggling found in the IPM was mitigated.
Our work was performed with one effective interaction, namely SGII force. It will be important to study
the PVC effects on GT distributions with different forces. We are also interested in studying the PVC effect
on the forbidden transitions in the future. We also plan to extend our framework to other nuclei than nickel
isotopes for a systematical calculation of β-decay half-life.
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To measure the temperature-dependent thermal neutron spectrum in the solid
moderator, a preliminary experiment was conducted for two purposes. The first purpose was
to examine the possibility of the neutron scattering measurement at the Kyoto University
Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science - Linear Accelerator (KURNS-LINAC).
The second was to obtain the thermal neutron spectrum in the solid moderator. To achieve
these goals, we have carried out the neutron transmission measurements of the polyethylene
(CH2) samples with thickness 0.2, 1.0 and 2.0 cm using the time-of-flight (TOF) method at
the KURNS-LINAC.
In this experiment, we were able to observe the thermal neutron spectrum generated
by the CH2 with thickness 2.0 cm. The future plan is to measure the temperature-dependent
thermal neutron spectrum in the CaH2 moderator material using the heater.

1. Introduction
In order to provide reliable energy for long-duration crewed missions to the moon or
Mars, the nuclear reactor is being suggested as a power source [1]. Especially, the small
high-temperature reactor using a solid moderator is being studied as a space reactor [2]. As a
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solid moderator, the metal hydrides such as the CaH2 having a high melting point are
suggested for the high-temperature operation. Since neutronics characteristics is changed by
the increase of temperature, the reactivity of the solid moderated reactor is largely impacted
by the temperature-dependent thermal neutron spectrum in the moderator. Therefore, it is
necessary to experimentally investigate the temperature-dependent thermal neutron spectrum
in the moderator to accurately design the reactor.
In order to carry out the experiment to measure the temperature-dependent thermal
neutron spectrum in the solid moderator, a preliminary experiment was conducted for two
purposes. The first purpose was to examine the possibility of the neutron scattering
measurement at the Kyoto University Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science Linear Accelerator (KURNS-LINAC). The second was to obtain the thermal neutron
spectrum in the solid moderator.
To achieve these goals, we have carried out the neutron transmission measurements of
the polyethylene (CH2) samples, which is well known as one of moderator materials to
produce thermal neutron spectrum, with thickness 0.2, 1.0 and 2.0 cm. The present
time-of-flight (TOF) measurements were performed by using the Kyoto University Institute
for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science - Linear Accelerator (KURNS-LINAC) as a
pulsed neutron source and by using a gas electron multiplier (GEM) detector as a neutron
detector.
We obtained the transmitted neutron measurement results of the CH2 samples, and
investigated the thermal neutron spectrum generated by the CH2 samples.

2. Experiment
2.1 Experiment procedure
The transmission measurements of the CH2 samples have been carried out by the TOF
method at the KURNS-LINAC. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.
Bursts of fast neutrons were produced from a water-cooled Ta target [3], 5 cm in
diameter and 6 cm in length, as a photoneutron target. The Ta-target was set a water tank
packed in a graphite scatterer [4], 50×40×40 cm3, packed in an Al container, 0.5 cm thickness
walls, as a neutron scatterer. The neutron flight path used in the experiment was in the
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direction of 135q to the LINAC electron beam. In order to reduce the γ-flash generated by the
electron burst from the Ta-target, a lead shadow bar, 5×5 cm2 in area and 20 cm in length, was
placed in front of the Ta-target. A gas electron multiplier (GEM) detector having a low
sensitivity to γ-rays was used to detect the transmitted and scattered neutrons. The neutron
flight length between the Ta-target and the GEM detector was 12.60±0.03 m.
The KURNS-LINAC was operated with a pulse width of 4 Ps, a repetition rate of 50
Hz, an average current of 100 μA and an electron energy of 30 MeV.

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement for the neutron transmission measurements

2.2 Samples and measurements
To obtain the thermal neutron spectrum in the CH2 moderator material, the high
density polyethene samples (0.95 g/cm3) with thickness 0.2, 1.0 and 2.0 cm were used to the
present experiment. The information about samples is listed in Table 1.
The transmitted and scattered neutrons from the CH2 samples were detected with the
GEM detector. The GEM detector was operated with Ar and CO2 in 70/30 mixing ratio with
90 ml/min ow rate at -2500 V and 354 PA. Output signals from the GEM detector were
summed up and stored in a personal computer as the TOF data. The data taking system of the
GEM detector is shown in Fig. 2.
In the present measurements, we obtained the incident neutron spectrum by measuring
a TOF spectrum without the sample (blank run). We also obtained the TOF measurement by
the resonance filters of In (1.46 eV), Co (132 eV) and Mn (336 eV) to evaluate the
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background level. The measuring times of each measurement run are listed in Table 2.
Table 1. Information of sample

Table 2. List of measuring times

Sample name

CH2

Samples

Density (g/cm3)

0.95

Isotopic composition

99.95%

Blank

Neutron spectrum

0.5

Shape

Plate

CH2 (0.2 cm)

Foreground

0.5

Size (cm3)

20.0×20.0×0.2

CH2 (1.0 cm)

Foreground

0.5

20.0×20.0×1.0

CH2 (2.0 cm)

Foreground

0.5

20.0×20.0×2.0

Resonance filters

Background

0.5

Measurement

Measurement
time (h)

Fig. 2. Data acquisition system for the present experiment

3. Results and Discussion
In the present experiment, we have obtained the transmitted and scattered neutron
spectra of the CH2 samples thickness with 0.2, 1.0 and 2.0 cm. The present results are
compared with each other as shown in Fig. 3.
For the blank measurement, the thermal neutron peak is observed in the TOF region
around 3.5 ms. However, we think this peak would be due to the thermal neutron component
decelerated by the cooling water in the Ta-target.
For the measurements of the CH2 samples, as can be seen in the figure, the thermal
neutron spectrum generated by the CH2 sample with thickness 2.0 cm is observed in the TOF
region around 370 μs, although the thermal neutron spectrum is not observed by the CH2
sample with thickness 0.2 cm and 1.0 cm. It indicates that the experiment for
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temperature-dependent thermal neutron spectrum in solid moderator is possible at the
KURNS-LINAC by using the TOF method, if sufficiently thick samples are used.

Fig. 3. TOF spectra for the CH2 samples and blank

4. Conclusions
In the present study, the preliminary experiment for the temperature-dependent
thermal neutron spectrum in solid moderator were performed by the TOF method at the
KURNS-LINAC. We obtained the transmitted and scattered neutron spectra of the CH2
samples with thickness 0.2, 1.0 and 2.0 cm, and the obtained neutron spectrum results are
compared with each other.
In this experiment, we were able to observe the thermal neutron spectrum generated
by the CH2 with thickness 2.0 cm. We confirmed that the experiment for
temperature-dependent thermal neutron spectrum in solid moderator is possible at the
KURNS-LINAC by using TOF method.
The future plan is to measure the temperature-dependent thermal neutron spectrum in
the CaH2 moderator material using the heater.
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Production cross sections of the 89Y(d,2n)89Zr reaction were measured up to 24 MeV. The stacked foil
activation method and the -ray spectrometry were used to derive the cross sections. A stacked target
consisting of 89Y and

nat

Ti metallic foils were irradiated at the RIKEN AVF cyclotron. The

rays emitted

from the irradiated target foils were measured using a high resolution HPGe detector. Cross sections of the
reaction were determined and compared with literature data. Our result is consistent with the three out of
the seven literature data.

1. Introduction
Many radioisotopes are used for nuclear medicine, e.g. diagnosis and therapy. One of such medical
radioisotopes is

89

Zr (T1/2 = 78.41 h), which is a positron emitter and available for positron emission

tomography (PET). The radioisotope can be produced by charged-particle induced reactions using
accelerators.
There are several reactions to produce

89

Zr. Among the reactions, we focused on the

89

Y(d,2n)89Zr

reaction. Several studies of the reaction [1–7] could be found in the EXFOR database [8]. There is,
however, a large discrepancy among the experimental data. Therefore, we performed an experiment to
measure cross sections of the 89Y(d,2n)89Zr reaction.

2. Experimental
The experiment was performed using the RIKEN AVF cyclotron. The stacked foil activation method
and the high resolution J-ray spectrometry were used.
A stacked target consisted of 89Y and natTi foils. Pure metallic foils of 89Y (99% purity, Goodfellow Co.,
Ltd., UK) and

nat

Ti (99.6% purity, Nilaco Corp., Japan) were purchased. The
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monitor reaction and assessment of target thicknesses and beam parameters. The sizes and weights of the
foils were measured and the thicknesses of the 89Y and

nat

Ti foils were found to be 28.6 and 20.3 mg/cm2,

respectively. The foils were cut into small pieces (8ʹ8 mm2) to fit a target holder served also as a Faraday
cup.
The target was irradiated by a 23.6-MeV deuteron beam. The incident energy of the beam was
measured by the TOF method [9]. The irradiation with an average intensity of 102.4 nA lasted for 1 hour.
Energy degradation in the target was calculated by the SRIM code [10]. The beam parameters were
assessed by the monitor reaction.
The J-ray spectra of irradiated foils were measured by a high resolution J-spectrometer with a HPGe
detector. The detector was calibrated by a multiple standard J-ray point source (57,60Co,
113

Sn

137

Cs,

139

Ce,

203

Hg and

85

Sr,

88

Y,

109

Cd,

241

Am).

3. Results
Cross sections of the

nat

Ti(d,x)48V monitor reaction were derived to assess the target thicknesses and

the beam parameters. The characteristic J-line at 983.525 keV (99.98%) from the decay of

48

V (T1/2 =

15.9735 d) was measured after a cooling time of 14 days. During the period, an interfering by-product of
48

Sc (T1/2 = 43.67 h) decayed completely.
Our result of the monitor reaction is shown in Fig. 1. It is compared with the IAEA recommended

values [11], which were updated in 2017 from the data in 2001 [12]. We could find good agreement
between our result and the recommended values.

Fig. 1: Cross sections of the natTi(d,x)48V monitor reaction with the IAEA recommended values
[11].
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Cross sections of the

89

Y(d,2n)89Zr reaction were derived from the measurement of the 909.15 keV

J-line (99.04%) decayed from

89

Zr (T1/2 = 78.41 h). The radionuclide

short half-life (T1/2 = 4.161 min), which decays to

89g

89

Zr has a metastable state with a

89

Zr (IT: 93.77%) and Y (H+E+: 6.23%). The net counts

measured after a cooling time of 14 days were cumulative ones of the ground and part of the excited state.
Therefore, only cumulative cross sections could be obtained from the J-line measurement. The result is
compared with the previous studies [1–7] and the TENDL-2017 data [13]. Our result is in good agreement
with the three [5–7] out of the seven previous studies.

Fig. 2: Cross sections of the 89Y(d,2n)89Zr reaction with the previous data [1–7] and
the TENDL-2017 data [13]

4. Summary
We measured cross sections of the

89

Y(d,2n)89Zr reaction up to 24 MeV. The standard methods,

stacked target activation technique and high resolution J-spectrometry, were used. The measured data were
compared with the previous experimental data and the TENDL-2017 data. Our result is consistent with the
three out of the seven previous studies.
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In this study, we use four-dimensional (4D) Langevin model, which can well explain the experimental
results in actinide region, to understand what controls the fission fragment mass distribution (FFMD) by
varying E* for

180

Hg and

190

Hg. We successfully reproduced FFMDs of neutron-deficient (proton-rich)

isotopes in Pb region, although the further investigation is necessary to reproduce qualitative properties of
fission fragments in 180,190Hg. The Langevin model can also provide reasonable total kinetic energy (TKE)
of fission fragments, and its variance.
1. Introduction
Recently, precise evaluation of fission products (nuclear species and their amounts) of actinides has
attracted attention in decommissioning of nuclear power plants, to reduce its cost. However, measurements
of nuclear fissions of actinide region still have been limited. Therefore, we need a theoretical model with a
strong prediction power to various nuclei. Such theoretical model may solve the open problems on nuclear
fission, i.e., sudden shape transitions in FFMDs, energy dependence of prompt neutrons and rotations of
fission fragments. Sudden change of FFMD shapes in isotopes and/or isotones is the one of the motivation
why we need a theoretical model with enough prediction power. For example, Fm-isotopes up to N=157
have double peak FFMDs (asymmetric fission is dominant), while those above N=157 have single peak
FFMDs (symmetric fission mainly takes place). In actinides, we found that our 4D-Langevin model can
explain FFMD transitions [1], and can reproduce both FFMDs and TKEs quantitatively. Thus our
4D-Lanvegin model works very well in actinides. However it is still opaque whether our model can
describe the fission phenomena far from actinides, where the FFMD is controlled by different mechanism

from that in actinides. In actinides, asymmetric FFMD is mainly dominated by double-magic 132Sn. On
the other hand, FFMD of

180

Hg is not symmetric around double-magic 90Zr, but asymmetric. In order

to examine prediction power of our model, we studied neutron-deficient Hg isotopes, 180, 190Hg.
2. Methods
Langevin model [2] describes nuclear fission as the time evolution of nuclear shape of a compound
nucleus till scission using a solution of the following Langevin equation
݀ݍ
ൌ ሺ݉ିଵ ሻ 
݀ݐ

݀
߲߲ ͳ ܨ
ሺ݉ିଵ ሻ   െ ߛ ሺ݉ିଵሻ   ݃ ܴ ሺݐሻǡ
ൌെ
െ
߲ݍ ʹ ߲ݍ
݀ݐ
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where ݃ ݃ ൌ ܶ ߛ כ ǡwith ܶ  כൌ

αధ
ଶ



αధ
ଶ்

Ǥ Here, the variable qi is qi=(z0, G1, G2, D), which is the

Two-center Shell-model parametrization. These variables correspond to elongation (z0), deformations of the
outer parts of the fragment (G1,G2),and mass asymmetry (D). In the current model, we fixed the neck
parameter H=0.35. We also the local frequency of collective motion Z, which gives the effective
temperature as αZ=2. Shell corrections to the free energy F were calculated directly starting from their
formal definitions without any additional approximations [3]. For comparison, we also used Ignatyuk shell
damping formula to evaluate the shell corrections. Collective inertia tensor mμν is calculated based on the
Werner-Wheeler approximation of the liquid drop mass tensor. The friction tensor γμν is calculated from the
wall-window friction formulation.
3. Results
We performed the Langevin calculations at the excitation energy E*=23.9MeV for
E*=27.6MeV for

190

180

Hg system, and

Hg system, respectively. As shown in Table 1, the difference of shell correction does

not affect the peak position of fission fragments very much in the case of

180

Hg, while the exact shell

correction makes the mean mass number of light fragments (AL) larger by 2.79, and that of heavy
fragments (AH) smaller by 2.79 than the experimental result in

190

Hg. In

190

Hg system, we found that the

discrepancy between the calculation and the experiment becomes very large when we use well-known
Ignatyuk shell damping formula.

Table 1 Comparison of the mean two
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Table 2 is the comparison of various mean TKEs in nuclear fission of 180Hg and

190

Hg. We compared two

calculation results with different shell corrections, the experimental result with corresponding energy to
calculations for fission, and experimental result of beta-delayed fission of

180

Tl. In addition to them, we

also show the mean TKE suggested by Viola systematics. In both cases, the mean TKEs of Langevin
calculations are between experimental values and Viola systematics. In the mass region around actinides,
the TKE follows Viola systematics in general. In that sense, the experimental <TKE> is too small. However,
it is not clear whether Viola systematics can be valid in Hg region. Therefore, we need further investigation
of nuclear fission in the mass region far from actinides.
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Table 2 The mean TKEs, <TKE>s, are listed in the case of 180Hg and 190Hg fission.

Present calculations are compared with Nishi+2015 [4], beta-delayed fission case [5] and the
estimated value by Viola systematics [6].
4. Summary
We calculated

180,190

Hg nuclear fission using our 4D-Langevin model, which can reproduce both

experimental FFMD and TKE very well in actinide region, with two types of shell correction, i.e., exact
one and standard shell-correction formula of Ignatyuk. As a result, difference of shell correction does not
strongly affect FFMD and TKE in

180

Hg, while the discrepancy between the Langevin calculation and the

experiments became larger when we use the standard Ignatyuk shell correction in 190Hg. We conclude that
our 4D-Langevin model can successfully reproduce both FFMD and TKE, although the agreement with
experimental data in 180,190Hg has room for discussion, compared to that in actinides.
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A research project entitled “Study on accuracy improvement of fast-neutron capture

reaction data of long-lived MAs for development of nuclear transmutation systems” started in
2017 as a four-year project. The purpose of the project is to improve the neutron capture cross
sections of minor actinides in the fast neutron energy region that is particularly important for
study on a nuclear transmutation system. The outline of the project is reported.

1. Introduction
Nuclear waste from nuclear power plants contains long-lived minor actinides (MA),
some of which keep their radiotoxicities for more than a thousand years. Currently planned
geological disposal of nuclear waste has been a long-standing issue for public acceptance. In
order to solve the issue, nuclear transmutation, by which long-lived MAs are transmuted to
stable or shorter-lived nuclides via neutron-induced reactions, has been suggested. In recent
years, accelerator-driven systems (ADS) are considered as feasible candidates of MA burners
and several ADS projects are ongoing or planned. Detailed core design of an ADS requires
accurate, reliable nuclear reaction data of MAs but the uncertainties of the current cross
section data in evaluated nuclear data libraries in the fast neutron energy region that is most
relevant for ADS are not small enough to satisfy the requirement [1,2].
A research project entitled “Study on accuracy improvement of fast-neutron capture

reaction data of long-lived MAs for development of nuclear transmutation systems” started in
2017. The project aims at improving the accuracies of neutron capture cross sections of MAs
(237Np,

241Am, 243Am)

in the fast neutron energy region. In order to improve the capture
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reaction data of MAs, an intense pulsed neutron beam from a spallation neutron source of the
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) is utilized in time-of-flight (TOF)
experiments to measure capture cross sections. In previous research projects, we worked on
building and commissioning the Accurate Neutron Nucleus Reaction Measurement
Instrument (ANNRI), a neutron beam line for nuclear data measurement in the Materials
and Life Science Experimental Facility (MLF) of J-PARC [3]. ANNRI now becomes one of the
leading neutron beam lines for nuclear data measurement in the world.
One of the major reasons why previous measurements of MA capture cross sections
were not able to achieve high accuracies is that samples were radioactive. A radioactive
sample emits decay J-rays that become background for the detection of neutron capture J-rays.
The large decay J-ray background hinders accurate capture cross section measurement. The
J-PARC high-intensity pulsed neutron beam solves the issue by increasing neutron capture
reaction rates in a sample. The rate of capture events to background events can be improved,
consequently achieving small uncertainties of cross sections.
Another difficulty to deal with a radioactive sample is to assay sample characteristics
such as total mass, isotopic composition and impurities. Sample characteristic assay of
radioactive samples cannot be carried out easily. It needs special apparatus and
radiation-controlled areas for handling unsealed radioactive material. In many past nuclear
data measurements using radioactive samples, this technical barrier leads to the situation
that sample characteristics were not assayed by an experimental group themselves and,
instead, rely completely on sample spec sheets provided by a manufacture. Uncertainties of
manufacture measurements are not easily testable, often not small enough and sometimes
not mentioned at all. This is why uncertainties of radioactive sample characteristics often
dominate systematic uncertainties of cross sections. In this project, we plan to analyze sample
characteristics of MA samples by ourselves.
The project consists of four tasks: (1) development of neutron beam filter system in
J-PARC, (2) neutron capture cross section measurement, (3) sample characteristic assay, and
(4) theoretical reaction model study. The following sections describe details of the items.

2. Neutron Beam Filter System
The neutron beam filter is designed to solve the so-called double bunch issue of a
neutron beam from the J-PARC spallation neutron source. The spallation neutron source is
operated at a repetition rate of 25 Hz. Hence, neutrons are generated every 40 ms. The
J-PARC accelerator adopts a special operational pattern called double bunch operation, in
which two proton pulses with a separation time of 600 ns are injected into the spallation
neutron target for each neutron burst cycle. The purpose of this operation is to increase the
thermal neutron intensity, important for most of measurements of the neutron beam lines in
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MLF. For thermal neutron experiments, the time structure of the incident proton beam is
negligible. The Doppler broadening effect and moderation time in a moderator erase the
proton beam time structure in the thermal neutron TOF region around 10-30 ms. However
this double bunch mode is very problematic for measurement in higher energy region above
100 eV. The double bunch structure appears in TOF spectra in the high energy region.
Neutrons having two different energies originating two incident proton pulses overlap at the
same TOF in measurement. The capture yield at each TOF point includes cross section values
at two different neutron energies and deconvolution of the results is not easy.
The neutron beam filter system solves this issue. The neutron beam filter method is
often used in nuclear reactor experiments [4,5]. A reactor neutron beam which has a
continuous energy distribution can be tailored to be mono or quasi-mono energetic through
filter materials that have sharp resonance dips of total cross section at certain resonance
energies. In this project, the neutron filter technique is combined with the TOF technique to
separate out coexisting different energy neutrons at the same TOF. The neutron beam filter
system is under development. Filter materials were chosen and tested in a neutron beam
facility in Tokyo Tech in 2018. Based on the test results, the system was designed in 2018 and
will be installed in the ANNRI beam line of J-PARC MLF in early 2019.

3. Neutron Capture Cross Section Measurement
This project focuses on fast-neutron capture cross section data of MA. This requires a
fast detection and data acquisition systems. Fast neutron events appear in fast TOF region
close to the gamma flash, an intense J-ray emission produced at the moment that the incident
proton beam pulse reaches the spallation neutron target. The gamma flash overwhelms the
detection system and detection signals are distorted for Ps (sometimes ms) after the gamma
flash. To detect neutron capture events in the fast TOF region, the system needs to recover
quickly from the distortion caused by the gamma flash. In addition to the gamma-flash, an
intense neutron beam from the J-PARC spallation neutron source increase the detector
counting rate, leading to large count loss due to the system dead time.
We plan to measure the neutron capture cross sections of MAs using NaI(Tl) detectors of
ANNRI. NaI(Tl) detectors are suitable for the measurement in fast TOF region [6].
Scintillation detectors have faster response than semiconductor detectors, and what’s more,
an NaI(Tl) detector can measure a J-ray spectrum. The pulse height weighting technique to
derive neutron capture cross sections is well established for a NaI(Tl) detector [7]. However
the present data acquisition system for the ANNRI-NaI(Tl) detectors is not fast enough to
analyze the pulse height and TOF of signals. In this project, a new data acquisition system
and fast signal processing method is under development. The new system is built on a
waveform digitizer that can record the waveform of each signal and then the recorded signals
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are analyzed offline. The dead time of the waveform digitizer is considerably small and offline
sophisticated signal processing is allowed. The data acquisition system was tested in 2017
and 2018. Cross section measurements of MAs using the ANNRI-NaI(Tl) detectors and the
new data acquisition system will be conducted in 2019 and 2020.

4. Sample Characteristic Assay
Sample characteristic assay is an important task to improve the accuracy of cross
sections. Uncertainties of sample characteristics such as total mass, isotope composition and
impurities can be crucial systematic uncertainties. In this project, we plan to analyze the
isotope composition and impurities of MA samples by thermal ionization mass spectrometry
(TIMS) at the Institute of Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science of Kyoto University. The
target accuracy of analysis is set at less than 1% in this project. The key to achieving such a
high accuracy is the stability of ion emission from a filament of the TIMS ion source. To
stabilize the ion emission, the monitoring method of the filament temperature, most
dominant factor for ion emission, was improved in 2018. A test experiment showed significant
improvement of ion emission control. TIMS analysis of MA samples is planned to conduct in
2019 and 2020.

5. Theoretical Reaction Model Study
Theoretical nuclear reaction models can predict neutron capture cross sections.
Combined with experimental data, theoretical reaction models become powerful tools in
nuclear data evaluation. In this project, neutron capture J-ray spectra measured with the
ANNRI-NaI(Tl) detectors are used to refine theoretical reaction models. Capture J-ray spectra
give more information on reaction mechanism than taking into account only capture cross
section. Comparing theoretical calculations with the measured J-ray spectra, model
parameters such as gamma-ray strength function and level density can be determined.
However direct output spectra from experiments cannot be compared with theoretical capture
J-ray spectra because measured spectra convolute detector response. Unfolding measured
spectra with detector response function is often performed to compare with theoretical spectra
[7] but the unfolding process adds uncertainties to experimental data. Instead, we adopted
the opposite way for comparison. We fold theoretical spectra with detector response and then
compare them to experimental data. Folding process is less ambiguous than unfolding process.
We built a geometrical model of the ANNRI-NaI(Tl) detectors for the Monte Carlo simulation
code PHITS [8] and calculated the detector response matrix. For a benchmark calculation, the
capture J-ray spectrum of

197Au

was calculated with the theoretical reaction model code

CCONE [9] and then folded the calculated spectrum with the detector response matrix.
Comparison with experimental data is planned to test the present method in early 2019.
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6. Summary and Future Prospect

The project entitled “Study on accuracy improvement of fast-neutron capture reaction

data of long-lived MAs for development of nuclear transmutation systems” started in 2017 as
a four-year project. The first two years were spent for development of the neutron beam filter
system, fast data acquisition method for the ANNRI-NaI(Tl) detectors and MA sample
characteristic assay. Now the project is going into the actual experimental phase to measure
the capture cross sections and capture J-ray spectra of MAs.
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Abstract
We performed the fission product yield (FPY), prompt and delayed neutron emission, and decay heat calculations with the Hauser-Feshbach Fission Fragment Decay (HF3 D), beta decay, and summation calculation codes for
the neutron induced fission of 235 U with the incident neutron energy from thermal to 5 MeV. A series of sequential
calculations for one particular incident neutron energy starts with a primary fission fragment distribution that is
characterized by Y (Z, A, Eex, J, π). The HF3D code deterministically generates and numerically integrates such

distributions for more than 500 of excited primary fission fragment pairs for each incident neutron energy. A set

of calculated independent FPY at each energy is used as an input for the β-decay and summation calculations that
tracks the β-decay of all nuclides to obtain the cumulative FPY, the decay heat, and the delayed neutron yield.
The calculated fission observables are compared with available experimental data.

1 Introduction
The fission product yield (FPY) is an important ingredient for the safe and efficient operation of nuclear power
plant, the reprocessing of the spent nuclear fuel, and various nuclear energy applications. Despite its importance,
the FPY data in the current evaluated nuclear data libraries are not sufficient especially for heavier actinides and
wide energy range due to scarce experimental data.
Many theoretical efforts have also been made for either understanding the fundamental physics of the nuclear
fission or developing models and codes to reproduce fission observables. However, accurate predictions of fission
observables by only theoretical calculations in a consistent manner have not reached the stage of real use for the
nuclear data evaluation. In the past, England and Rider[1], as well as many evaluators of the nuclear data libraries,
have made efforts to establish some empirical models such as Los Alamos Model for prompt neutron fission
spectra (PFNS) [2] and Wahl systematics for the independent FPY[3]. Such models aim to reproduce the existing
experimental data and to predict data for unknown nuclide. These approaches have still been used for the evaluation
today. Generally, these models specialize in certain observables such as PFNS and FPY. Therefore, each model has
no consistency with each other. Concerning FPY, up to now, few code can calculate incident energy dependence
of the independent or cumulative FPY. FPY’s distribution is different by either fissile or incident neutron energy.
Therefore, an accurate prediction of FPY data that are consistent with other fission observables in the energy
dependent manner is desired.
In this study, we demonstrate the sequential steps of calculation in the energy dependent manner which
combines the statistical decay of the fission fragment pairs using the HF3 D code with the β decay and the
summation calculations. The calculated fission observables, i.e. prompt neutron emission multiplicity and its
1
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spectrum, independent FPY, cumulative FPY, decay heat, and delayed neutron yield are compared with available
experimental data.
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Figure 1: Primary fission fragment distributions YP (A)
for thermal, 1, 3, and 5 MeV generated using the HF3 D
code.
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Figure 2: Calculated fission product distributions YI (A)
for thermal, 1, 3, and 5 MeV.

Calculation Method

A general concept of the HF3 D code and the generation of fission fragment distributions are discussed in the
literature [4]. Initially, primary fission fragment distributions at each incident neutron energy are produced based
on available experimental YP (A) data as a function of the primary fission fragment mass. We fit YP (A) and T K E(A)
by simple analytical functions and interpolate them smoothly between energies. The distribution including charge,
i.e. YP (A, Z), is obtained by using YP (A) with Z P model in the Wahl systematics[3]. The parameters that are defined
in Z P model generate distributions of charge for each mass by Gaussian and incorporate the even-odd proton and
neutron effects in it. These parameters are defined in the energy dependent manner. We use these parameters,
although the original pourpose of Z P model is to generate independent FPY.
We use a simple analytical function to fit the experimentally available total kinetic energy T K E(A) and energy
dependence of mass averaged TKE T K E. Using these functions, we generate the incident energy dependence of
YP (A, Z,T K E). Next, the TKE for a given fission fragment pair is converted into total excitation energy (TXE)

and separated into light and heavy fragments by the anisothermal model that is defined as the ratio of effective
temperatures of complemental fragments[5, 6]. We have tested various patterns of energy sharing between two
primary fragments and found that taking a constant ratio reproduces prompt neutron multiplicity ν(A) well for 235 U
[7]. The fission fragment mass distribution YP (A) at thermal, 1, 3, and 5 MeV generated by the HF3 D code and
used in this study are shown in Fig. 1. The statistical decay calculations for all set of fission fragment pairs for each
energy were performed using the HF3 D code [4]. β decay and the summation calculations were performed using

the calculated Y I and ENDF/B-VII decay data library.

2
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Figure 3: Decay heat from β ray.
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Figure 4: Decay heat from γ ray.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the calculated independent FPY YI (A) for thermal, 1, 3, and 5 MeV. The YI (A) at the thermal energy
showed a good agreement with the evaluated nuclear data [4]. The neutron multiplicity calculated simultaneously
with YI (A) also showed a good agreement with experimental data [4]. The sets of calculated YI (A) for each incident
neutron energy are used to calculate YC (A), and the resulted YC (A) also are in good accordance with experimental

data [7, 8].

The calculated decay heats from the β and γ components by the summation calculation are shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4, respectively. The experimental data are available for the thermal and fast energies, and only thermal energy
data are plotted for the comparisons. The calculations reproduce the experimental data well for the decay heat from
the β component in wide range of the cooling period, whilst a slight difference appeared in the early cooling period
for the γ component. The decay heat varies as a function of the incident neutron energy. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the
calculated decay heats using YI at different incident neutron energies, 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0 MeV, are also shown and the
results imply that the decay heat from the both components decreases with increasing the incident neutron energy
[9]. This implies that FPY of precursors decreases with increasing the incident energy.
The delayed neutron yields νd as a function of cooling time for different incident neutron energies are shown
in Fig. 5. The result for the thermal energy tends to overestimate for in the cooling period before 10 seconds.
By comparison with the calculated results using JENDL/FPY-2011 YI (Z, A) data as an input of the summation
calculation, our calculation overestimates or underestimates some nuclides which are the main contributors to the
delayed neutron emissions with mass number around 90-99. The energy dependence of the five delayed neutron
precursors is shown in Fig. 6 together with the experimental νd at thermal energy[9]. The νd from representative

five precursors all decreases with increasing the incident neutron energy. By comparison with the experimental νd
for five precursors at the thermal energy, the calculated νd from some of precursors are not in well accordance with
that of experimental data.
The fission observables in the β decay stage are quite sensitive to the FPY data, although the prompt neutron
and gamma emission, and the resulting independent FPY obtained from statistical decay calculation do not show
noticeable difference compared with experimental data. From this study, it is revealed that the charge distribution
generated by the Wahl systematics needs to be revised to improve the accuracy of the prediction. The decay scheme
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in the decay data library also plays an important role in these calculations.
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Figure 5: Cooling time dependence of the delayed neutron
yield.
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Conclusion

We performed the fission product yield (FPY), prompt and delayed neutron emission, and decay heat calculations
with the Hauser-Feshbach Fission Fragment Decay (HF3 D), beta decay, and summation calculations for the fission
of

235 U.

These fission observables are calculated as a function of the incident neutron energy from thermal to 5
MeV. A set of calculated YI (A) for each energy is used as an input for the β-decay and the summation calculations.
The decay heat of the β component reproduces well the experimental data, while the gamma component are
not for early cooling period after the fission burst. The delayed neutron yield tend to be overestimated until 10
seconds from the fission burst. We found that the model needs to modify in terms of the charge distribution of
fission fragments to reproduce the β decay observables. However, we showed that the code and such sequential
calculations are quite useful for the evaluation of FPY. We anticipate that the future evaluation will use this types
of method with experimental data to generate energy dependent yield sets that reproduce other fission or decay
observables simultaneously.
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国際単位系（SI）
表１．SI 基本単位
SI 基本単位

基本量

名称
記号
長
さメ ートル m
質
量 キログラム kg
時
間
秒
s
電
流ア ンペア A
熱力学温度 ケ ル ビ ン K
物 質 量モ
ル mol
光
度 カ ン デ ラ cd

面
体
速
加
波
密
面

表２．基本単位を用いて表されるSI組立単位の例
SI 組立単位
組立量
名称
記号
積 平方メートル
m2
積 立方メートル
m3
さ ， 速 度 メートル毎秒
m/s
速
度 メートル毎秒毎秒
m/s2
数 毎メートル
m-1
度 ， 質 量 密 度 キログラム毎立方メートル
kg/m3
積
密
度 キログラム毎平方メートル
kg/m2

比
体
電
流
密
磁 界 の 強
(a)
量濃度
，濃
質
量
濃
輝
屈
折
率
比 透 磁 率

積 立方メートル毎キログラム
度 アンペア毎平方メートル
さ アンペア毎メートル
度 モル毎立方メートル
度 キログラム毎立方メートル
度 カンデラ毎平方メートル
(b)
（数字の） １
(b)
（数字の） １

乗数
24

10
1021
1018
1015
1012
109
106
103

3

m /kg
A/m2
A/m
mol/m3
kg/m3
cd/m2
1
1

102
101

ゼ
タ
エ ク サ

Ｚ
Ｅ

10-2

ペ
テ

タ
ラ

Ｐ
Ｔ

ギ
メ

ガ
ガ

Ｇ
Ｍ

マイクロ
ノ
10-9 ナ
コ
10-12 ピ
10-15 フェムト

キ
ロ
ヘ ク ト
デ
カ

ｋ
ｈ
da

d
°
’

日
度
分

10-3
10-6

記号

セ ン チ
ミ
リ

ト
10-18 ア
10-21 ゼ プ ト
10-24 ヨ ク ト

d

c
m
µ
n
p
f
a
z
y

1 d=24 h=86 400 s
1°=(π/180) rad
1’=(1/60)°=(π/10 800) rad

”
1”=(1/60)’=(π/648 000) rad
ha 1 ha=1 hm 2=104m2
L，l 1 L=1 l=1 dm3=103cm3=10-3m3
t
1 t=103 kg

秒
ヘクタール
リットル

SI基本単位による
表し方
m/m
2
2
m /m
s-1
m kg s-2
m-1 kg s-2
m2 kg s-2
m2 kg s-3
sA
m2 kg s-3 A-1
m-2 kg-1 s4 A2
m2 kg s-3 A-2
m-2 kg-1 s3 A2
m2 kg s-2 A-1
kg s-2 A-1
m2 kg s-2 A-2
K
cd
m-2 cd
s-1

トン

表７．SIに属さないが、SIと併用される単位で、SI単位で
表される数値が実験的に得られるもの
名称
記号
SI 単位で表される数値
電 子 ボ ル ト
ダ ル ト ン
統一原子質量単位

eV
Da
u

天

ua

文

単

位

1 eV=1.602 176 53(14)×10 -19J

1 Da=1.660 538 86(28)×10-27kg
1 u=1 Da

1 ua=1.495 978 706 91(6)×1011m

表８．SIに属さないが、SIと併用されるその他の単位
名称
記号
SI 単位で表される数値
バ
ー
ル bar １bar=0.1MPa=100 kPa=10 5Pa
水銀柱ミリメートル mmHg １mmHg≈133.322Pa

m2 s-2
m2 s-2
s-1 mol

(a)SI接頭語は固有の名称と記号を持つ組立単位と組み合わせても使用できる。しかし接頭語を付した単位はもはや
コヒーレントではない。
(b)ラジアンとステラジアンは数字の１に対する単位の特別な名称で、量についての情報をつたえるために使われる。
実際には、使用する時には記号rad及びsrが用いられるが、習慣として組立単位としての記号である数字の１は明
示されない。
(c)測光学ではステラジアンという名称と記号srを単位の表し方の中に、そのまま維持している。
(d)ヘルツは周期現象についてのみ、ベクレルは放射性核種の統計的過程についてのみ使用される。
(e)セルシウス度はケルビンの特別な名称で、セルシウス温度を表すために使用される。セルシウス度とケルビンの
単位の大きさは同一である。したがって、温度差や温度間隔を表す数値はどちらの単位で表しても同じである。
(f)放射性核種の放射能（activity referred to a radionuclide）は、しばしば誤った用語で”radioactivity”と記される。
(g)単位シーベルト（PV,2002,70,205）についてはCIPM勧告2（CI-2002）を参照。

表４．単位の中に固有の名称と記号を含むSI組立単位の例
SI 組立単位
組立量
SI 基本単位による
名称
記号
表し方
-1
粘
度 パスカル秒
Pa s
m kg s-1
力 の モ ー メ ン ト ニュートンメートル
Nm
m2 kg s-2
表
面
張
力 ニュートン毎メートル
N/m
kg s-2
角
速
度 ラジアン毎秒
rad/s
m m-1 s-1=s-1
角
加
速
度 ラジアン毎秒毎秒
rad/s2
m m-1 s-2=s-2
熱 流 密 度 , 放 射 照 度 ワット毎平方メートル
W/m2
kg s-3
熱 容 量 , エ ン ト ロ ピ ー ジュール毎ケルビン
J/K
m2 kg s-2 K-1
比 熱 容 量 ， 比 エ ン ト ロ ピ ー ジュール毎キログラム毎ケルビン J/(kg K)
m2 s-2 K-1
比 エ ネ ル
ギ ー ジュール毎キログラム
J/kg
m2 s-2
熱
伝
導
率 ワット毎メートル毎ケルビン W/(m K) m kg s-3 K-1
体 積 エ ネ ル ギ ー ジュール毎立方メートル J/m3
m-1 kg s-2
電
界
の
強
さ ボルト毎メートル
V/m
m kg s-3 A-1
電
荷
密
度 クーロン毎立方メートル C/m3
m-3 s A
表
面
電
荷 クーロン毎平方メートル C/m2
m-2 s A
電 束 密 度 ， 電 気 変 位 クーロン毎平方メートル C/m2
m-2 s A
誘
電
率 ファラド毎メートル
F/m
m-3 kg-1 s4 A2
透
磁
率 ヘンリー毎メートル
H/m
m kg s-2 A-2
モ ル エ ネ ル ギ ー ジュール毎モル
J/mol
m2 kg s-2 mol-1
モルエントロピー, モル熱容量 ジュール毎モル毎ケルビン J/(mol K) m2 kg s-2 K-1 mol-1
照 射 線 量 （ Ｘ 線 及 び γ 線 ） クーロン毎キログラム
C/kg
kg-1 s A
吸
収
線
量
率 グレイ毎秒
Gy/s
m2 s-3
放
射
強
度 ワット毎ステラジアン
W/sr
m4 m-2 kg s-3=m2 kg s-3
放
射
輝
度 ワット毎平方メートル毎ステラジアン W/(m2 sr) m2 m-2 kg s-3=kg s-3
酵 素 活 性
濃 度 カタール毎立方メートル kat/m3
m-3 s-1 mol

ヨ

表５．SI 接頭語
記号
乗数
名称
タ
Ｙ
シ
10-1 デ

表６．SIに属さないが、SIと併用される単位
名称
記号
SI 単位による値
分
min 1 min=60 s
時
h 1 h =60 min=3600 s

（a）量濃度（amount concentration）は臨床化学の分野では物質濃度
（substance concentration）ともよばれる。
（b）これらは無次元量あるいは次元１をもつ量であるが、そのこと
を表す単位記号である数字の１は通常は表記しない。

表３．固有の名称と記号で表されるSI組立単位
SI 組立単位
組立量
他のSI単位による
名称
記号
表し方
（ｂ）
平
面
角 ラジアン(ｂ)
rad
1
（ｂ）
(ｂ)
(c)
立
体
角 ステラジアン
sr
1
周
波
数 ヘルツ（ｄ）
Hz
力
ニュートン
N
圧
力
応
力 パスカル
,
Pa
N/m2
エ ネ ル ギ ー , 仕 事 , 熱 量 ジュール
J
Nm
仕 事 率 ， 工 率 ， 放 射 束 ワット
W
J/s
電
荷
電
気
量 クーロン
,
C
電 位 差 （ 電 圧 ） , 起 電 力 ボルト
V
W/A
静
電
容
量 ファラド
F
C/V
電
気
抵
抗 オーム
Ω
V/A
コ ン ダ ク タ ン ス ジーメンス
S
A/V
磁
束 ウエーバ
Wb
Vs
磁
束
密
度 テスラ
T
Wb/m2
イ ン ダ ク タ ン ス ヘンリー
H
Wb/A
セ ル シ ウ ス 温 度 セルシウス度(ｅ)
℃
光
束 ルーメン
lm
cd sr(c)
照
度 ルクス
lx
lm/m2
Bq
放 射 性 核 種 の 放 射 能 （ ｆ ） ベクレル（ｄ）
吸収線量, 比エネルギー分与,
グレイ
Gy
J/kg
カーマ
線量当量, 周辺線量当量,
Sv
J/kg
シーベルト（ｇ）
方向性線量当量, 個人線量当量
酸
素
活
性 カタール
kat

名称

オングストローム
海
里
バ
ー
ン

Å
Ｍ

１Å=0.1nm=100pm=10-10m
１M=1852m

b

ノ
ネ
ベ

ト
パ
ル

kn
Np
Ｂ

１b=100fm2=(10-12cm) 2 =10-28m2
１kn=(1852/3600)m/s

ル

dB

ッ
ー

デ

シ

ベ

SI単位との数値的な関係は、
対数量の定義に依存。

表９．固有の名称をもつCGS組立単位
名称
記号
SI 単位で表される数値
ル
グ erg 1 erg=10-7 J

エ
ダ
ポ

イ
ア

ス
ス

ト ー ク
チ
ル

フ
ガ

ォ

ン dyn 1 dyn=10-5N
ズ P 1 P=1 dyn s cm-2=0.1Pa s
ス St 1 St =1cm2 s-1=10-4m2 s-1
ブ sb 1 sb =1cd cm-2=104cd m-2
ト ph 1 ph=1cd sr cm-2 =10 4lx
ル Gal 1 Gal =1cm s-2=10-2ms-2

マ ク ス ウ エ ル
ガ
ウ
ス
エルステッド（ ａ）

Mx
G
Oe

1 Mx = 1G cm2=10-8Wb
1 G =1Mx cm-2 =10-4T
1 Oe (103/4π)A m-1

（a）３元系のCGS単位系とSIでは直接比較できないため、等号「
は対応関係を示すものである。

キ
レ
ラ

名称
ュ
リ
ン

レ
ガ

ト

表10．SIに属さないその他の単位の例
記号
SI 単位で表される数値
ー Ci 1 Ci=3.7×1010Bq

ゲ

ン

ン R
ド rad
ム rem
マ γ

フ
ェ
ル
ミ
メートル系カラット
ト
標

準

大

」

気

1 R = 2.58×10-4C/kg

1 rad=1cGy=10-2Gy
1 rem=1 cSv=10-2Sv
1 γ=1 nT=10-9T
1 フェルミ=1 fm=10-15m

1 メートル系カラット = 0.2 g = 2×10-4kg
ル Torr 1 Torr = (101 325/760) Pa
圧 atm 1 atm = 101 325 Pa

カ

ロ

リ

ー

cal

ミ

ク

ロ

ン

µ

1 cal=4.1858J（｢15℃｣カロリー），4.1868J
（｢IT｣カロリー），4.184J（｢熱化学｣カロリー）

1 µ =1µm=10-6m
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